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we could hardly have believed it was so
long. We had hoped to be able to give our
friends.the benefit of it, but it beggars description, and needs to be heard to be appreciated. After a moment of praise at
the beginning, this passage occurred:
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Unwritten.

There are poems unwritten and songs unsung
Sweeter than any that ever were heard,—

Poems that wait for an angel tongue,
Songs that but leng for a paradise bird;—

Poems that ripple through lowliest lives,—
Poems unnoted and hidden away
j
Down in the soul where the beautiful thrives,
Sweetly as flowers in the airs of May.
Poems that only the angels
Looking down deep into

above us,
our hearts

may

be-

hold,
. Felt, though unseen, by the beings that love us,
Written on lives in letters of gold.
Sing to my soul the sweet song that thou livest;

Read me the poem that never was penned,—
The wonderful idyl of life that thou givest
Fresh from thy spirit, ah, beautiful friend.— Liberal Christian.

Special” Correspondence.
LoxDoN, July, 1870.
A SABBATH

IN LONDON.

it is late

in

room for it, as perhaps
of its interest

coming,

keeping

we -find

a portion

him

still.)

to

every

Christian

heart,

and

must make the earnest lover of truth glad
of the privilege of hearing him.
We are pained as we walk along this
beautiful Sabbath morning, to see the

streets fairly busy with street-venders crying their wares, while little shoeless

chil-

dren, ragged and oh! so soiled, throng the
streets.

We enter the court leading to the church
through an iron

archway, over
which

read

Chapel,”

‘ Poultry

in iron

we

letters.

We find the inside of this plain-looking
brown structure to be quite as plain as the
outside.

With its two galleries

el accommodates

dred people.

fifteen

hun-

Many of the seats are

with-

with

or

the chap-

sixteen

out cushions, and

backs

straight and

80 high as to touch the chignons of the lady
auditors. Such accommodations in an
American church would be thought quite
sufficient to warrant a ‘ Sunday headache.”
And still here we see but few vacant seats
in the whole house.

This, too, upon one of

the hottest Sabbaths London has seen during the summer!
Presently the door behind the pulpit

opens and out steps the good Dadetor.
personal appearance is not at

first

His

prepos-

sessing; his loosely flowing gown makes
him appear
to be a man of two hundred
pounds or more; although we are told
his weight is much less than that. His
hair, a dark brown, is very long and bushy,
his

features

large

and

fine,

and

at

first

stern looking ; though upon closer inspection we find one of the pleasantest of

smiles: playing about

fie corners of his

mouth and lurking in his eyes. He takes
no notice of the congregation, but bows his
head reverently for a moment of silent
prayer. Then a hymn is given out, in
which all the congregation unite, led by a
chorister who stands in front of the pulpit,
facing the audiende, and assisted by a choir

of ten or twelve

lows

male

voices.

Then

fol

the reading of the twenty-seventh

Psalm and a portion of the‘ second of Proyerbs, in a very

voice.

slow

from

a

and

reverent tone

Thus far the preacher’s

eyes

within

of

have

scarcely been lifted upon the congregation.
Next
comes a prayer
of twenty-one
minutes, And such a prayer! Had we

sense

of

‘duty,

till

at

length his name was written high upon thet
record of the English ministry. And so
the good Doctor continued without manuscript or even notes, for thirty-six minutes. In closing he made a touching appeat to impenitent

We had heard it claimed that the Rev.
Dr. Parker is surpassing ¢ven Mr. Spurgeon in his pulpit efforts. We bad decid.
ed to hear him. He had been recommended
to us'as one who preaches Gospel trath in
all its fullness. This of course must endear

Mt. Si~

we looked upon it. And as he speaks, we
find an indescribable tone of sadness in his
voice; and in his prayer certain marks of
sadness appear which indicate heart-an-

guish of a deep nature.

We

is clear,

We

happiness,

see

should be, and

now

indeed

fice makes an appeal to the religious nature
of man,and has an jinfluence in leading men

stumbling-block, to

some are called and others are

not, though

should wonder

ifit

of course

good,

and

persons

to

beginning of miracles now,

attempt

the

and seek Jesus

All the congregation rise and

unite in singing. If there is less of operatic beauty and ‘‘ style” than we usually
find in

American city churches, there sure-

of heart-work

in the

singing

theh is often found' among the paid”
singers. ‘We'observe the absence of the

mainly at least, by voluntary offerings; to
receive which a box is placed at the door,
accessible to all as they pass out.

organ here as at Dr. Parker's. After the
hymn, the preacher reads the thirty-third
chapter of Exodus, giving a running commentary upon it as he reads, which, with
the reading, occupies about half an hour,
and which, as an exegesis, probably quite
equals an ordinary sermon, in practical
profit to the mass "of the congregatiyn.
Following this is a prayer of some: fifteen

= In addition to his

minutes,

at once.

:

One thing is quite

noticeable here to an

American,—the absence

music in the

churches

This

we

church,

are

of all instrumental

of ¢ Dissenters.”
told,

is supported,

Sabbath

services, Dr.

quite

as characteristic

as that of

Parker has a Thursday
noon service ‘the morning, though entirely different. If
through the entire year, upon topics Kkin- there was as full a consciousness of a presdred to the higher Christian Life. At this ent salvation in Christ, still there was not
service he has usually fifteen-hundred that consciousness of the presence of the
souls, and even upon the day we were pres- Holy Ghost, observable in the morning
ent, at a season when every one is sup- prayer at Poultry Chapel. At least this
posed to be out of town who can possibly was our impression. The evening prayers
leave business, there were probably a thou- all had a very business-like tone to them, as
sand persons present. And this at one of though the suppliant had determined before
the busiest hours of the day. We should approaching the throne of Grace, upon pre-be only too glad to give some account of senting certain petitions, with the full
of their being realized, and
the service, which was a most interesting expectation
and profitable one, though quife inform- when this was accomplished, he said,
not doubt that the
al,—the Doctor leaving off his gown and Amen. One could
shortening the service, so- that it occupies preacher exercised great faith in all ‘he
altogether only one hour; but want of time asked, and there was.a certain air of sincerity and earnestness in all he prayed for,
forbids.
Rev. Newman Hall is delivering a series that made his prayers thoroughly enjoyable
of Sabbath lectures in St. James Hall, on to the auditor, and which made one, almost
subjects suggested by his recent eastern before he was aware of it, find himthat that prayer would
trip, in which he mingles something of per- self convinced
surely be answered.—The text was from
sonal reminiscence appropriate for Sabbath
consideration. The subject for to-day is, Exodus, 83: 18,23; in which Moses, having
« A Sabbath in Mount Lebanon.” We asked God to show him his glory, is antake for granted that every American will swered that no man can see the divine
be interested in again hearing from that, glory and live, but is promised that he
shall be placed in the cleft of a rock, God’s
in some sense, wonderful preacher, who,
while in America two years ago, averaged hand being over him while his glory shall
from two to three sermons every day for a pass by; and the theme is ‘ Christ the
Cleft in the-Rock,” in which it is the believseries ot months; preaching in churches,
halls, out of doors or in doors, anywhere er's. privilege to hide. His main points
where he was first invited. At all these were Goodness and Sovereignty. Upon
places, hundreds and often thousands flock- the first point the preacher said, that God's
ed to hear him. Surely a man who, noted glory is his goodness. When Moses asked
for preaching Evangelical truth, could to see his glory, the Lord said, ‘‘ I will
preach, as did this one, in the pulpit of an make my goodness pass before thee.” As
eminent Unitarian divine, in one of our Moses was not allowed a glimpse of God's
principal cities, from the text ‘* God so lov- glory until placed in the cleft of the rock,
so men get only a glimpse of the glory, or
ed the world,” ete:, in such a manner as to
goodness, of God till they have felt the
and
draw tears to the eyes of congregation
wondrous power of God's grace working in
interestbe
must
all
one,
pastor,—such an
their hearts, and they experience this, only
ed in hearing.
as they accept Christ as their Saviour.
We find the hall a third or one half full,
And in this sense Christ is the cleft in the
persons
hundred
six
or
five
there being
rack. He thinks this gives a new beauty
present. ' We wait for the entrance of the
Ah! here hd comes,
preacher.
and then, No
! this can not be

closer inspection,
is indeed the same,

we
he.

think,
Upon

however, we find that it
though

sadly changed

to the grand old hymn,
cleft for me,” ete.

‘ Rock

of Ages,

Upon the second point he said that God's
sovereignty

should

atonement,

rt,

than like

a sermon.

He

be a source

of joy,

said:—1.

The

atonement

the salvation of all the elect.

persons was held in almost perfect silence.
Not the least interesting feature is the
preacher's perfect simplicity of style. It
seems more Jike a plain, earnest talk, from
one who
bas the good of his hearers deepwas

the

sins of the whole

all.”

world,”

secures

The fact that

a

“ransom

for

Prom Ezekiel we learn that God has

“no pleasure in the death of the

from Timothy,

wicked ;”

that God would ‘have all

men to be saved,” and from Matthew,

difcourse was one calculated to interest the

miristers were in attendance as members of
the Institute; and many other persons attended the various sessions as visitors.
The Institute commenced on Thursday,
Oct. 20.

The first lecture, at 9, A. M., was

by

A.

Rev.

Hovey,

Newton Theological

Divinity

and

D.

D.,

President

Institution,

Humanity

The second lecture,nt

of Jesus

on

of

‘The

Christ.”

11, A. M., was also

by Dr. Hovey, and was upon ‘‘ The Atonement,” in its god-ward aspect. At 21-2,
P. M., Dr. Hovey delivered a third lecture,
which was also upon ‘“ The Atonement,” in

that

Jesus would have gathered, even ‘‘as a
hen gathereth her chickens under her
wings,” those who would not;

while

Peter

speaks of those who denied the Lord that
bought them. The lecturer therefore concluded that the atonement is ample for the
salvation of all men,—that all may be saved
who believe in Jesus, and that some for

whom Christ died will be finally lost, becanse they will not receive the salvation
provided for them.
QUESTIONS.
1. Did Isaiah understand his own statements when he prophesied of the atonement
of Christ Answer:

Probably

not; for

This is considered
one of the most important events of the war. England and the
other powers have mentioned

peace

nego-

tiations quite frequently during the week,
but, have proceeded no further. Bismarck
says that his terms

have

been

unchanged

from the first, and adds that he insists on
nothing but

future security

for Germany.
3

Mission

Field.

AFRICA, ~LIBERIA.
Rev. Mr. Richardson writes from

Monrovia,

June 9, as follows: ‘I am still laboring in this
most interesting missionary field with astonish-

ing success.

A glorious work

appears

in this

far off heathen land. On May 5th, I left ;Monrovia for Robertsport, and on Sabbath morning, the

8th., I had the pleasure of baptizing forty souls
hopefully brought t§ the knowledge of the truth.
There are five more converts here to be baptized
who were absent at the time of my visit.
CEYLON.

The native converts in this island have formed
an Evangelical Society, and have what is to them
a foreign field, which is entirely their own to cultivate. It is their ‘* Board” of foreign missions,
and its meetings have all the interest to them
which the meetings ofthe American Board have
to American Christians, and it is more general,

All the Christians—men, women, and children—
make an effort to come

ings.

together

at these

'

meet-

The late annual meeting held at Batticotta,

was an occasion of intense

interest.

The

mis-

it

sionaries were only spectators, taking no part
except in the communion service.
The report of

is displeased

on that very morning, the last farthing was paid
and about $5. surplus left in the treasury, in ad-

is evident that the Apostles did not understand the necessity for the death of Jesus the Treasurer stated that two months previous,
Christ till after it occurred.
: there was a prospect of a $200 debt, when a
2. If God desires the salvation of all men, “ special appeal” was made to the churches, and
why does he not purpose it —Aunswer: We as a result, the contributions came in, till finally,
might as well

ask, “If

God

with sin, why does he not prevent it?”
We do not se fully understand (tod as to be
able to answer to human reason all the questions which may be proposed respecting
him. But even we sometimes desire things
which we could accomplish, but do not, because we deem it wise not to do so.
3. If men are naturally and constitutionally
indisposed
to
receive salvation;
wherein are they to blanie, if the Holy Spirit, does not act’ especially upon them, to
lead them to a knowledge of sin, and to the
reception of salvation through Christ?—
Answer: They are not so indisposed as to
relieve them of their responsibility. We
recognize and act on this fact in our dealings with our fellow men.

4. Is it possible for the heathen tobe

saved without a knowledge of Christ as the
Saviour? . Answer: Yes, possible; if they
sincerely act in accordance with the light
they have. But we do not know that any
one ever did, or ever will; still, I would not

assert shat every man among the heathen
is Jost.
5. In the text which says, ‘ Christ tasted

death for every man,” what is the authority

for using the word *‘ man,” when it is not in
the origininal P—Answer: I did not use
that text; still it might fairly be used, as, if
you

examine

the preceding verses, man is

evidently the most natural word with which
to fill up the sentence, which requires a
word to complete it.
6. When

did

Jesus

Christ

asssume

the

priestly office? If not till he ascended,how
could the atonemeni{ be made on earth?—
Answer:

Jesus

Christ

was

a

priest

on

earth; and as a priest he offered himself" as
a sacrifice.
7. If Christ performed the office of a
priest on earth, in what temple did he

form

it?—Answer:

body.
8. What

is

In the temple

per-

of his

>
meant by Heb. 9: 14, where

we read of ‘‘the blood of Christ, who
through the eternal spirit offered himself
without spot to God P"—Answer: Itis probable that this does not refer to the Holy
Spirit but to Christ, as the Eternal priest.

dition to which a nice silk shawl
up since

the

commencement

had
of

been’ sent

the

meeting.

The addresses were all in a high tone of spiritu-

ality, and ¢ all the exercises;” says the writer in
the Miss. Herald, *“ were such as we could hardly look for in such aland as this. They were fully up to what we should hear in a similar gathering in America.”
SPAIN.

Mr. Knapp, a Baptist who

has

for

some

been laboring successfully in Madrid,

time

sustained

“by Presbyterians, is now supported by the Am.
Baptist Board. Aug. 11, he organized the first
Baptist church in Madrid, of 33 members, to
which in a few days five more were added.
He
expected soon to form a second Baptist church
of thirty or forty members.
MEXICO.

The

religious

awakening

in Mexico

is now

for the first time attracting the attention of
American Christians, After the conquest of
Mexico by Cortes, for three hundred sad, sunless
years, the people groaned under a grinding civil
and religious despotism.
Since its independence
of Spain was accomplished, in 1821, it has been
aland of strife and blood, but the element struggling for liberty and light has made advance in
power and knowledge, and now there is a gen-

uine religious reformation

based

on

the holy

truths of the Bible in active operation in Mexico,
daily rescuing sculs from the superstition and
misery of more than 300 years.
The work is
thoroughly evangelical and unsectarian.
The
leaders are too full of zeal for the great cause to
inculcate the peculiar doctrinal or controverted
points of any
one branch of the Protestant
church.
They have organized a Christian Union, and will gladly give the hand of welcome to
any and all Christians.
The great mass among
whom they labor are extremely poor.
They
even go into the prisons with zeal and power,
and have already reclaimed many.
They desire
to found a seminary for educating young
men
for the ministrygto publish an able journal
in
Spanish, and in every possible way bring this
unfortunate people out of a long night of oppression
-and darkness into the light of Gospel

These are only a few of the questions probut they will serve to give our truth.
its man-ward aspect. In the evening, at’ Posed;
The Luther of this reformation was a priest
7 1-2 o'clock, Rev. G. Anderson, D. D., readers an idea of their general tenor and
named Aguilar, who closed alife of great self
of
their
relevancy
to
the
general
subject.
Professor of Sacred Rhetoric and Pastoral
sacritice and devotion to Christ by a glorious
Duties in Newton Theological Instiution, The lectures occupied on an average about death four years ago. The circulation of Bibles
an
hour
and
a
quarter
;
and
the
questions
on
gave a lecture on ‘“ Expository Preachduringa few years past has brought many to
each lecture with their answers averaged the Saviour, and prepared the way for concerted
ing.”
On Friday, the Institute was again con- about half an hour: making about seven effort. In northern Mexico are 14 Protestant
hours each day devoted to the lectures and congregations of native Mexicans with every
vened, the exercises commencing at 8 1-2,
to
the questions connected with them. It prospect of continued increase. In 1869, the
A. M., with a lecture by Dr. Anderson, on
Am, and For. Christian Union sent a missionary,
« Extemporary Preaching.” At 10 3-4, A. was quite an exhausting process for both Rev. H, C. Riley, to the city of Mexico. The
lecturer
and
the
hearers;
but
the
attention
M., Dr. Hovey delivered another lecture on
converted Mexicans in the great city hailed him
“The Atonement,” presenting this time its was well sustained throughout, and we as a brother, and at once accepted him as a leadhave no doubt that the Institute will be er. The grand results, thus far, have been
moral influence and its extent.
At 21-2,
almost incredible.
They have in the city of MéxW. H.
P. M., Dr. Hovey lectured again, on *‘Re- productive of good.
ico and the surrounding country, 28 worshiping
generation,” setting forth its nature, the
congregations of evangelical Christians, They
means by which it is accomplished, and the
Events of the Week.
have published and circulated tracts extensively,
human antecedents thereof. The closing
and are now trying to sustain an able religious
Senator Morton has declined to accept journal. A few large hearted Christians in New
lecture was given at 7,P. M.,by Dr. Hovey,
on the ‘Qualifications for attendance on the English mission, he being the sixth— York have pledged the money to consummate
the purchase of a large church in the city of
the Lord's Supper,” or the grounds of re- at this present writing—who has declined Mexico, connected with which are buildings
the offer. The President is probably find- for a Theological Seminary and a female school
stricted communion.
ing that but few men are disposed to pay with sufficient apartments for a printing house.
At the close of each lecture, numerous
questions with reference to the subject in the price of a probable summary dismissal The church will seat 2,500 persons. Its pastor
hand were proposed by the ministers pres- for the doubtful honor of an uncertain will be Rev. J. B. Romero, a young Mexican of
great talent, fine learning, burning eloquence
ent, and were answered by the respective office.——The threats of the New York and fervent piety. He resigned a high post in
Democracy,
that
they
will
forcibly
resist
lecturers, Most of these questions were
the army; aud a remunerative legal practice; and
a high judicial station to devote himwritten. It was understood that there was the law made to secure a fair election on declined
to be no regular discussion of the subjects, the 8th, are so serious that the President self to the redemption of his people. He is now
preaching to an average of 2,000 persons per
as this would have involved too Joo time ; has ordered a large body of troops jnto the
week,
A writer in Zion's Herald, from whose
but it not wnfrequently occurred that the an. city to preserve order, and or the ob- article the foregoing statements have in part
gervance
of
the
law.——A
daring
bank
robswer to one question lead to the asking of
been compiled, thinks the results achieved have
another on the same branch of the subject. bery was committed in Grafton, Mass., last perhaps never been equaled in any Roman CathoWe have not room to give a digest of all Wednesday morning, by which $200,000 lic country since the sixteenth century,
these lectures ; but will give one, with a few were successfully carried off. Only $10,000
CHINA.
of the questions proposed at the close. belonged to the bank, the remainder being
Dr.
Dean,
writing
to the
Miss. Mag, from
This will give our readers an idea of the private property on deposit.——The Presi- Bangkok, says: ‘ Three things fill my heart
course pursued; and will at the same time dent and Secretaries of War and the Treas- with adoring wonder, One is the opening of
indicate the style of the lecturer, and the ury affirm that no laws have been violated the heathen world to Christian labor. For ine
views held by him on this particular sub- in selling arms to the French, and say that stance, the interior 6f China, , . where is an
ject. The lecture we select is that given such arms as were not the property of pri- ocdan. of humanity hose deep waters have
by Dr. Hovey on Friday forenoon; subject vate parties were bargained for long be- rested for ages unrippled by the breath of heav—* The moral influence and the extent of fore the war, and are just being delivered. en,is now opento Christian navigation, ., . .
~The Duke of Aosta, son of King Victor Standing face to face before these hundreds of
the Atonement.”
millions of our fellow men going to eternity withI. On the moral influence of the atone- Emanuel of Italy, has accepted the candi- out Christ, we are awe struck, and stagger back
He will from the sight.
ment, the lecturer said: 1. The work of the dature of the Spanish Throne.
Holy Spirit was conditioned of Jesus Christ probably be elected by the Cortes, for the
Another thing is the success attending mission
and was both miraculous and common in its acceptance was negotiated by Prim and his ary work. Churches are established in various
manifestations, 2. The aton¢ment is cal ministers, and there is no other‘party suffi parts of China. Many are coming from the hills
culated to exert an influence upon the ciently powerful to oppose him. This de- and valleys of Assam to learn of Christ, Men
and women in Burmah are still turning to the
hearts of men ; because it shows the great stroys the present hopes of a Spanish Re- living God, and multitudes in Madras are making
love of God to us. 3. There are numerous public.——Bazaine and Metz capitulated on pilgrimage to the man of God for the ordinances
passages of Scripture which ascribe a Thursday morning with 150,000 prisoners, of the gospel.
"
¢

dh

=

II. On the extent of the

which time the aundiencé of seven thousand

lack of a certain unction, which was abundant in all those efforts, and which, with

ly is more

to Christ.

then all

very profitable,though by no means up to
his humblest American effort. There is

Spirit,” etc.

4. The vicarious death of Christ as a sacri-

the change

:
it—is

cleansing influence to the ‘blood of Christ.

a

Christ died indicates this. The Scriptures
plainly teach this, 2, The atonement was
a provision of God to save every man who
would repent. We are told that *¢ Christ
died for all ;” heis the propitiation ‘ for the

The sermon, or lecture—we hardly know
to call

the be-

liever. Goodness and sovereignty do not
clash at all. God does not act without reason and consistency. He has his own
councils. There is always a reason why

rather than

minutes, the whole service consuming
about an hour and three-quarters; during

were otherwise.
which

No. 44

1870.

lecturer

and

why

2,

we do not see it. God is consistent.
The sermon occupied about thirty-five

wonder, till

we remember the dark cloud which within
a few months has cast the deepest gloom
‘over his domestic

NOVEMBER

his simplicity, constituted his chief power, masses, and still, we are sure, one that
we think. And all through the various must have proved profitable to all who
heard it, old or young, learned or unlearnthis service, of the eleventh verse of the parts of the service we get the impression
second chapter of John, ¢ This. beginning as of one who finds it hard to get out of the ed.
As my letter is already longer than I had
of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee’. conscious presence of some mighty sadness
He
then announced
his theme to be,
which is bearing him down with accumula- intended it should be, I will ‘only allude to
¢¢ First. Efforts,” and said there was a won- tive force, as the lonely weeks go by; and the gathering in the Lecture Room, to comderful difference between this and the later of one who can never quite forget that a memorate the Sacrament of the Lord’s
miracles; no account
was
given of its mournful change has come into his previ- Supper, which is administered every Sabgreatly surprising any who witnessed it, ously joyous life, One thing we are glad bath after the evening service. Admission
and he doubted if many who were present to notice ; in reading the Litany,—the serv- by ticket, procured at the door, gratis, upat the wedding realized that it was a mira- ice was in an Episcopal hall—the United on application; the only requisite in the
applicant, we believe, being an avowal of
cle. Inthis respect it was like all true, States of America were remembered.
first efforts.
They should not be our best,
Now we will take a hurried dinner, and a personal love for .Jesus, and thorough
but should be made in modesty. He re- cross over to the Surrey sidé to hear the belief in his Divinity. And upon this
memoered his ‘first effort at making a wonderful Spurgeon. Service begins at ground members of nearly ~every denomispeech: what writing and re-writing ; what half past six,and though it is not yet six; a nation, including those of the Roman Cathoanxious days and sleepless nights went be- large crowd is gathered before the church, lic, have been received at the Lord's table
fore it! And here the preacher grew quite and a policeman tells us that it has already in thisroom. The design is, to keep alhumorous, 8o that more than once a smile been gathering for more than an hour, ways in view the fact that it is the Lord’s
spread throughout the congregation. But Persons
having
tickets
are admitted table, and therefore the privilege of all
this, was only for a moment;
and here a through a side door, before the less fortunate who have been adopted through grace into
wonderful power was exhibited of carrying ones can gain entrance. We are favored the Lord's family, to come to it, The roomy
the congregation with him. If a smile was with aseat only a few feet from the speaker, is capable of holding some six hundred
uppermost one moment, the next sen- on a level with what would be the pulpit people, and is crowded. And here we enprecious season together.
tence was quite as likely to bring tears. floor, only that there is no pulpit, but joy a most
His main points were: 1. First efforts in merely a projection of the floor of the mid- Somehow it seems as though the Lord is
any good direction ought not to be trowned dle gallery, with a simple railing in front, granting his blessing in greater fullness in
upon by veterans in the work, even though and a small table at one side, behind which answer to this unusual exercise of charity,
they be made in great weakness; but in- isa sofa. When speaking, the preacher and I feel safe in saying that no one went
stead, the greatest tenderness should be stands at the front of the platform, so that out from that presence unbléessed. Think.
shown by all such, and encouragement he is in full view even of those in the gal- of a Methodist and a Churchman; a Congiven to every ene who is making a begin- leries, of which there are two, extending gregationalist and a Calvin Baptist; a Romning of miracles; * for,” he said, ¢ any true completely around the house.
The house an Catholic, Presbyterian and Freewill Baptist, sitling together at the Lord’s table !
first effort is to our nature a ‘ beginning of accommodates seven thousand persons.
miracles’.” 2. No one should fear or hesiPresently there comes through the door- Glorious sight! Can it be that we are
.
tate to make a beginning of miracles in any way, someways back of the pulpit, in the nearing the Millennium ?We go home feeling that even if we
good work. Better begin even if we fail. gallery, a short, “thick-set man, who looks
A failure at first is often our salvation in not to be more than forty or forty-five years should see or do nothing more Lefore leavthe future. In fact, but few can bear a old, and who walks briskly down the aisle ing England, we have been paid by this
success at first. And upon this second to the platform, looking neither to the single day’s blessing for our trip from
point he made a telling illustration by use right nor left, bows his head at once in si- America.
AMATEUR.
of an incident in the life of the celebrated lent prayer, and immediately rising, adDr. Hall, who was so overcome by the vances to the front railing and says, ¢ Let
N. H. Bapt. Theo. Institute.
thought of what he had undertaken in de- us pray.” After the prayer, which lasts
*
——
livering his
first sermon,
that he was five or ten minutes, rather longer than an
This
was
held
in
this city, in connection
obliged to leave it only half delivered, on ordinary invocation, he gives out the good
with
the
Baptist
Anniversaries,of
which we
three successive occasions. But still he old hymn, commencing—‘¢ Come, Holy
give an account, elsewhere. About fifty
persevered

(The following letter was despatched to
this office at once on being completed.
But though

thee

| our hand upon the bleeding side of the
Lamb of God.” This seemed the signal
for the opening of the very gate of heaven,
and the suppliant to enter in. It was a
prayer in which the whole congregation
seemed lifted upto God on fhe preacher's
heart. It was in an emphatic sense a communing with God,and was full of beautiful
and life-giving thoughts.
In beginning his sermon the preacher
said: ‘‘ I have been thinking, in view of
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SCHOOL

Both

CONVENTION,

S.

C.

Fletcher, of

and the

and conand was
valuable;
to, which

Sabbath

school

sermon was preached by
Rev. D. W. Faunce, of Concord.
Text,—
Matt. 2: 10, ‘* And the wedding was farnished with guests.” Theme,—* No failure at the final feast.” He argued this
from, 1. The breadth of the ‘atonement; 2.
The extent of the invitation; 3. The gift of
tne Holy Spirit; 4. The fact that the provi| dences of God are on the side of success; 5.
The promises of God assure us of success,

delineated was altogether ax ideal one;
never likely to become real. -The remain- | It follows: 1. God will not refuse any
der of the forenoon was spent in a, discus- | come to him. 2. No Christian should
sion of the essay, and’at 12 o'clock the Con- despond in his Christian work.
Final
vention adjourned till evening.
| cess is certain. The wedding will be
At 7 1-2 o'clock: it reassembled. The | nished with guests.
children and congregation sang the hymn | ‘The Convention finally adjourned
commencing,
| tle after nine. This was a day earlier
| usual, and this

“ Jesus, lover of my soul,
Let me to thy bosom fly,”

arrangement

was

that

ever
sucfur-

a litthan

made to

give an opportunity for holding a Minister's
| Instituteon Tours)

and

Friday, Oct. 20

prayer was offered, and then another hymn {and 21; to be conducted by Professor Hov| ey, of Newton Theological Institution, aswas sung by the children alone.
Mr. Garland,
Superintendent of the | sisted hy his colleagtié, Professor A nderWw. H.
Dover Baptist Sabbath school, then exhibit- | son.
ed several series of colored diagrams, illus- |!
trating the Scriptures, which have been |
Divine, not Human Power.
prepared by the American Sunday school
ty
i ——
Union, and which may be hired of them for
Sabbath, or more,

and

afterwards

|

This is decidedly an age which worships

ar

gave a series of exerciseson the blackboard. | the achievements of science and the works
| of art; and the attainments of no preceding
Slips of paper which had
been passed |
among the audience to give them an op- age have merited more. The most deeply
portunity to write questions with reference hidden laws in the arcana of nature have.
to Sunday school work, were now .collect- been discovered; planets the most remote
ed, and these questions were answered by have been measured and located; and the
Mr. Garland, Mr. E. Shute, Superintend- | properties of the various elements of the
ent of the First Baptist Sabbath school in material world have been carefully examThe zeal and
Boston, Rev. D. W. Faunce, of Concord, ined and accurately defined.
enthusiasm
with
which
scientific
pursuits
and Rev. 8S. C. Fletcher,of Wilton. Another
have
been
pushed,
have
had
their
reward
hymn was sung, prayer was offered, and
in those brilliant attainments which in the
the Convention adjourned.
present century bave again and again
THE PASTORAL ASSOCIATION.
dazzled
the intellectual world. The geolThis body met on Tuesday afternoon at |
|ogist has prevailed upon mother earth to
2 o'clock. The officers were elected; sevdisclose the secrets which she has carefully
eral committees were appointed; the Seckept
concealed ‘in her bosom for immense
retary read - his statistical report, giving
|
periods
in the past.
With these he has
an account of the pastoral changes during
{unfolded the various strata of the different
the year, and appointments were made for
| periods of her history, the numerous and
next year. The
annual
sermon
was
| distinct life-forms, replaced from time to
preached by Rev. J. Storer, of Meredith
| time by those more perfect in their organiz-

ee

Village, from 2. Cor. 4: 7.

Theme,—* Ar-

Ch i

rangements of God for conveying the Gospel to men.” The report on obituaries spoke
of two pastors who had died in the State
during the year,—Revs. A. Bedell and J.
Tuck,—and of four others that had died in
other states, who were formerly pastors in
this state,—Revs. B. Stowe,

L. Tracy, and D. T. James.

J. M. Graves,

The remain-

{ ation,

and

toward

the

the different agencies working

grand result.

We

are thus

‘taught to observe the *foot-prints of the
Creator” from the original chaos up through
life-forms constantly reaching a higher
l'organization, until we find man in the

image of his God ruling the whole.
|

The

astronomer,

too,

has

pushed

his

SN

der of the afternoon was spent in hearing investigations: with amazing success. We
| follow him from step to step, higher, ever
reminiscences of these ministers from those
| higher, until the brain reels from the lofty
who were acquainted with them ; and at five
| pinnacle, and the wings of imagination
o’clock, after prayer, the association ad- |
(seem unequal to the flight. As he reveals
journed.
| system on system harmoniously revolving
THE CONVENTION,
| in the immensity of space, we can but echo
This body, composed of pastors and del- ‘the song of the redeemed,—*Great and
egates from the churches,
met on Wednes- | marvelous
day
forenoon, Oct. 19th,
at 10 o'clock. | Almighty.”

are

thy

works,

Lord

God

Ee

te

After some preliminary business, the re| Bat in no department has such rapid and
ports from the seven associations in the
| successful advancement been made as in the
State:
were read. The general tone of
{ application of the principles of science to the
these was encouraging and hopeful. Full
| convenience of commerce and the various
statistics were not given; but probably
| purposes of human life. The construction
there is not much change from last year,
| of the telescope has revealed the existence
when the numbers were,—churches, 85;
| of worlds beyond the ken of human eye,
members,
8,029; ministers, 91.
At. the
{ grander than the sphere that bounds our
close of the reading of the reports, prayer
| view. The microscope has unveiled the
was offered by Rev. G.
D., of Haverhill, Mass.,

W. Bosworth,D.
that the especial

| millions

of tiny

forms

that

people the

| blooming flower, the falling leaf and the
blessing of God might rest upon the church| rippling rill. When we turn our attention,
es.
The following gentlemen then presented | however, to the improvements in the purthe claims of the several societies which suits of industry in times of peace, to the
| weapons of death in times of war, to the
they represented :
Rev. A. P. Mason, D. D.,—Am. Bapt. wonderful facilities in transportation and
navigation, to the perfection of the printing
Home Mission Society.
Rev. J. French,—Am. Bapt. Missionary press scattering the fresh, warm thoughts
| of the goed and great, and to the telegraph
Union.
by which we speak mouth to mouth with
Rev. W. C. Child, D. D.,—Am. Bapt.
the most remote parts of the world,—it is
Publication Society.
In the afternoon, Rev. G. W. Bosworth when we turn our attention to these that
presented the claims of the Northern Bap- we have some understanding of the cause
of the inordinate veneration for the achievetist Education Society, whose object is to
give pecuniary aid to young men prepar- ments of the human head and hand.
Nothing seems {oo great to be undering for the ministry. Rev. J. Thurston
presented the fraternal salutations of the taken; no obstacle too formidable to be
New Hampshire Methodist Episcopal Con- removed ; no herculean task too difficult to
ference; and Rev. J. L. Sanborn, those of be performed. ‘‘Furnish the means,” seems
the Maine Baptist Missionary Convention.
There was no delegate from the N. H.
Freewill Baptist Yearly Meeting;
and a
member of the Convention stated that it
probably arose from the fact thata Freewill Baptist Quarterly Meeting was in session at Great Falls.
‘Delegates to corresponding bodies were
appointed as follows:—Me. Baptist Missionary Convention, Rev. F. D. Blake; N.
H. Methodist Con., Rev. E. E. Cummings,
D. D.; N. H. Freewill Baptist Yearly
Meeting, Rev. Wm. Hurlin,
The Secretary then read extracts from
the report of the board of directors, show-

ing that appropriations had
twenty-five

missionary

to

be

feeling,

‘‘and the end

been made to ‘hilating the distance which separated con-

churches, and thai

tinents.

God had abundantly blessed many of those tounded
churches.

the universal

must be attained.” ‘Give the men and
the money, and the work will be done.” Is
the Atlantic to be crossed in as many days
as it had previously taken weeks? The
steam-ship is constructed to plow its triumphant way through wind and wave and
storm.
Do the breadth and depth of the
St. Lawrence threaten isolation? A few
millions of dollars construct ‘the Victoria
Bridge, with its three miles of buttresses
linking together the opposite shores. Give
| the means, and the Pacific R. R. is constructed,the Alps are climbed and tunneled,
and the inter-oceanic cables are laid, anni-

A missionary agent, to itinerate

straits

And recently we have been asby the proposition to tunnel the
of Dover, so as to run a train from

Shall the next be to
through the state, is also employed by the Lomdon to Paris.
Board, and his entire salary paid by them. tunnel the Atlantic, that we may havea
‘The meeting of next-year was appointed three . day’s passage from New York to

at New

an

choir

and

eloquent
all

the

Boston; Preacher,—Rev. A. Sher-

Liverpool P-

:

complete failure. Men will not believe
that it is not by might, or by power, not
by

the

force

of arms,

not by the influence

service, and to direct his work.

i

DD)

to the worker some of their qualities, and
to them some of the qualities of the worker, and both would be improved.

Christian liberality—prompt,open-handed,

without

‘any

dependence

upon

God

or

also,

that

blessed day.

As for me,

never

mind

me;

I must leave you to guesy how it has fared
with me. Bat 3 one morsel of food could
I beg or buy fof those children that lie on
that bed before you; and I am sure, James,

impression to the character of his servants.

Revivals of religion with some form the
absorbing center of thought and action.

of both God and man, and, removing these,
fill it with love, confidence, humility and

pressed, and

tra None of these can destroy the works

of the devil; none cf thém' can build up
the work of God. God alone shall unstop
the deaf ear,open the blind eye,and breathe
upon the dead bones that they may live.
R.C.

"Phases

of Christian

Life.

;
——
There is a strong tendency to exalt some
special phase or quality of Christian character as the main thing, and meet everything which really differs from this with
suspicion.
We forget Paul's teaching respecting the diversity of gifts, and the
varied and important uses to which all ‘the
elements of the Christian character may be
put. Dr. Spear, writing to the Independent,
has some wise and weighty

words

on this

subject, which we are glad to reproduce
and commend.
He says:
Every student of ecclesiastical history
is familiar with the fact that the church "of
God, taken as a whole,

has

more

or

12ss

borne the stamp of the ages, distinguishing
itself at different periods by special and
peculiar exhibitions according to the wants
of the times. In the age of severe persecution, as that of the apostles and early
Christians, the church is confronted by circumstances that call into action, to

usual degree, the martyr

of patience and great simplicity in

ercise of faith.

an

un-

spirit, the spirit
the

ex-

At other times the church

is launched upon

the age of discussion and

intense meditation, of intellectual conflict
with the antagonizing forces of error, leading to a thorough and radical review of the
Christian argument and the Christian doctrines. Still again the spirit of missionary
organization and aggressive effort dawns
the . church, strongly ‘exciting her
" upon
sympathies toward the heathen, and taxing
Ne ler energies to spread the knowledge of the

gospel.

So, also, at certain periods, the

pure and heavenly moralities of Christianity are applied with unwonted power to the
correction of enormous abuses and evils

that exist in the structure of human society.
Thus the church of God has been

ly shaded at different times.

different-

Its develop-

ments have not been identical or always
equal to themselves. In one age we have
persecution and patience; in another, profound thinking and conflict with error; in
another,

missionary

aggression;

in

still

another, reformatory action; and so on
throughout the entire list of ecclesiastical

phases. A large part of church history
consists in stating these phases, and resolving them into their causes-and elementary principles.
On a smaller scale we observe the same
general features in the development of individual Christians. Some exhibit great
tenderness of religious feeling. They weep
easily. An exciting sermon fills them with
rapture. Their religion has the quality of
emotional warmth and fervor. It is eloquent and showy. Their words burn, because their emotions burn. One loves to
hear them in a prayer-meeting. They

generally speak with rapidity

and ease,

and radiate a large amount of social

heat.

Others, far less emotional,are very remark-

able for the strength of their faich—their
calm and trustful confidence in God; and

in this respect they are peculiarly the children of Abraham—enduring as seeing him
who is invisible, being eminently hopeful
and able to pierce the "darkest cloud and
hold on to the promise with the grasp of
death. With others conscience seems to
be the ruling power. Duty is their first

word and thought.

This being made clear,”

they accept no bribe and
sibility.

shun

no

Morally considered, they

responure

he-

roic, having the chivalry of a powerful
conscience, and always shining in an age
that calls for martyrs. In wa crisis that tests
principle they stand very firmly on their
feet.

Some
Christians
are great workers.
They never seem to be tired. The inspiration of labor is always upon them, giving
them a perseverance and industry worthy
of all praise. They are not content unless
they are doing some positive work for the
glory of Christ. Work—constant work—
is the fixed habit of their piety. Others are
more retired, reflective. perhaps pensive—
persons with whom self-communion, pa-

tient

thinking,

religious meditation, and

reading are rather the characteristic qualities of life. Their culture is more inward

this feature to excess,

and

sometimes

to

Add

ing to them is so attractive

wif
»

Notk-

a3 the

scenes

of arevival. Others are particularly zealous in the line of Christian missions to the
heathen. To this single subject they give
the largest part of their thoughts and feelings. Still others are led to think of the

downtrodden, the enslaved,
bonds

and

sympathizing

as if bound

with

the op-

with

them,

their attention very strongly to

and interests of this class.

those
they

the

They

in
turn

wants

are long

and loud in their protest against all forms
of human oppression. With others the con-

dition of the poor

and

the

degraded

be-

comes a very prominent object, eliciting
earnest feeling and Zearnest action.
The

sailor has his special

friends among

who love God; and these

friends

those

are

ever

ready to plead his cause and plan for his
good. The Sabbath school is the
ghrticular department of Christian labor en which
another class fix their sympathies with
great intensity and fervor. Others are very

much interested in institutions of public
charity

or

for

seccial

improvement;

and

to the day of his death he drank

has its

special

advocates.

Some

healthy, his cottage neat, his children

clad, his wife was happy;
the poor man and

his

their eyes,

told

blessed

the

and another spends the most of bis time

distributing

the

light.

One

attacks

in

this

evil; and another that.

standard

of

Christian

excellence. No one of these objects must
claim to be the exclusive criterion of Christian feeling or practice. All the classes
are good, and all the objects are good—
good in their place; yet they involve no
little diversity in the specific modes of ac-

tion.

:

The truth is, almost

evening

:
every

Christian

is

wife,

me

with

tears

the story,

of the

fourteenth

in

and
of

ty.
It is all nonsense about not being able
work without ale, and gin, and

gested by the foreground.

No object is in-

troduced which a contemporary could fail
| to appreciate and understand in outline,
although its remoter and fuller meaning
might be reserved for a far distant future.

cider,

to
and

feeling

more gacred and more

saw

that

peremptory egen than the accomplishment
* God
C#@rished prediction.
of the most
their

works;

they

turned

from

their evil way; and God vepented of the
evil, that he had said that he would do
unto them ; and he did it not.” What here
appears in a single case is laid down as a
universal rule by the Prophet Jeremiah.
‘“ At what instant I shall speak concerning
a nation
to destroy it; if that nation .
turn from their evil, I will

repent of the evil that I thought to do unto

them. And at what instant I shall speak
concerning a nation
«to build and
to plant it; if it do evil in my sight, that it
obey not my voice, then I will repent of the
good wherewith I said I would benefit
them.”

I pass to the second grand

example

of

the predictive spirit of the Prophets. It
was the distinguishing mark of the Jewish

people that:their golden age was not in the
past, butin the future; that their greatest
Hero (as they deemed him to be) was not

their foundéf, but their founder's latest

their glories, gathered round the head not
of a chief, or warrior,or sage that had been,

gether there are

the Prophets were, if not the chief authors,
at least the chief exponents.
Sometimes

many

Yorkshire

laborers

who never taste ale. Ihave no objection,you
will observe, to a moderate

use

of ale,

or

any other liquor you can afford to purchase.
My objection is, that you can not afford it;
that every penny you spend at the ale house

comes out of the stomachs of the poor children, and strips off the clothes of the wife.

Selections.
Hebrew

It is undoubtedly true that the

of the Old

Dispensation

did

in

Prophets
a marked

and especial manner look forward to the
future. It was this which gave to the
an upward,

progressive character, such

forward,

as no

Asiatic.

no ancient, I may almost say, no other

na-

tion has ever had in the same degree.
Representing as they did the whole people,
they shared and they personated the general spirit of tenacious trust and hope that
people ~itself. Their
distinguishes the
warnings, their consolations,their precepts,
when relating to the past and the present,
are clothed in imagery drawn from the
future. The very form of the Hebrew verb,
in which one tense is used both for the past
and the future, lends itself to this

speech.

mode

of

They were conceived as shepherds

seated on the top of one of the hills

dea, seeing far

over

the

heads

of Ju-

of their

flocks, and guiding them accordingly; or
as watchmen on some lofty tower; with a

wider horizon within their view

of ordinary men.

scendant.

Their

traditions,

but of #King, a Deliverer,

was to come.

their

a

de-

fancies,

Prophet

who®

Of this singular expeetation

he is named, sometimes he is unnamed;
sometimes he is almost identified with some
actual Prince of the coming or the present
generation, sometimes; he recedes into
the distant ages. But again and again,
atleast in the later Prophetic writings, the
vista is closed by his person, his character,

And almost everywhere the
his reign.
Prophetic spirit, in the delineation of his
coming, remains true to itself. He is to
be a King, a. Conqueror, yet not by the
common weapons of earthly warfare, but
by those only weapons which the Prophetic order recognized,—by justice, mercy.
truth and goodness,—by suffering, by ,én-

Prophecy.

than

that

** Watchman, what of the

night? Watchman, what of the night?”
was the question addressed to Isaish by an
anxious world below.
* I will stand upon
my watch,” is tke expression of Habakkuk,
‘ and set me upon the tower, and will
watch to see what he will say unto mé.

more or less the subject of one idea, to
which he gives the ascendancy; and this
one idea is sure to exercise a powerful influence in the special development
of his Though the vision tarry, wait for it; it will¥
character.
It projects itself into promi-. surely come; it will not tarry.” Their
practical and religious exhortations were,
nence and marks the man.
One can very
readily understand how a man whose it is true, conveyed with a force which needOf all of them,
further attestation.
thoughts have been turned towards the evils ined anocertdin
sense, it might be said as of the
of slavery should be fired with the intensest Greatest of all, that they spoke ** as one haventhusiasm, and strain every nerve to abate ing apthority and not as the scribes.” Still
this
awful nuisance. Perhaps another, there are special signs of authority besides,
looking in a different direction, and

ernment of God,

fermented liquors. Do lions and ecart-horses drink ale? It is mere habit. If you
have good nourishing food, you can do very
well without ale. Nobody works harder
than the Yorkshire people, and for years to-

whole Jewish nation

- All these persons may be equally acting
from'Christian principle; and yet they are
not doing precisely the same kind of work.
They are all doing good, though in different ways, each having his local and special
affinity. Their zeal in respect to particular
objects is not and can not be equal. Hence
they must not denounce or contend with each
other. No one ofthese classes must assume

tobe the absolute

have

were

and twenty times

March, the day of James's restoration, and
bave shown me the glass he held in his
hand when he made the vow of sobrie-

do their

chief work with the pen, and some with the
living voice. Some make books,and others
publish religious newspapers.
One man
discusses the doctrines of religion, and
takes good care of the faith of the saints;

no fer-

mented liquor, but confined himself to tea
and water. I never saw so sudden and astonishing a change.
His looks became

to these they give their best feelings and
their best efforts. The cause of temperance

and of these,one of the chief, from first to last,
.was their ‘‘ speaking of things

durance, by identitication of himself with
the joys, the sufferings of his nation, by
opening a wider sympathy to the. whole
human

race

than

had ever

been

opened

before. That this expectation, however
explained, existed in a greater or less degree amongst the Prophets, is not ‘doubted
hy any theologians of any school whatever.
It is no matter of controversy.

Itis a sim-

ple and universally recognized fact, that
tilled with these Prophetic images, the

whole

Jewish

whole

nation—pay,

Eastern

world—did

at

look

last the

forward

with longing expectation to the coming
of this future Conqueror.
Was this unparalleled expectation realized? And here
again I speak only of facts which are acknowledged by Germans and Frenchmen,
no less than by Englishmen, by critics and
by skeptics, even more fully than by theologians and ecclesiastics. © There did arise
out of this nation a Character by universal
consent as unparalleled as the expectation
which had preceded him. ‘Jesus of Naza-

reth was, on the most superficial no less
than on the deepest view we take of his

coming,the greatest name, the most extrdordinary

power,

that has ever

the

crossed

stage of history. And this greatness consisted not in outward power, but precisely
in those qualities in which from first to last
the Prophetic order had laid the utmost
stress,—justice and Jove, goodness and
:

truth,

I push this argument no further. Its
force is weakened the momentwe introduce
into it any

controverted

detail.

The

fact

which arrests our attention is, that side by
side with this expectation, appears the
great climax to which the whole history
leads-up. It isa proof, if anything can be
a proof, of a unity of design, in the education of the Jews, in the history of the world.
It is a proof that the everts of the Chris-

to come.”
quite as strongly on somo other subject, And this token of Divinity extends
(and
will not sympathize with the flaming ardor here again I speak quite irrespectively of tian Dispensation were planted on the very
center of humawhopes and fears. It is a
of this earnest abolitionist. They differ in any special fulfillments of special predic- proof that tHe noblest hopes and aspirations,
the type of their feelings and in the forms tions) to the whole Prophet order, in Old that were ever breathed were not disapof Christian development; yet it does not and New Testament alike. There is noth- pointed ; and that when ‘‘ God spake by
the
necessarily follow that one of these men is ing which to any reflecting mind is more Prophets” of the coming Christ, he spake
signal & proof of the Bible being realiy the
really a better model of the Christian than guiding book of the world's history, than of that which in his own good time he was
the other. Both may be very good mod- its anticipations, predictions, insight into certain to bring to pass.—Dean Stanley.
els; both have zeal, and both have action, the wants of men far beyond the age in
each expressing the zeal in his own partic- which it was written. That modern element
‘which we find
Don’t Close the School:
ular way. No oneman can hold all the so unlike the in it,—so like our own times,
ancient framework of its
———
C—
good things in his head or do all the good ural form, Gentile, European, turn nat-of
The trying time is at hand. The hiberthings in his life that are to be held and
thought—so unlike the Asiatic language
done. There is a division of labor in Chris- and scenery which was its cradle; that en- nating process will be attempted. The
tianity as well as in secular affairs; and, forcement of principles and duties, which young immortals will be likely to lose their
for years and centuries lay almost unper- Sunday school privileges, the only religious
as in the latter, so in the formers, this di- ceived, because
hardly ever understood, in privileges which some of them enjoy. In
vision results in an increase of aggregate its sacred pages ; but which we now see to view of the coming crisis, we therefore cry
power and usefulness. Let each laborer be in accordance with the utmost require- out: “Do n't close the school I”
But cries Deacon Love-rest, ‘‘ We can
be earnestly and thoroughly himself, and ments of philosophy and civilization ; those
work out his own problem ; and God will be principles of toleration, chivalry, discrimi- not keep it open. Think how bad the
nation, prdportion, which even now are not roads are, and how keen the winds are,and
pleased.
appreciated as they ought to be, and which how cold the schoolroom is, and—and—we
only can be fully realized in ages yet to always have closedin the winter.” Bat is
come ; these are the unmistakable predic- not winter the time when district schools
tions of the Prophetic spirit of the Bible, most do flourish, and when Suging schools
Plain Words on Drinking.
thrive, and when
protracted
meetings
the pledges of its inexhaustible resources.
women, and boys
Thus much for the general aspect of the abound? If men and
Sidney Smith, who has been called the Prophetical office as it looked to the future. and girls, can and do throng such gather“iw
wit of the pulpit, says these pithy and diBut there are several points ings at this very season, and rejoice in it,
rect things about drinking. His robust which atonce place the prophetic predic- too, why, we ask, can they not attend to the
Depend
upon
it, Deacon, the
common sense, his contempt for shams and tions on a different level from any of these school?
[prophecies of other nations]. It is not love of ease is at the bottom of the neglect
cant, and his strong and splendid Saxon that they are more exact
in particulars of of the school, and that, too, among the sospeech find a fitting topic when he takes time and place ; none can be more so than called laborers, for- the children are ever
up the mischiefs and fallacies of the tip- that of the twelve centuries of the Roman ready, so fur as my inquiry and my obserpling shop. His words are applicable here Empire; and our Lord himself has exclud- vation go.
ed the precise knowledge of times and segBut cries Sister Ailing, “They will take
and now :
These boys and
sons from the widest and highest range of cold, and become sick.”
I-don’t like that red nose, and those blear the Prophetic vision. The difference rath- girls who dwell where roads are so bad are
eyes, and that stupid, downcast look. You er lies in their close connection with the not made of ‘such stuff as that. Children
are a drunkard. Another pint, and one moral and spiritual character of the Pro- who can romp the whole day long in weather
phetic mission,
of all sorts, are not to} be extinguished by
pint’more; a glass of gin and water, rum most part) from and their freedom (for the the same familiar surroundings simply beany of those fantastic and
and milk, cider and pepper, a glass of pep- arbitrary accompaniments by which so many cause the Lord’s day has come. Give them
permint, and all the beastly fluids that secular
predictions
are distinguished. the Sunday school, or depend upon it, they
drunkards pour down their throats. It is They are almost always founded on the will get an equal exposure in a far worse:
If they
are
not properly clad,
of moral evil, or, on the ex- cause.
very possible to conquer it, if you will bug denunciations
altation of moral good, not on the mere lo- parents should see to it. If parents can not,
be resolute. I remember a man in Stafford- calities or cities concerned.
The nations teachers and school people generally should.
shire who was drunk every day of his life. whose doom is pronounced thus become There may be an occasional place, where a
Every farthing he earned went to the ale representatives of moral principles and ex- school ‘‘ open all the year round” is imIsrael, Jerusalem, practicable, but such places are highly exhouse. One evening he staggered home, amples to ages alike.
What is needed to keep the
Bgypl, Babylon, Tyre, are personifications ceptional,
and found at a late hour his wife sitting of states or Priseipies
still existing, and schools open all winter is consecration and
alone and drowned in tears. He was a thus the predictions concerning them have, courage,
man not deficient in natural affectjons; he as Lord Bacon says, constantly germinant
“ Christian, if the heart be warm,
appeared to be struck with the wretched- fulfillments. The secular events which are
Snow and ice can do no harm,”
thus
predicted
are
(with
a
few
possible
exness of the woman, and with some eager—Baptist Teacher.
ceptions) within
ness asked her why she was crying. ‘I o's age, and are the horizon of the Prophthus capable of be ng
do n't like to tell you,James,’ she said, ¢ but turned to the practical edification of the
Worldly pleasures are no more able to
if I must I must; and truth is, my children Prophet's own age and country. Asin the «satisfy the soul than the light of a candle to
have not touched a morsel of anything this vision of Pisgab, the background is WBug- give day to the world,

be

I

there

with astonishment and fear. He turned it
Christian
for God, topsy-turvy ; and, striking the table with
sympathy great violence, and flinging himself on his
knees, made a solemn vow to God of rea special’
pentance and sobriety. From that moment

They-are anxious for special efforts.

generate morbid states of sensibility,

In the evening,
the Circular Letter was thought of his direct help, has insidiously

It is well to remember,

are;many kinds or types of useful
action, many ways of working
which, by conducting spiritual
along particular channels, convey

of human patronage, not by the resultsof
worldly wisdom, rot by the glitter of
wealth, the dazzle of eloquence nor the might
of learning, bug by the Spirit of the Lord of
Hosts. None of these outward things can
reach the inner man and change the purpose of life; none of these can take a heart
filled with envy, pride, suspicion and hatred

Furnish the means, and the end must than outward. They haye more delicate
win; writer of the Circular Letter,—Rev.
F. D.Blake. A committee of seven was follow, seems to be the universal belief feelings and generally a greater number of
appointed to secure funds for the payment respéeting man and the obstacles which good thoughts than the mere worker, while
.
they make less impression upon the outof a colporter to itinerate through the beset his path.
This same spirit of confidence in means, side world. They are very liable to. carry
State, to obtain some one to engage in this

ih)

&

that

brilliant

flourish of trumpets, and then, after waiting
between hope and fear, witness another

we should object;

H

sentiment

sucha

by Rev.

Wilton, on “The Coming Sabbath School.”

§

a

become

run at high pressure.
They garnish up
again, introduce theatrical singers with a

This was a well written eszay;
tained humerous sharp points,
full of thought; and hence very
but there were many things in it

a single

prevailing
preacher,

it has

| raised.
Tuesday, the 18th, at 10 1-2, | The annual

Afterthe election of officers, an es-

say was read

published in

En

paraphernalia of a pompous service must large, and generous—is the distinguishing
These predictions are also, in several strikcipal of the New London Literary and succeed, that some men have entered into
mark of some, making them most excellent it is better for us all we should die, and I ing instances, made dependent on the morScientific Institution, spoke of the character the enterprise as a matter of business for
givers. Others perhaps talk more in the wish we were dead.’ ¢ Dead,’ said James, al condition of those to whom they are
and condition of that school, and urged the purposes of gain.
Men often pay out their prayer-meeting ; but they are not so good starting up as if a flash of lightning bad addressed, and are thus divested of the apimportance of increasing its efficiency by hundreds of thousands to have a house
pearance of blind
or arbitrary fate,
at giving, even with the same amount of darted upon him, ¢ dead, Sally! You, and in which the literal eaprice
predictions of both anincreasing the number of students, which is complete in all its appointments, and then
means. The former appear well when Mary, and the two young ones dead? cient and modern divination
much dealready large.
2
;
seem to say: ‘‘There now!
Souls will be money is wanted, and the latter appear Look ye, my lass, you see what I am now, light. *¢ Yet forty days and
Nineveh shall
Rev. D. Gage, Missionary
, agent, made born into the kingdom! We shall have
very well when words are wanted. They like a brute. -1 have wasted your sub- be overthrown.” No denunciation is more
an appeal for $200, that the missionary
a glorious result! The millenninm is com- are both eloquent in their way ; yet there is stance. The curse of God is upon me. I absolute in its terms than this; and of none
churches might have the full amount of ing!”
They wait, and watch, and fail. a marked difference in the style of their elo- am drawing near to the pitvof destruction— is the frustration more complete. The true
Prophetic lesson of the Book of Jonah is,
their appropriations, instead of; being re- Then “another experiment is tied. More
but there's an end ; I feel theres an end. that there was a principle in the moral govcution.
duced ten per cent, ; and this amount was steam must be put on, and the whole thing
Give nre that glass, wife.’ She gave it him

as a matter of interest, and as suggestive
of the methods pursued by the representatives of a sister denomination at their important meetings, we supply the following
report of the exercises. The first in the
series of meetings was the
SABBATH

ent

Mr. Willard, who has lately become Prin-

These were held in this city last week,
and a considerable portion of the Baptist

which met on

Theme,—** Encouragements to Christian ac-

tivity.” It was ordered to be
the minutes.

Anniversaries.

ministers of the State were present.

crept into the Christian Church at the presIndeed,

ar

STAR: NOVEMBER , 2 1870.

read by Rev. W. H. ‘Alden, of Portsmouth;

day..

bpp
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On her chain of life is rust;
On her spirit-wing is dust;
She hath let the spoiler in ;
She hath mated her with sin;
She hath opened wide the door;
e has passed the threshold o’er.

herefore has she gone astray?

arrived, red tape would not suffer

* Stood temptation in her way,

chest to be opened,

With its eyes so glittering bright,

. Clothed in angel robes of white?

officers were miles

a lamb within the fold,

Stranger voices lured her thence
innocence.

She had not strength to keep

‘With the Shepherd of the sheep;
For the fleece, so spotless white,

Hence became the. hue of night;

this act.

Bleating for the Shepherd’s care.
‘Woe !-that none might lead ler back
Hunger prowled about her path
‘With a wild hyena laugh;

—

On this heart so desolate.

So she turned againto 8in;
‘What had she to lose or win,
Resting on her life a stain
Deeper than the brand of Cain?
Heard she not a pitying tone .
Weeping in ber shame alone?
‘Was there not a human heart
In her anguish bore a part?
None to hold a beacon light -

ness

us.

"

)

"

Blest are they who serve the Lord.

ting to the
and he shyfl

Rebuke to Drinking Christians.
—
Baboo Chunder Sen is pretty heretical in
pret
"
"
doctrine, but is very sound on Temperance.
He gave a warm address in favor of this
virtue at the Crystal Palace. He thus rebuked the crime of Eurvpe in fastening intemperance upon India:
I represent a nation remarkable for so-

young

and

after month

dying month

are

women

after

year

year, as the necessary and inevitable consequence of that iniquitous system of liquor

traffic which the British Government to its
shame has

introduced

into

India.

(Cries

of *“ Shame !")
He forcibly
]

only

.

ot

.

val

evil and

paints this

shows

.

its

A

as

mockery,

and civiliza-

tion a solemn sham, when I see the tide of
intemperance; drunkenness, and demoralization carrying away in its violent and

or anxiety;
alone with,
grief; the

duty, how sharp
to pray for the

of the

coun-

your

all those who
trymen and
. are near and
dear to you from temptation? When we
look into the records of our jails and hospitals, should we not at the same moment
say that there is enough of appalling evi-

dence in them to convtuce us of the dangers
of intoxication, and. of the evil effects of

We have

THE BOWELS.

hope hereafter to supply all orders

years, and

CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of

of any other
A SINGLE IN-

what we have never been able to say
medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN
On

erations,

i

te ope Aone,

With

the contrary, all are delighted
f
speak in t
and
me ol Sommen
A
DN

WHAT

speik i $his malts
years

FATIOX

fo

WHATOUR WE

EPUHERE

be said
|| gro:

to

8 Soler ill be

when

he

first heard this solemn sunset chant,

could

is common, and the cities of Europe,

where

not help making a sorrowful comparison
between this pagan town where all prayer
the people would blush to be detected in
offering the slightest token of their homage
to the fost High. And if the Thibetans
were permitted to pass through our streets,
and

blasphemy,

visit

the homes where no prayer is offered,
would they not feel that the heathen were
more religious than those who claim the
name of servants of the Lord?
Wherever the patriarchs pitched their
tents they builded their altars unto the
Happy would it be if by every tent
Lord.
was reared an altar,

and

place for daily and united

in every

50

AGENTS.

wanted

performs

to test their newly-received graces, and to
give an example to others. It is somemistake,

a

influence
of
God's
of

8

on

world this

would

be

if every

conversion,

should

be

immedi-

It is evident

agencies.

human

The

merely to convert

men.

as did Peter on a

former

|
ciples were left on earth when the Lord
ascended. It was vain for them to ask,

** Lord,

There

why can not we follow thee now?”
for their

were sufficient reasons

detention

ister

present,

on

asked, as the oldest min-

specially

being

who,

Tennent,

William

of

exception

with the

his views,

approved

in general

to

give

opinion,

his

said,

«] have nothing to do with death; my
business is to live as long as I can, as well
asl can, and to serve my Master as faithfully
as I can, until he shalt think proper to call
1 am God's servant, and have
me home.
engaged to do his business as long i Be
pleases

continue

to

therein.”

me

well.

man

seventy-

Peiaistent. If these qualities were want
ng, how many'a good work would have

would never

have been constructed, nor the Great Eastern have been built, if the Bruanels had

lacked patience and perseverance,
"

Ciro

No

These

business.

their

of

CERTA

Specly

by

Bey

od

results of inventive
themselves of the best
availing every
improvement, wherever effected, and
genius,
Som:
le
i hie ey
pif hg

DISEASESa.

i

reserving
diminished, prices
profit. As a cost of production is print
their lowest

Magical,

Marriage

Genius

and

prices,

in

reduction

preseat

the

make

always

they

and

Yegucod,

are

contains no materials in the slightest degree injurious.
It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians.

their work at even less than the prices commonly demanded for fgferior instruments, and less than the
cost of production without such extraordinary facil.

Certifii

Most

The

irreguto the

: Inexperienced Agents earning as

work

is

SUPERINTENDENTS

or

TEACHERS

wishing

the

CHICAGO LESSON PAPERS.
can have them for one
cts per hundred or

month or

ONE CENT

A'so the National
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more at the
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rate of 75

8. S. Teacher at the

publishers Chi-
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ELASTIC

repose of heaven, no one could
the claim of Whitefield.—Methodist.

dispute

Art
in
:
Art.
ucation in
Ss
must abandon the idea that artis
Bd

man’s

inmost

dream'and

longing

have

after

Agents! Read This!

Perhaps,

a while, an American artist will give

It would be more

us the Virgin and Coild.
apt to be impartial

‘They

ancients.

that of any of the

than

their own nationality

put

the blood of many lands, and in his face the
commingling of the features of all nations.
when he gives us
the Child; .it will

upon canvas Mary and
be a world’s affeciion

bending over a world’s Christ.

‘What

is Truth?

The question is often asked why it is
that so many of the men whom the world
calls great are manifestly indisposed to make
religion a personal matter? We can understand why libertines should even exress contempt for the gospel, and we
rot for nothing better from them who. are
|the brutish among tbe people. Toey are

| fools who never will be wise. The inditfer| ence of these and such as they are does not
| occasion surprise; but the treatment which
| Curistianity receives at the hands of many
| who

are

for per: | intellectual

devoted

power

to science,
is

and

manifest

and

whose

cbal-

is 8 ymetimes hard to be
fection, striving to realize itself in external | lenges admiration,
be nlways owing
forms. Oh, what hidden poetry there is | unaerstood. It can hardly
much absorbed
so
are
they
that
fact
the
to
|
sentiof
wealth
latent
what
in all souls!
they forg t what,
what
ment,
yearning for

sensibility to
harmony and

beauty, whi | in other pursuits, that
fine effects of | God demands of them,

tones and chords in color and tune!

Who | absolute

skepticism.

nor

= Very

is 1t

often

das

to

these

of thougut treat Christ as Pilate did.
does not see the secret evidenceof an in- | kings find
no fault in him. They go out
They
|
and
nt
enjoyme
the
for
capacity
exhaustinle
their hands, and in view of the
wash
and
|
every
in
form,
use of beau'y ia color and
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:
GOD
IN HISTORY.
grand theme, and the grandest book of modern

A
times.

All History analyzed from a new stand point.

God rules among the nations.

every

land.

No other book

An OPEN

like it.

BIBLE

in

Approved: by

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.

The best terms to Agents ever before
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once,
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the celebrated HOME SHUTILE SEWING
MACHIN.
Mas the under-feed, makes the
“Jock stiteh” (alike on both sides, )and is fully
licensed. The best and cheapest family Sews
JOHNing machine in the market. Address
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SON, CLARK & CO., Boston,
Mo.
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St.
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- Albany, N.Y.; D 8. Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone
National Bank, Erie, Pa ; James Calder, Harrisburg,
tf16
Pa.; C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. H.

$500
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None should be without one.
18AAC BARKLEY.”

40 Cortlandt St,

Offer for sale a Fine Assortment of
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engraved

BURLINGAME,
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feeders.

just the thing

in fact, it is
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of more than 200
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per hour;
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BURR.

superior

(FORMERLY

bushels

aa Send LDrCalare

Geo. W. Ware

Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank ot Genegeo. 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York city ; B,
8. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co., N Y.;
1st

a

larger number will be

BLOCK,

Ind.;

R. M. PALMER.”

&c.,

Yours

H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empiré) Mil
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction. I grind
farmers aud

[Ready for delivery on the first of December.)

Hon. J. Y.Secammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,
Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & “o., Boston; Harding,

md,

at 160

It also makes excellent
"8 bushels of corn per hour.
Graham flour. I consider it a boen to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested. There is
but one opinion—it is a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 3 1869,

OF

Mr. Burr. Itshould be in every
Family and Sabbath School.

Corner LaSalle and Madicon Streets,
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o

or 8

This is a beautiful 16 mo. volume

property from

Chicago, Illinois,

J. H, REEVF
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the person ordering paying the postage or expressage.
Order at once of
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“MONROE,
N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J, D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No, 3 Empire
Mill tomy entire satisfaction. I run it about 106

vs

V V ILLIAM

“pponsibility for half the profits,

GRAHAM, - PERRY

satisfied with it.

PRICE, $1.00 for a single copy, postage paid.

pecuniary

two

revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat faster. 1 am perfectly

:

,

CENT.

half the

:

LIFE

12 to 15 per cent. per annum; that is,at the expiration
of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur:
to the
chaser then prefers thai amount of money
the
property he has purchased, we, of course, taking
rate
and
The time
property upon paying the money.
case.
each
in
sale
of
time
the
at
upon
per cent. agreed
We place Movey upon loan on two and three fold
Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest payable semi-anuunlly,
We invest on joint account. that ix, in purchasing

take

e.
Address
York.

y

GUARANTEED.

property for others, we

Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with

A WEEK paid agents in a new busi.
y pi
Address Saco
Novelty Co., Saco, Me.

$6

For circulars, apply to
JUHN H. WILLARD, Troy, N. Y.
2m33

We guarantee to purchasers of our

x

Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited.
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
J.D. WEsT— Sir: 1 worked my No. 4 Union Grist

MOTHS.

has discovered a sin} le means of sel-cure, wh
he will send free po
8 fellow sufferers on receipt

Kvery facility is provi:led for a thorough c ourse of

PER

CAST IRON—

to run for years without
power than any other,and
the First Premium at the
New York, Virginia and

y
VOID QUACKS.—A Jotim of early indisore- yovolitic ms, and ground handsomely bie, 6 bushele
Cored | “The Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
&o., having tried in vain a
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| so many differences exist, the truth ean not Clergymen, Superintendents
|be reached. Christ is the truth. Whata
and all Buyers of
| rebuke does Jesus give, even in his deepest
fhumiliation, when he says to his judge:
| ‘‘Hereafter ye shall see the Son of Man will find it for the advantage of their Schools to send
coming in power and great glory.” Then all orders direct to
tis
| the world will know what truthis, and in
Messrs, D. LOTHIROP & CO., Boston,
| the flames of the last fire they will read |
Stock is one of the LARGEST and BEST Se| that Christ is the Truth.— Christian Intelli- whose
lected in the United States.
41tf
| gencer.

cabin,—has not some shrine of taste, even
though it were only the white curtains
in the sparc-room, the few pictures, perhaps cut, from the newspaper, over the
daughter's chest of drawers, or the pusy
stuck in a broken bottle upon the mantle-|
piece? * * * * We commend this ex
ample, then, to our village circles. Three
times in the year at least, -have a series of
tableaux in your town-hall. Let all the
people come together. Make the occasion one of charity. Letit build up, now
this, now that, religi>us or philanthropic
cause. Let all join to aid the Congregational, the Episcopal, the Unitarian,or Universalist society, whichever happens to be beneficiary for the day. Mutual consideration and
common charity will thus be promoted;

without patient labor accomplishes little.
Florence Nightingale, whose deeds of love
are heralded through the admiring. world,
avows that she i3 nothing more than any
other woman.
But she displayed wonderful patience and perseverance and determination to carry her Jon, When soldiers were dying in the Crimea for want of
medicines, and the chests containing them

Fallen.
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The

with Our Subscribers,

year ‘draws

XLV.

volume

, months

remain

to

its

close,

and

approaches

its end.

before Jan.

1.

our

Two

We desire

TE

I

EE

ch for our readers during
»’ to. accomplish
that period, and tp have them do much for
themselves and
sothers through their service in behalf of the Star. And so we have
a few plain things to say in a few plain
words.
1.

It will

be

a great

favor, and relieve

us from not a litle embarrassment, if the
many

who

larger

or

are

indebted

smaller

for the paper, in

sums,

amounts due at once.

will forward the

Money has been less

plenty than at some other times, we know,

and so we have patiently waited until the
aggregate sum owed is large and needed.

s

We

have

faith in our patrons, and believe

that they only need to know our wants in
order to make the proper effort to forward

what is a small sum to each of them, but
which is, in the aggregate, a large one to
us. We look for our subseribers to justify
our

faith

by their works;

for are they not

true hearted

men

Of course they are, and hence

of the following books, viz.:

“The

Book,” an excellent and

well

known

fo ‘need de-

scription. The sooner orders are sent the
surer are they to be filled.
3. Every new subscriber sending us
$2.50,

the

price

of

a year’s subscription,

’

saintsaCANEa2

Or if it is

or any unbound volume of the Freewill
Baptist Quarterly from the second to the
fifteenth inclusive.
Mr. Kennedy's work
is a good sized volume of nearly 200 pages,
~ and full of vigor, logic and interest. The

shall receive
date

of his

a copy

of the Siar from the

subscription

to

Juan.

1, 1872.

That is, he *will obtain the paper during
the remainder of the present year for
nothing.
The sooner the money is sent
the larger will be the return forit. .
4, We shall print the next volume on

heat

new

2

drawn, they know not how, to think,

and

feel, and finally choose the good part. It
is said of Dr. Hall, that he drops words
into hearts, inthe

social

circle,

at

wed-

dings, funerals, in shops, and in the street,
which are not easily forgotten. Yet he
does it so adroitly that his words flow
right along with the natural currents of
friendly converse, and no one suspects

that

and

that can
will

beautiful

type,—the

be purchased;—and

make

its bow

as

very

best

so the Star

early as the first of

‘Jan.; in a rich and improved dress, such
as will give

it added

traction.

comeliness

and

at-

:

5. The next volume will have a special
Department for the benefit of Sabbath school
teachers

and

workers,

and

arrangements

are in progress for giving to the paper still
other features of interest and vaiue. We
mean that it shall be something better than
it has heretofore been, and to keep on stead.
ily in the work of improvement.

“ 6.

We most earnestly ask our subscrib-

ers to show the paper at once to their
friends, call their, attention to the liberal
terms offered, and invite them to subscribe

* forit. ‘They will thus do a double, if not

hands, not for our own gratification or profit,

but for the sake of the great cause which
they love, and of the Master whose grateful

Shall it be done?

We

~ awalt the answer.

Nionors Latin

Scmoorn.

A Catalogue

of this Institution,located at Lewiston, Me.,

*

shows thatit enjoys a good degree of prosperity. Itréportsa corps of 4 teachers and
67 pupils. The special object of this

school is to fit young men for College, and
~ the preparation which they secure here is
- one that puts emphasis upon thoroughness

in study and stability of character.
LavaAM InsTITUTE.

‘This Institution, lo-

cated at North Scituate, R, I.,has enjoyed a

good degree of prosperity during the past
year.

Communion

That must be a very interesting school
in Massachusetts, whose pupils stoned their
teacher to death a few weeks since. If
nearly every philosopher in the country has
not already applied for the vacant position

Question
———

in R.

I.

the Association, either by direct act or by
indirect annoyance. They are unwilling
Mg. Eprror:—Will you allow a R. I to disown the pastor and church at NewBaptist, who has taken a prominent part in port, and feel that it is absurd and wrong
the Warren Association, in reference to the

Prof, Ricker is still principal, snd

But the practice of throwing stones is by
no means confined to the school district in

Massachusetts. It has been for a long time
a wide-spread evil. They are not always
genuine stones, to be sure, picked up out
of the mud and hurled at a human head.

They are oftener the destructive missiles of

of discord, and strengthening brethren of
loose views by the assertion that the Warren Association sympathized with him in
the matter of open communion.

I do not’affirm that any of these reports
were

exactly

true,

but

there

was

enough

to continually annoy them, while the whole

Baptist denomination glory in speaking of
Spurgeon and Noel and Angus as good
and true Baptists.
As to the Calvary Baptist church at Westerly, we have said what we had good authority for saying, andcan afford to wait
for results. The delegates certainly ought
to know whether or not they made any
such statements as ‘‘ R. I. Baptist” asserts
that they did. The committee certainly
did not report to the Association what is
claimed.

Qur

Answer.
rp

—

“Are all who die without faith, lost p’
The Christian Standard, the paper pub-

practice of open communion.

reject him; the man, everywhere, whose
plans are interfered with, however vicious
or destructive they may be, has oftener
abuse and hatred than good will and "kindness for the power that has closed the door
;
of opportunity against him.
In view of these things, the question that
especially struggles us just now is a moral
one, and may be stated nearly as follows:

that this action would either bring back the
erring church, or that théy would quietly

It was hoped

of affirmations and
a spirit of conciliapurpose to stand by
remained.
and the rejection of

several schemes, the right wing triumphed
‘by a very large majority. The famous

ninth article of their constitution was struck
out and a new and quite different one sub
stituted. The delegates generally hailed
the result with cheers, moist eyes and mutual
embraces, though a few radicals put in an
emphatic negative and protest. The question of a formal creed was then referred to
a committee to report at the next meeting,

andthe

relieved delegates

and

wearied

sought their homes.
The original ninth article read as folca
lows:
To secure the largest unity of the spirit
and the largest practical co-operation, it
is heeshy declared that all the declarations

of this

Conference, including the preamble

lished by the Disciples at Cincinnati copies
our notice of that hody of Christians, with

and Constitution, are 'éxpressions only of
1ts majority, committing in no degree those

tion. We answer in the negative. Infants
can not believe,and yet ‘of such is the king-

mand on their own merits from the churches here represented, or belonging to the
circle of our fellowship.

who object to them, and dependent wholly
fraternal remarks,and asksthe above ques- for their effect
upon the consent they com-

dom of heaven.”
Moreover, all who come
to that moral state which welcomes,
re-

ceives and rejoices in the will of God, will
be saved, whether Christ is clearly revealed
to them in this world or not. Salvation is
as the light, going everywhere, into all
hearts, when not rejected. It is possible
for men to have this state of heart and be
loyal in spirit, ready and anxious to receive
light, to know and do the will of God,
though the true God and Jesus Christ have

not been revealed to them.

So is it possi-

ble and common for men to have hearts
totally disloyal, intensely set against the

truth in them to trouble the Association. will of God, though that will has never
envy and abuse, taken from dissatisfied and They felt that Bro. Malcom was doing in- been made known to them, The former
complaining natures, and hurled with all justice to his brethren, and putting them in are in a moral condition which makes it
the energy of jealous rage at the person or a false position. To prove,against all false certain that, when God in Christ is set
the law that opposes them.
The law that rumors, that the Warren Association stood before them, they will receive him; and
condemns the murderer, orthe person that on the old platform, they adopted the Res- the latter are in the condition which renders
executes-it ; the officer who arrests the rum- olution, by an almost unanimous vote, that
it equally certain that they will reject him
seller, or the court that fines him; the poli- the Association has no sympathy with the when he is revealed. The former. have
tician who loses an office, or the voters that

it a home for all sorts
denials. But there was
tion mingling with the
what positive faith still
After a long debate

faith, just

so far as it is possible

for

them

The article substituted for it at the recent

meeting is in these words :
Reaflirming our allegiance to the Gospel

of Jesus Christ,

the

largest

practical

fellowship

and designing to secure

unity

of spirit and the widest

co-operation,

all

we

invite

to

our

who wish to be followers of

brit.

A stranger to the history of the Unitarian
body might be unable to see the ground of
such an earnest controversy here, and
would ‘perhaps feel that the new article
held the very essence of a mischievous and
indisputable liberalism.
But the ‘differ-

ence is obvious.
that

the

One virtually declares

Conference

has

‘no theological

basis ‘that binds any member or disparages
any

degree

of

unbelief;

the other invites

only those to its fellowship who would follow Christ as a disciple follows his master.

That leaves out the radicals and repudiates

Free Religion.
lead to others?

It is a real step.

Willit

to have; and the latter are unbelievers so

ters as they would from a sheriff or police- held accountable? If we set uparow of
man.
;
bricks, and then go and push over the first
«I never had any one speak with me one, the whole row falls. We and gravitaabout religion but that it made me mad, tion are the only responsible agents -in the
except Mr.
—,” said an intelligent case. If now we substitute for the bricks
young lady. How many of us can: recall the Massachusetts scholars, and for oursimilar experiences. The manner of ad- -selves and gravitation the influences [that
dress, the spirit and bearing,
was such as to have been operating upon them during
provoke and irritate,or at any rate to leave their earthly existence, how many of the
us cold and indifferent. ¢‘ He that wins scholars should be sent to the Reform
soulsis wise,” but the many are not wise.
school, and how many of the parents should
They do pot know how to fish for men.
be sent to prison? Perhaps some of the
The fault begins in the education of guilty boys had no parents. Then Heaven
young men for the ministry. They are pity them, and help the law deal very lenitaken out of society and confined mostly to ently with them!
books for from six to eight years, until they
What we are, not by nature but in pracknow little of anything except books. Liv- tice, depends very much upon circumstancing, crooked, passionate, sinful, intractable

es.

sinners, they know nothing of. They are
no better fitted to train and tame them than
they are to train wild colts to the harness.

invitation to the Supper, but in

thing but books, and are as incompetent to

weara citizen's dress until after a good
many years of effort, and then he will hegin with but one boot at a time. Revenge
is his sweetest solace, and cruelty is one of
his prevailing passions. A: life in the

their work as mere book farmers,

woods, with wild beasts and

They devote all their

And many never

become

such

skilled

minis-

in
or

anybook

mechanics, or book merchants are for their
business. They are well read in doctrine,
but are ignorant of men.
And what makes
the matter worse is, that they generally
charge the fault upon others, and fret and
swell with contempt, because the uneducated, rude people do not appreciate talent and culture. Talent ard culture indeed! A man may know the anatomy of a
horse, and be wholly unable to harness or
drive him. And they are in the same category. The talent and calture which a
minister needs, is skill and power to teach
and lead bad men to Christ.
Every young man who contemplates the
ministry ought to begin at once to converse
with sinners about religion, and keep it up
through his entire course of study.
He
should be drilled and disciplined in it by

a triple, favor.
And especially do we
his teachers and his fellow students, until
ask all our pastors to give at least one day he has the address to do it, without appeareach to the work bl
0g subseribers, ing impertinent, intrusive or rude. Every
and to do it while these offers may. be made day he should be sent among rough, worldto help them so largely. We believe there ly men, as far as possible, that he may
is hardly any other way in which they can learn their modes of thought, their prejusecure so much aid in their ministration of dices, difficulties ana points of access. A
thorough knowledge of worldly people is
the gospel, and in their effort to promote a indispensable to success in doing them
healthy tone of life in their parishes, as by good. The reason why many uneducated
helping to place and keep a good religious men outstrip the educated in the ministry,
pa
in every family circle. If they be- is that the former know men, while the Jat.
lieve the Star to be such a paper, will they ter know only books. If our students
not really work, at least a little time, in could graduate with both kinds of wisdom,
they would be a power.
And they may, if
seeking to gain a place for it in the families
they will improve every opportunity to
of their charge? We ask this effort at their gain experience by actual service.

servants they are.

Stones.

2 1870.

——AN EXPLANATION NEEDED.
The ¥ndependent
has
resented,
in
its
own
strong,
the
salwithdraw from the Association. As Bro.
though decisive way, every intimation that any
Malcom stated very earnestly, before the
believe leading and influential member of the Wovote was taken, that it the resolution passed,
they do man’s Rights party advocated or held loose
self-respect would compel him to leave a
respon- notions touching the obligations of marbody condemning
the practice of his church,
sibility.
If the
Standard
counts
these riage or the sanctity of the domestic relathe hope seemed well founded,
How will it explain the recent
persons
among
those
‘without
faith,”
we tions.
So much for the action of the Associatipn
in relation to the Newport Church; There say they are saved without faith. But we utterance of the Revolution, that one of the
has been no persecution,and no oppression. think that they have at least the seed life, imperative wants of woman is, ‘freedom
the spirit ‘of faith, and only wait for a to marry, and to be mistress of herself after
The body was constrained to act, because
the report had been widely circulated that revelation of its object to have faith, both marriage; freedom to freely sunder a yoke
subjectively and objectively, both in spirit which she has freely bound,” etc.?
it was in sympathy with open communion
Certainly the only natural interpretation
and
fact.
:
views. Regarding them as alike unscriptBut coming to the question in its applica- of that language is that a woman shall be
ural and subversive of church order, it af:
firmed its beliefin words that could not be tion to those who have heard the gospel, as free to divorce herself from marriage as
there is but one answer:
‘He
that to marry. Is that the Independent's theory,
misunderstood.
‘God and is that the doctrine that is to repder
The Westerly Church was received by believeth not shall be damned.”
the’ Association, as a strict communion judgeth the heart,” and man believeth with marriage a sacred thing and a homejperchurch.
Its delegates stated distinctly to the heart, and without that state of heart manent?
We are glad, and not surprised to see thag
the committee which received the applica- which faith denotes, there is no ‘salvation.
The
Woman's Journal protests against this
The
requirement
of
faith
is
not
an
arbitrary
|
tion, that they were in full harmony with
law,
but
a
necessity
in
the
nature
of
things.
doctrine,
and demands marriage for life,
the Association in believing that baptism,
on a profession of faith, is pre-requisite to No one can enjoy the company of another and ‘‘deprecates all this loose, pestiferous
the Lord’s Supper. The question was in whom he has no faith; such a thing 1s talk in favor of easy divorces.”
impossible ; and to enjoy God, to be happy |
asked on the floor, whether there was any
in his presence or under his government, ——A CoNCEss1ON OF SCIENCE. The New
concealment or evasion, and the answer
we
must believe ia his Son.
Hence, under York Tribune is responsible for the followwas. explicit, that the church intends to |
|
the
administration
of
the
gospel,
there is no ing piece of clever but not undesrved burabide by the faith and practice of the Association. It is true that the church gives no salvation without faith, but there may be lesque upon the assumptions and patroniza-

tions, and the young flee from

Quarterly is too

Throwing

NOVEMBER

communion question, to make a statement
credit as shrewd in-your columns ? Your articles, preséntPersonal Efforts.
and
enterprising
students.
What
a ing the matter from one point of view,need
’
slr
lr ns
to be supplemented, that your readers may
grand chance it must be for the advocates
Skill to converse with unbelievers on re- of human
depravity to fortify their position 5; have a full understanding of the matter.
ligion is an indispensable qualification of a | or for those who discover
‘The leaders of the Association, in urging
signs of intelligood pastor. Power in the pulpit is very gencein the brute
creation to increase their and securing action, had no wish to persedesirable, but this of itself is seldom suc- listof
examples, or even for the most ar- cute Bro. Malcom or his church. They
cesful in winning souls. Personal conver- dent philanthropists
to trace the vitiating hold stanchly to the Roger Williams’ docsation supplements the sermon and ren- causes that could
produce such deplorable trine of soul-liberty, welded into R. I. charders it effectual. There are a few men effects !
]
:
acter. They love and teach independence of
who do a great work by preaching alone,
It must be only because such calamities thought and action, limited only by loyalty
but they are exceptions, and by some means
are of so frequent occurrence that they pro- to Christ. . While regretting the views chermanage to have others do the more direct duce so little ‘effect
upon communities. ished by Bro. Malcom, they would have
and personal work.
Among the most suc- There are more or
less of them reported
left him to enjoy. them in peace, had he
cessful pastors of our day there are not every week, and it can hardly
be expected been
content with individual freedom.
more than two or three great preachers. that we should fail to get
accustomed to But, whether justly or unjustly, he was re"They are generally described, thus: ¢ He them in time. Not long ago
the papers garded as seeking credit for himself at the
is not a remarkable preacher, but a great told us that alady in Chicago
had been expense of his brethren. It was affirmed,
worker.” That means that their chief pow- bitten to death by her mad spaniel;
a little by members of other churches in Newer is in personal contact with ‘men. This while afterwards it was reported
that a man port, that he had preached in their pulpits,
is the case with Dr. Cuyler, and Dr. John
in New Hampshire had been kicked to condemning the bigotry of Baptists. The
Hall, and many others of less note. They death by a vicious horse;
soon after that Newport papers had sensational articles in
have a peculiar faculty of laying their fin- a musician in New York was
gored almost their columns, commending his liberality
ger upon men as they meet them in every- to death by an infuriated buil;
and now in having a communion service at his
day life. They touch them as it were, here is a schoolmistress stoned
to death by church, at which representatives of every
unawares ;’it seems like a mere accident,
*“ the big scholar¢, from 13 to 9 years of church in Newport (unevangelical as well
but there is a design in it, and it clings to age.” Where is Mr.
Letters were
Wells, with his phren- as evangelical) were present.
them. Silken threads of influence are con- ological charts, that: he
isn’t making a rece'ved from ditferent parts of the country
stantly falling upon sinners, and they are study-of these interesting pupils?
stating that Bro. Malcom was sowing seeds

Kennedy's excellent workon Communion,

Member's

in the same style, of 129 pages.

a ET

345.

preferred, and twelve cents are forwarded
to pay postage, we will ‘send a copy of

Church

po

terms,

strength to the sermon, and what little pastoral work they do isdone in a formal,
pretentious way, which is always repulsive to sinners, and almost terrific and
alarming to most families and persons.
Sinners are more frequently provoked and
repelled than persuaded by such « ministra-

well bound 18mo. volume of 192 pages;
-or, ‘‘Thoughts upon Thought,” a volume

A

by

for this School to

can it be otherwise.

and

we will send, post paid, to every subscriber
who shall, before the first day of Jan. next,

_

counting

either

and women?

4

or,

forward whatever is necessary to pay the
subscription to Jan. 1., 1872, a copy of

F. Baptists

our confidence.
2. And yet, desiring to show an appreciation of them and of their promptness,

<r

past year,

There is plenty of work
do, and it does it well.

he is being talked with about religion,
though he feels a peculiar drawing of heart
to Christ.
The too common style of personal appeals
is offensive, and repels from the Saviour
more than it draws to him. The talkers
begin and spoil the job from lack of skill;
and they lack skill because they have not
carefully and prayerfully studied the case
and practiced on it. They do so little at it,
that they are awkward of course. How

sound

i

he is assisted by experienced and ,skill*
ful teachers. The Catalogue, just issued,
reports 1563 pupils in attendance during the.

STAR:

A

it is hardly to their

¢ EDITORS.

AF All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
>n business, remittances of money, &c., should be.
addressed to the Publisher.

A Word

MORNING

}

Some complain that they have no gift for
this personal converse, that it is not natural

to them. No.one has a gift forit without dis-

cipline. “It is a thing

to

be

learned

by

practice, like other things. The reason so
many have no such skill, is because they

have not drilled

themselves

in it.

They

study books and

elaborate

sermons,

but

make no effort to become wise to talk to
sinners. That they leave to accident, make
no account of it, or recoil from it as an un-

pleasant duty.

And it is an -unpleasant

duty, like everything else, till they learn to
to do it well; but when they learn to fish

Since the young are

almost

wholly! influ-

enced in their acts by what they see and
hear in those older than themselves, for
how many of the stones recently thrown in

Canton ought the ¢¢ large. scholars”

You

can not

persuade

Indian

an

savage

has a good deal to do in making
dividual Indian what beis. And
perance and profanity usually
same vices. The rose that is pale
less,

because

it grew

to be

to

men,

each inso intembeget the
and odor-

in the shade, would

have been bright and fragrant could it have
expanded in the glad sunshine. We never
see a stately brick house in the spring time,
with the green grass and the fresh shrabs
starting up on its sunny side, without feeling a sort of compassion for the coarser
weeds that are struggling up on its cold
northwest corner. Haman life hagits shady side as well, and its development can
hardly be otherwise than deformed, and
3 stunted.

school mistress are not Indiaz boys. We
are not so sure that their parents are not
intemperate and profane, and that all

their

surroundings have not been of the most
vitiating kind. We do not know how much
of the propelling force that sent those stones
was imparted by influences for which the
boys are not at all responsible; and we are

not so positive, either, that indictments for
murder, or even the remainder of their minority at the Reform school, would make
them much better men, than would firm,

persistent, Christian discipline in the very
school-house

they

mistress

whose

have

slain,

“Throwing stones

is

a secondary

more

than a primary act. Our manufacturing
villages and dark city alleys and narrow
streets are full of the first causes. There
is but a very.slight advance betwean rolling marbles on Sunday and stoning the
school mistress on week-days. And to
come close down tothe wery root of the
matter, we hardly know who is chiefly re

sponsible for the damage done,

whether it

is the Christian church, or the municipal
government, or the boys themselves. Perhaps the papers are fair enough in calling

them *‘ miscreants,” and ‘‘ rascals,” and
« wretches,” and ‘ young ruffains;” but
that does n't repair the injury, nor deprive
the boys of their tendency to throw stones.
It must be a very large iceberg, and it must
remain in a northern climate, too, that the

and

he

come unusually fixed, not to
by the proper efforts of love.

be corrected

its ac-

without

Current

tion. .

Pardon me for occupying so much space
in your columns. Having'a.ptrong convietion that loyalty to Chfist and to the
Church "of the N. T. compels Baptists to
hold strict communion. views, Iam zealous
for the honor of R. I. Baptists. They hold
tenaciously to the good old paths. I know
what I affirm, whenI say that for many
years they have not been so united or earnest in maintaining strict communion

views.

They feel that they can not be Bible Christians, or consistent Baptists, on any other
platform.
A R. 1. BarTist.
REMARKS,
We are more than willing to publish the
above communication.
There
are undoubtedly two parties in the Warren Association, who look at matters from

different

and hence disagree somewhat as to facts and conclusions.
“ R, I,
Baptist” is a worthy and representative

man, and when he assures usthat

the

in-

tention of the resolution to which he refers
was to induce the withdrawal of Bro. Malcom and his church from the Association,
we suppose that he truly represents the
more strict and pronounced party to which
he belongs. But we are quite sure that not
afew ofthe leading men in the Association
intended no such result, and desire and
have warmly urged Bro. Malcom not to
leave.
:
‘¢ R. I.-Baptist” says that his friends ‘had
no wish to persecute Bro.

church.”

Malcon¥

We do not know

is meant by this, in

view

or

exactly
of

the

his

what

declared

intention to bring about a departure from
his Christian home by an annoying resola-

tion, which was followed up by exceedingly sharp thrusts through the public prints.
Would it not have been a more manly and '
Christian mode of reaching the desired
end by a square act of exclusion, with the
reasons for the act fully and frankly stated ?
If the Association was as unanimous as the
writer represents, in

the

passage

of

the

resolution and in the wished-for result,
how came it to pass that they sought their
end in this indirect and timid manner?
The very course of procedure chosen indicates that that there was not unanimity in
the case. Some intended one thing by the
resolution, and some, another.
¢* Holding

stanchly to the Roger Williams

doctrine of

soul-liberty, weldedinto R. I. character,
loving and
teaching
independence = of
thought and action, limited only by loyalty
to Christ,” many of them were not prepared
to drive an open communion church from

“shui

ro

Topics.

——MiN1sTERS' INsTiTUTE. The recent Bapheld

in Dover and

described on our fifst page, illustrated an
idea ‘which some of our own brethren have
been anxious to see worked out effectually
among ‘ourselves, ahd

of

certain

modern

scientists,

who

| would have us believe that no religious
| opinions deserve respect until they have
{endorsed them.
It says:
Not only Christianity, but all revealed

—

tist Ministers’ Institute,

which,
we trust may

religion,

according

to some of the English

secular papers, has been oa trial lately in
Liverpool. Prof. Huxley has had a bit of
beef in an air-pump, testing the theories
of spontaneous or non-spontaneous generation. The trial is over.. The reporters,
who have been standing on tip-toe over the

be still more fully embodied at Lewiston beef, solemnly announce that ‘‘the result is
satisfactory, and the Professor is at one
by another autumn.
The general plan with the prevalent and united force of traadopted by Drs. Hovey and Anderson is a ditional orthodoxy.” The maggots did not
good one, though it would be well worth make their appearance without eggs. Ergo,
the while if the exercises might continue life is not ‘spontaneous. Ergo, there is a
God. The world now draws its breath
a full week or more, and the attendants freely, and, by leave of the Professor and
were called’ on to review the various exer- the beef, goes back to its Bible again. It
cises under the direction and questioning is rather dispiriting, however, to be obliged
of the leeturér, for the sake of fixing the to keep our faith ready at call to be weighthoughts in mind and impressing
both the ed in the balances of every new experimenter with maggots or otherwise. One does
principles and methods. We hope to see not like to ho ; dln
a on the chances °
something of this sort inaugurated at the of an egg too many in a bit of beef. Prof.
proper center,and then successfally carried Huxley, who is a man of sense and a philosopher, does not ask it of us, nor do the
out at various points.
We listened with real satisfaction to a better class of scientific men. It is, oddly
enongh, the secular journals who so conportion of the lectures of Drs. Hovey and stantly report ¢ Christianity on trial,” and
Anderson. Their discussions were care- found. their theological creed on the last
fully prepared, able and measurably thor- revelation of the blow-pipe, or rap from
We recommend to
ough. We took notes of Dr. Hovey’s lec- geologists’ hammers.
the Liverpool ‘savans, who have fortunately
ture in the exp
efense of strict found God behind the beef, the counsel of
communion. We liked it for
itd-gtraightfor- Allatius to the Yogis: “Press thy beard .
wardness, for its general logical Belf-con- upon thy breast, deliver over thy eyes and
sistency, and especially
for its frank accept- thy thoughts to the contemplation of the
ance of the invitable

conclusions which un-

churched all other denominations; and we
were especially pleased at the evidently
kind spirit which the lecturer exhibited

along with

We

his exclusive ecclesiasticisn.

hope to find space scon for a bit of erit-

icism upon. his labored but quite unsatisfactory argument.

—— UNITARIAN NATIONAL, CONFERENCE.
The recent session of this body in New York
was noticeable.
Six hundred delegates
were present, jembracing nedrly all their
strong and well-known men, The discugsions were very able and earnest, though
dignity and courtesy were never sacrifice
ed even

in the most heated debates.”

The

point

of thy

nose,

and

thou

shalt know

uninterupted spiritual joys, and thy soul be
rennited with the Supreme,”
——Miss10NARY BOXES. . The Presbyterian
ladies have formed a Board of Missions, and

are introdueing the Mission Boxes. They
will be delighted with the results. ‘Chis
mixing mission contributions with the family life, is an excellent idea. It not only
multiplies the rills of benevolence so as to
swell the stream, and add greatly to the
means of sending the gospel to the lost,
but it is a means of grace
to the families
themselves.
When father, mother, sons

and daughters drop semething In-the ‘‘gospel box” on the Lord's day, they are getting
a good education, they are learning a pre-

great question at issue was nominally cious lesson of Christian generosity,and the
*/Creed,or no Creed ?" really it was, ‘Shall Lord is sure to bless them in the deed.
the body really plant and maistain itself
on a Christian basis, or take to its full fel- ~—LABoR ‘REForM.
The Secretary of the
lowship those who deny the authority and Interior some time since sent outa series
Lordship of Christ?”
The delegates,— of questions to employers, asking for inmany of them, at least,—went up to the formation in respect to the productiveness
Jonference with strong conviction, intense of skilled labor, and its comparative infeeling and resolute purpose. There were crease or decrease for the last ten years.
those who meant that the body should nog The general reply indicates that men are
longer occupy an equivocal positibn and doing less work than formerly, have less
still keep their names on its roll. And interest jn their work, and are less regular

there were
wy

Cp
a,

tions

baptism.

tion corresponds to that of many churches
of the straitest sect on the communion ques- |

We know that the boys who stoned the stand-points,

for men and catch them, there is great
pleasure in it.
minister can do this sun can not overcome by its warmth. The
if he will. But he must work for it. He habit of throwing stones, whether they be
can not dream, nor wish, nor study, nor composed of nica, feldspar and quartz, or
pray it out, he must go at it, practice, of envy, jealousy and hate, must have bedrill, persevere, never give it up,
will win.

this

far as their light permits.
Now we see no reason to doubt
vation of the loyal, teachable class,
they may not in this life technically
on Christ. So far as is possible
believe ; beyond that they have no

also those who meant to make

in it. This is bad. All such things increas
LY

ey

i

J
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STAR:

en

a line calling attention to the fact that in
his speech at Augusta, it was Portugal that
was

said to have

exported five times

as

much Porter as she manufactured, instead
$50.000.000to

which was annually taxed

or worse bewilder-

stunned into no more

ments than these by the storm of figures
and statistics with which we were pelted
for the larger part of an hour.

people.

Hancock Co., Wis. Rev. W. H. Edgeris
engaged in holding meetings constantly in
Hancock County, Wis., and the Lord is
abundantly blessing his labors. Several

RH

The Agent's Report, for the year ending
Sept.

30, 1870, is as follows:

Received

on subscriptions

and

in sev-

have been led to Christ and baptized.

eral collections,
&e., 695.45.
Paid to El- |
mira, N.Y, ch., 71.66 ; Windham]Center, |

Pa., church,
scription

$100,005; Elwood,

of R.

D.

$40.00;

Fox

$25.00;

agent's

traveling

three

hundred

thousand,

N. J., sub-

Richardson

and

MeIntyre

and

wife,

church,

Pa.,

expenses, five
and

six

INDIAN LAKE, N, Y. The Lord has blest
the people at Indian Lake the past year, in
a glorious manner. It has been noted for
wickedness, but now for prayer and praise.
I have baptized twenty-three the past sum-

miles,

mer, and organized

30, 1869, $37.72. Total expenditures,

Balance

- $853.38.
$157.93.

against

the

treasury,

at Liverpool,

England, Oct

11,

after

but

report, $876.50; cash paid by church in
Central N. Y.,$107.20; a pledge upon certain conditions of $600 to the Parent board,
which I supposed would be appropriated to
this interest, and acknowledged received in
Star of Sept. 21, 600.00.
Total, $1,283.70.

An excellent brother of the N. Y. city
church has borne heavy burdens in this
enterprise. The house, though not completed, was opened for public worship on

It is a good outpost to

this sudden

and severe

embarkation

illness of Mrs. M.

impossible,

one

hrother

beginning

subscribing $200 and a

fine site.
GreeNriErD,

N.

Y.

This

report

em-

braces our work simply on the field assiga- ed me which is mostly confined to the

Sasquebanna,

New York

andPa.Y.

with

N.

our

Elmira,

Y.,

as

Ms,

city

effort.

Every considerable section’shouid constantly have on hand some important center to gather around and build up. In this
way

brethren become strong in faith, in ex-

perience, in work for the Lord. We much
need a central fund in this church extension
work.
But in the absence of it, we must
build churches,even if the sacrifice is great,

and gather a living, active membership.
Our children and the rising generation
may reap the benefit,if we do not.
Dane,

0. C. HiLvrs, Agent.
Pa., Oct., 1870.

Dedication.
Va, X.

M.,

The Harper's Ferry Free Baptist Q. Meeting and

the

Winchester

Free

Meeting, by their delegates,

Baptist

were

tuted a Yearly Meeting on the

Q.

consti

22d inst., at

_ Winchester, to be known as the ¢ Virginia
Yearly Meeting Association of Free Bap-

v

BELKNAP Q. M.—Held its last session with the
church at Gilmanton Iron Works, Sept. 20—22.
A. great amount of business was done. The
meetings of worship were interesting and spiritual. We were favored with the labors of brethren
Quimby, Kenniston,Handy and Stockman,
M. A.
New Durham Q. M.,and H. F. Dickey and
of the
York, of Wolfboro Q. M.
Next session with the church at Lower Gilmanton, commencing Tuesday, Nov. 8th, at 1
o'clock, and continuing through Wednesday and
Brethren from abroad are invited to
Thursday.
GEO. M. PARK, Clerk.
be present.

OAKLAND, MicH., Q. M.—Held its October
All but two
session with the Highland church.
of the churches were represented by letter or
of interest,
delegates. The session was one
The preaching contained much of Christ, and
This
spiritual.
Yery
the social meetings were
session is the first time that all of the ministers
of the Q. M. have met; we hope our acquaint~
ance may be long, harmonious, and profitable,
Davidson, of Grand Rapids, and Father
Bro.
Kingsbury werg with us and added to the interest. Collectiod'on Sabbath for Foreign and State
Salem
with
Missions, $11,12. Next session

of Harper’s

Ferry, was elected Clerk and Treasurer.
In connection with this first annual gathering, the new church, just completed -under the special supervision of, Rev. J. W.
Dunjee, the pastor of the

dedication

the

church, was

sermon,

from the text,—

« Thanks be to God who giveth us the victory,&oc,” He argued, 1. God

is to receive the

Glory for all he has done for us, and for
all he enables us to do for him. 2. For the
things he has dore for this people, and especially the things connected with the beginning and progress of the Free Baptist
church in Winchester, including the completion of their house of worship.

It is but just to say that the sermon

was

well conceived, and impressively delivered,
moving every Christian heart to grateful
praises to Him *“ who giveth us the victc-

D. Adams

ry.”

:

This house has cost about $3,500, and the

sum still due is only $600! The church and
its friends in Winchester are worthy of.
great commendation for their sacrifices in

building

this neat

and

really

conven-

jient sanctuary. Nor do they cease to be
grateful to God, and to the friends who, in
any way or place, have rendered them as-

WRINGER.—Be

very

particu

lar about getting the * Universal,” with improved
cog-wheels. This is the only one we com mend, and
our endorsement of this is without mental reserva:
tion or modification.— Universalist,
A

DESIRABLE

and

Home

delegations

from

AND SEASONABLE

CARPETS.

Parties furnishing houses with Carpets are invited
to visit the warehouse of JOHN J, PEASLEY & Co,
Oil
47 Washington Street, in relation to Carpets,
Cloths, &c. The Kiddermmsfers are worth examin.
une.
ing, and for sitting rooms and chambers are
offered
qualled. Theit Brussels and Tapestries are
most
at very low rates,—these goods are among the
be used.
desirable and most economical that can

Their English Feltings are likewise something thal
should be inspected—just the article to cover Car.
pets to save them, Then their stock of Oil Cloths,—
(O11 Cloths being made a specialty) Stair and Entry
Carpets, Door Mats, Oil Cloth Rugs, &o., is exceed

sistance in this good work.
The church proposes to lift this debt from ; ingly large and excellent. Those who want goods

R. PARKS, Pastor,

session

its next

wd

URDITT
20, DO

Waverly,

Van

Buren

Co,

C.H. DITSON

WRITING,

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL, ©

J C Tueker, Augusta, Me,
A E Jordan,

MASON.

GARDEN.
First Book.
For
variety
of easy
and
pleasing

Commtrcial

which

it cured

cstonishing
eflcacy.

£5.00.

Mary E Libby, Chas 8t, Dover, N H,
Wm 8 Lane, No RRehobath, Mass, per IL Parker,

5,00

Hurlin, Antrim, N H,

Brunswick St, Gardiner, Me, per G 'W Cortis,
6,00
Big Island, O, per G H Moon,
Kewanee, Il, per O D Patch,
5,36
12,3)
Rice,
L
D
per
Hillsdale Q M, Mich,
6,68
Y, per W H Waldron,
Fabius, N
Kittery, Me, per B 8 Manson,
10,00
2,50
Q M, per J Fullonton,
Rockingham
30,75
1 Columbus, N Y, per S 8 Cady,
2,60
8 Stanyon, Chichester, N H,
Mrs
ry Hathaway, Ea New Portland, Me,
2,00
per H Atwood, Jr,
Chemung QM, N Y, per 8 0 Weatherby,
7,50
15
Q M, Vt, per 8 8 Nickerson,
Strafford
Sab. seh, Ka Randolph,
Vt, for support of Hattie
8 Randolph

M E Willey,

NAVIGA-

5,85

in India, per 8 8 Nickerson,

2,00

Chas 8t, Dover,

C. 0. LIBBY,
.

Dover, N.H.

116,17
Treas.

FRESH

MEAT

CURE

nearly

every case;

and

in this

Sold

at

One
$1.00

It has made

Bottle will
per

Bottle,

some

prove
or

Six

ils
for

Sent by Express to any address.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN, |
G02

Arch

Street,

Philadelphia,

Nathan E. Bedell, Agent for New England.
lyedpld
PROPOSALS
FOR THE

hy

LOCATION OF THE
State ‘Normal School.
In accordance with the provisions of the act for the
establishment of a State
Normal School, passed at
the last session of the Legislature, the Board of Trus.
the first day of December, 1870, proposals from towns,
corporations or individuals, to furnish lands, buildings or funds for the School,

Married
\}

These Jropesals must be in writing,

In Rochester, N. H., Feb, 27, by Rev. L. A, Lang, Mr,of
George P. Otis, of Milton, and M ss Ellen Z. Merrow,
Lebanon, Me. By the sume, June I, Mr, John H. Rams-of
bottom, of Rochester, and Mrs. Clara A. Ramsdell, Mr.
Boston, Mass. In Rochester, Oct, 18, by the same,

of R.
John Quimby and Mrs, AnnielHall, both
W.B, Rationage, Rome, Mich., Oct. 22d, 1870,
At the F.
REDDING and
A.
8.
REV,
Linderman,
by Rev. G. P.

ji S

.

“8,

cures.

tees hereby give notice that. they will reseive, up to

—————

l

HOME eoeeeresesannsecanns

Mrs.

Child's

470

Good Little Mittie,..«s

i

75

a

Making Something,...
Jamie and Jeannie...
Boy's HeaVeDscercsessrsssranssrssrsaces

Bright Day

210

of their class.

0

Series.

Starlight Stories.-cceevesssestecencncnces

THE NEW

,75

and Sister.cececsciesssscccaacess

the Board, and directed to the

tendent of Public Instruction, Concord.

A. HERBERT

addressed to

care of the

From these pri-

ces we make *
A LIBERAL DISCOUNT**
to Sunday schools.

Sunny SKieSyeeessecocceceesececccscacaeel
2B
Pompeii and Herculaneum,ceesseeececses1,25
Archibald Hamilton,.seeeeesiesseccsesaedl,2

_ Brother

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

Series.

Bright Days,ceseceectcassssecaseccsesassl,2

Starlight

Prices,

bought elsewhere in New England
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are not excelled by any other books

Series.

"The CHristChild,cesesssvssccressrescarae

70

QUESTION BOOK, ;

“The Wonderful Works of Jesus,”
B

Anecdotes of AnimalS.eeeeserecessanass
1,50
Bloomfieldeeeeeeeesensseasessanscaneas
1.50

MARY

LATHAM

CLARK,

Is now complete and ready for custom
ers.
Willie

Maitland.ccoeecescecasoarcane

55

‘Who is my Neighbor?..eeinieeceiecerens

Mis adapted

to classes that have

just completed “The

story

of Jesus.”

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Estab-

When we were YOUDZeeeesereooseesress HO
Sybil’s Way eeeesseresecotcceransancesss1,23
Triumph over Midian* ****.cceeee eeeene
Child Life:sestsesearsersssvscrerssnsees.100
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and will be furnished to

Superin.

BELLOWS, Pres’t.

A.C. HARDY, Secretary pro tem.
For Trustees of State Normal School.
Concord, N, H., Oct. 11, 1870,
8wil

to pas-

tors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of their
patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time «nd they will be filled immediately.

Price

15 cents ; Postage,

(extra)

4 cents.

Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices
Address,

Prices

L. R., BURLINGAME,

Dover, N. H.
Remittances

of monev for

our

Single and

publica-

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
_order of L. R. Burlingame,

in

Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our risk
Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

of Freewill Baptist

Psalmody, 18me. in Sheep,
do
do
do Embossed Morocco,
do
do
‘do’
do
32me.,

Pmt,
utler’s

egy,

Price.

1,00
9,60
5,10
10,56
,85

Postage

2
2,28
,16
1,96
,08

same
Total.

1.20
11,88
1,6
1252
,03

me U8 8 fH
8

4

1,88

1862

gingle,
dozen,

1,20
11,63

+0
240

1,40
13,02

dozen,

2,40

48

288

,36

04

H6
,20

2,66
1,20

2) (Ques. . B Book.)single,
es
"3%
on application, for 25 cents for each copy, Bo of £3 Jesus,
yA
do
dozed, 1,44
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or Wonderful Works of Jesus, tingle, ,13
do
0
dozen, 1,44
2 cents each for two or more copies. Or- Butler’s Commentary,
single, 2,00
Lessons tor every
sunday in
ders are solicited.
the Year, (
. Book) single,
,20

ie

1.751

i

TREATISE.
The New Treatise, just reyised by
of the General Conference,

order

do

single,
dozen,
single,
ozen,
single,

on the

8,8

sending them.

do

Books,

by the dozen ; also Postage

dozen, 15,36

College,

country Physicians are daily ordering and com.
Mission.

;

Wholesale

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be

History,
do

Christian Bapuigm,
do

Bound,

o

do

single,

,25

,04-

do
do Paper Covers,
do
do
Life of Marks,
do
do
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
do

single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
dozen,
gingle,
dozen,

,156 ~ 08
144
28
1,00
20
9,60
240
,30
08
2,88
,60
25
,04
2,40
,36

do
do’
do
The Book of Worship,

dozen,
single,

2,10
1,00

Thoughts upon Thought,

can now be had

de
do
do
Appeal to Conscience,
do
do
do
Communionist,
do
Choralist,
do
Minutes of General Confer.
ence,
A@ There is no discount

THE MYRTLE.

raending it to their Patients,

Rev Wm

1wid

BOOK -KEEPING,
TION, &o.

UPHAM’S

Lisbon, Me.

Foreign

of all
book

Does cure Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lung
Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
. oni build up the system to a healthy condition,
"1i3 has been tested by Prof. Trosseau, in two
thousand eases, in the Hospitals of Paris, in

Vt.

At

Scries. .

lishment, and is recommended

Boston.

Ww

. EXPRESS,

Cen,

SQUARE,

& CO., New York.

Comer’s

Day

& WILLIAMS,

CK

2
Conducted
with signal success for thirty years past
by GEORGE N. COMER, A. M,, President, possesses the
confidence of the community, and has thereby peculiar
facilities for providing suitable EMPLOYMENT for its
graduates (male and female). Open DAY and EVENING,
Catalogues and Circulars, giving full information, with
styles of HANDWRITING taught, and list of Mr. Comer’s
works on Penmanship, Book-keeping, Navigation, &¢., sent
2% paid or may be had free, at the College, 323 WASH
NGTON STREET, corner of West street, Boston, where
the public is‘invited to inspect the arrangements, 4t43

Rev G M Park, Farmington, N H.
“ | J A Howe, Olneyyille, R I.
Waterbury

KExclu-

arrangements,

songs,
150
THE SONG GAREEN.
Second Book,
In
addition to a practical course of Instruction, it contains a choice collection of School Music. (Annual
sale 25,000).
,80
THE
SONG
GARDEN.
Third
Book. Besides
a treatise on Vocal Culture with Illustrations,
Exercises, Solfeggi, &¢., it contains New Music
adapted to High Schools, Young Ladies’ Seminaries, &c.y
3
1,00
Sent post-paid on receipt of price.
:
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

J I. Blakeslee—A S Brooks—A 8 Bean—O Bailey—G
Beals—S N Brooks—S R Bovey—Martha M Boody—D C
Burr— E C Bennet—8 G Cook— O J Corliss—d C Chafey—
Mary Corse—Child & Co—D E Dudley—E Dearborn—0 B
Dudley—B H Damon—A Durey—F Earl—C C Foster—C
W Furnald—Susan Flye—A L Gerrish—R Grout—R HayHfowe—R Jordan—Wm J ohnson—E
den—E Hayden—J A
M Kennedy—N C King—J 8 Kelley—J 8 Luther—J A
Lowell—A Lewis—A J Mowrey—J 8 Merrill—D Osborn—
Mrs A Potter -W Parker—D I Park—C B Peckham—Mrs
Pugsley—H D Peabody—J Pinkham—
A Parmelee—F
Mrs RC Pray—W Purker—M A Quimby—A Sawyer—N
B Scales—Mary
K Sargent—S H Stevens—S Steere—J
Shepard—R H Tozer—Mrs A Twichell—J Thomas—E TibH Williams,
Wheeler—I
bets—J Wright—A J Wood—G

F Smith,

MEN to
PATENT

handsome wages,

LOWELL

THE
SONG
beginners, with a

Mich.

Andrew J Eastman, Bates College, Lewiston, Me.
Daniel R Powers, Otselic, Chenango Co, N Y.
Rev D M L Rollin, Baron, N Y
Wm Phelps, Montgomery Cen, Vt.
Rev A Griffeth, Moravia, N Y.
‘Wm J Reed, Indian Lake, Hamilton Co, N Y. (2)
John Cook, Burnham, Me.
R Comstock, Pardeeville, Wis (2).
Rev 8 H Barrett, Rutland, Ohio.
Preserved W Baker, Essex Junction, VJ)
O H Lockwood, Winona, M
O B Dudley, Grafton, N H.
Joseph Wight, Ashfield, Mass,
hy
G D Garland, Menroe Cen, Me.
Rev H FJ Scribner, Strafford, Vt.
Simeon K Given, Bowdoinham, Me.
Benj Heath, Irasburgh, Vt.
Rev E Smith, Washington, Vt.
I, Dewey, Hillsdale, Mich.
‘* M Atwood,So Strafford, Vt.
S F Beede, Prairie di Sac, Wis,
Rev J M Crandall, Ames,
NY,
Mary M Thayer, So Ridge, Ashtab Co, Ohio.
8 F Clark, Granville Summit, Pa.
Jacob 8 Bush, Carson City, Montcalin Co, Mich.
Miss Lizzie Seamans, Port Allegany, Pa,
8 C Whitcomb, Ea Hampden,
Me.
Noah Pratt, Franklinville,
NY.

DR.

Rainy

A Rainy Day at School,ceeccteceresecees
Birth Day Present,cececceccecscsseccsese
New Yearseeeee.eoese
Fireside Angel ceeces
ses
i

to suit all tastes.

A series of Music Books adapted to Schools
grades.
Progressively
arranged with
each
complete in itself.

Letters Received.

H

THE—

THE SONG GARDEN.
BY

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Aunt Mattie,eesecesssscesesssorcsssoseesl,bl
Light from the Cross...eeecsisesvesesssal.50
Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

Jiscellancous.

4644

Office Addresses.

H Darling,

7 Master and Pupil,ceeesecccsrecasencsace
1,60
{2 May Bellesssessaneessecasacnrascenscsessl,80
Sabrina Hackett,
ceeeerssssesscacescseesl,b0

TEA!

sive territory arranged.
For Terms,
apply to the sole manufacturers.

(complete.)
(complete.)
(in press.)
(in press.)

prising
about a dozen superior books for
the Sabbath School and the Family. These
will be antiopnced as they are complete.

eeesl,B0

Rainy Day at

—ACTIVE,
ENERGETIC
» sell and apply MILLERS

A SMART MAN can make

Rev John Davis, Laconia, N H.
» 8 Savage, No Anson, Me.
* A H Morrell, Harper's Ferry, W Va.
‘A Curtis, Salem, Neb.
:
* E A Stockman, Box 29, Haverhill, Mass.
«J

gen-

WEATHER STRIP, for doors and wiadows.
This
is the only strip that is composed entirely of Rubber.

the

with

Wirranted

WANTED

church in Richmond Village, commencing Tuesday, Dee.
A. M. JONES, Clerk.
2th,at one o'clock, P. M.

Poss

a

GREEN TEA FLAVOR!

The new Free Baptist chnrch in Woodland,
Mich., will be dedicated on Sabbath, Nov. 13, at
10 1.2 o'clock, .A. M. Sermon by Rev. F. W.
Straight, of Leoni. The brethren, sisters and
friends in the Grand River Q. M. are particularly invited to be present, and it is hoped that
many from other Q. M's will attend tg participate in the services. hose who go by
Railroad
will'stop at Nashville, on the Grand River Valley R. R., where teams will meet them on Saturday, the 12th, at the afternoon train.
A. J.D
By request of Chairman.

Books,

THE GOOD BOY,
THE BAD BOY,
THE GOOD GIRL,
THE BAD GIRL,

Series.

NECTAR

—WITH

411

Also, in Press, the New Prize Series, com-

and

BLACK

160

—

and delivery.

IS A PURE

Dedication.

hold

Mailed for
2m34.,

business belonging to the advertising
2
department.

THEA

DURABLE.

For the Sabbath School.

8S. 8,

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabishment. These Books are now ready for sale

at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

surrounding

Husk.

New

More

CHURCHES

TO

Superintendents of

To ADVERTISERS.
‘Lhe rates of
advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss,

friends who have
S. SAVAGE.

palit ten. The committee appoint

will

&

OF
AND

No. 30 Vesey street, N. York.

Mission

Notice.

Q. M.

TO PASTORS

and Theological, and: miscellaneous
books, can be had at wholesale rates,

A revival meeting will be held with the church in
New Durham, commencing Wednes., Nov. 9,at 2 p. M.
Revs. F. Keniston, N. C. Lothrop, and C. E. Handy
7% appointed to preach and take charge of the
meeting.
The ministry and laity of the
New Durham Q. M. are invited to attend.
G. 8. HILL, for the Com.

|
OTSEGO Q.M.~Held its Oct. session with the
Next session with the
church at Kast Meredith,
0°
at
Friday,
commencing
church,
Otsdawa
o'clock, P. M.,before the second Sabbath in JanClerk.
MILLER,
D,M.
.
uary, 1871.
BEST CLOTHES

a

or

NOISELESS,

Let every Furniture Dealer, and everu other reader whoseattention is called to this adverticement, SEND
FOR A CIRCULAR and Price List to THE WOVEN WIRE MATTRESS CO, Hartford, Conn.,
GEO, C. PERKINS, Secretary.

up

eral assortment of carefully selected
Sunday school books, and Sunday
school maps, cards, and singing books,

* East Dickenson, Oct, 21.

Small and N. ¥, Weymouth. It was an occasion
of interest in both business and social meetings.
Next session at Palmyra Village.
N. F. WeymouTH, Clerk.

THE

organize

In behalf ot the Trustees.

and M.

ExkTER Q.M.—Held its last session at Hartland Village. Sermons were Breached by Reve.
B. Andrews, 8. 8.
A. L. Gerrish, E. Manson, S.

Brackett,

C.

ed by the Q. M.

STRAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church in Tunbridge, East Hill. The meetings were of more than usual interest. Saturday afternoon was devoted to a social meeting
and communion service, at which seventy-three
Preaching by S.
spoke of their hope in Christ.

icated by the usual appropriate services,
on Sabbath afternoon, the 23d inst.
Bro. Danjee very appropriately preached

N.

vember next,at half

A. M. SIMONTON, Clerk,

ded-

Rev.

first to

Straw

& WELLS, Agents for Illinois,
For sale by the trade in large cities, and by WARING, FITHOW
Dearborn street, Chicago: EMMONS & CAMPFIELD, 41% Olive St., St. Louis; A, Ww. MORROW,
Liberty St., Pittsburgh, Penn.: AMOS HILLBORN,4! North 10th St., Philadelphia.

The only perPERISTALTIC

All of our own books,

Without

COMFORTABLE,

Books in New York.

Dedication.
The basement of the F. W.. Baptist church at
Elenburgh depot, will be dedicated on the sth of No-

BOowDOIN

reported pastors.
All the churches
Atwood.
North Tunbridge church have completed their
house, and are hard at work raising the funds to
thoroughly furnish it. They realized about one
hundred and fifty dollars from a dining table on
the grounds of a tewn fair, a few days since,
Collection for
towards purchasing carpets, &c.
missions, $25,00.
February session of the Q. M. with the church
at North Tunbridge.
8. 8. NICKERSON, Clerk.

tists.”

9th, 1870,

Mattress

ITS SHAPE.
NEVER NEEDS A REPAIR,

LOSES

For all purposes of REST and SLEEP they haveNO RIVAL. With no covering but a folded blanket,
BEND, and when for private use a Mattress is desired, a very LIGHT
they form a COMPLETE
THIN one, weighing only 20 pounds, is ALL the covering necessary.

payment of the ad

Druggists.

ORDER:
NEVER

The Most Perfect Sleeping Arrangement in the World:

re.
me

by E. A. HARRISON

Co., Proprietors, and by all
60.cents,

OF

The Wire Mattress is made of DODO feet of small wire, No. 18 1-2, carefully tinned, coiled ,by an in e.
SPIRAL SPRINGS, curiously INTER LOCKED.
ntous process of DOUBLE WEAVING, into 400
This fabric has wonderful STRENGTH and ELASIICITY, and when stretched on its frame and the
proper tension secured, the result is

by fending orders to Rev. G-. H. Ball,

terly Meeting Library.
We
invite all
money or books to aid us in this work,

Quarterly Meetings.

S. Nickerson, T. A. Stevens,

Tremont Temple, Boston,

Society, and second to devise means to purchase a Quar-

We ara forced to the conviction from many
facts, that Rev. P. W. Bowler
undisputable
a colored Wan from Baton Rouge, La., is unworthy of confidence. Brethren should beware
G. H. BALL,
of him.

church, Jan. 13, 1871.

&c.

Npv.

The

LOZENGESThey strike at the cause.
They are
pleasant, nor, like all pills,
do they require increase
of dose. They are exactly suited to obviate
costiveness—the cause of ill health. Forsale at No. 1

We wish all ministers of the Anson Quarterly meeting, to meet at the residence of Rev. S. Savage, at North
Anson,

to the

Association, are requested to
money WITH THEIR APPLICA-

PILES! PILES! PILES| PILES! Outward

&c,

{OUT

CLEAN,

mission money.
Any who have failed to receive a copy of our ByLaws, will be supplied on apolication.
D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.
Providence, R. I.

NOTICE.

collected at

Impostor.

Notice.

been accepted on condition of the

Statistics,

{GETS

August 6, 1870

without the money, and have received no reply, have

furnished, it con:

Educational

MATTRESS!

WIRE

|

If not accepted, the money will be promptly
turned. Those who have sent applications to

Appointsments
and. ce
Noti

G. W. SISSON.

.

Operations,

NEVER

application for admission

TIONS.

the
the

ders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
LR. BURLINGAME,
Address
at this Office.
:

the close of the sermon, which pays the indebtedness on the house. Rev. AF. Chase preached
The congregation was
fhe dedication sermon.
large, the sermon able, and the presence of God
was enjoyed, so that it was a good and profitable
It is hoped that it is but the beginning o
time.
better days for the church in this place.

SamiLey, Pa.
Bat little done the past
year.
Good prospects of ultimate success,

Brethren making

F. B. Mutual Benefit
seu] their admission

12mo. In size,

a

a

Beautiful

and

THE PERFECT SPRING BED WITHOUT SPRINCS!!

RAILROAD.

Arrangement.

Special

churches, are requested to be present.

Some $250,00 was

Notices.

AND MAINE

Summer

Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been decigled to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred copies, $7.02, Postage on a single copy, 2
cts.; on a dozen copies, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred cop:
ies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers, Or-

The new and beautiful house of worship erected by the Freewill Baptist church in Jenner, Pa.,
was dedicated with appropriate services on Sun-

strength of younger days.

made,

Missionary

Dedication,

An

enlarged to

“Wonderful

WOVEN

Trains leave Dover tor Portland at 10.10°A, M., 2.40 and
A hoy ., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
JA2 P. M.
f
be
For Great Falls, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M,
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.40 P.M
For Lawrence and Boston at5.50, 8, 10.55 A. M., 5.06
P. M,, and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.40,
Leave Boston for Dover st 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,3, 6», M,
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 p, M.

tains a large amount of information respecting the
of Christians in America,
various denominations

publicly ses apart to the work of the gospel ministry, as follows:
Reading of Scriptures,by H. A. Barker; Prayer
by L. Kingsbury. Sermon by W. M. Jenkins;
Consecrating prayer by H. A. Barker; Charge
by L. Kingsbury; Hand of fellowship by A. M.
Simonton ; Benediction by the candidate.
A. M. SitMONTON, Clerk of Council.

Rev. S. Batler,
the vigor and

ic has been

and besides the matter heretofore

factory examination, Bro. H. was on the Sabbath

they had nine hundred“lollars and site, with

a

Conference,

At the last session of the Oakland Q. M., held
at Highland, Oct. 14—16, in compliance with a
request from the Highland church, of which
Bro. B. F. Herrick is pastor, a council, consisting of the-ministers present, was appointed by
the Quarterly Conference to examine Bro. Herrick for ordination, After a thorough and satis-,

day, Oct. 16th.

BOSTON

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for | plications are money thrown away.
manent cure is DR. HARRISON’S
delivery. In accordance with the vote of General

Ordination,

opened here for the first ciflrch edifice of
any denomination in t
Oa leaving,

with a little change of site.
WoopnuvrrL, N. Y.
Jgst

and death

speedily came and released the sufferer. She
leaves a child about
a year old. Bro. M. is expected home ina few days, and he will have
the sympathy of many hearts in this peculiar
and trying bereavement.
3

Philadelphia.
WinoHAM CENTER, PA.
A Corporation
was formed, and a small farm bought costing $2,253.58. It has been sold out in
parcels, except one acre worth two hundred
dollars,upon which a church edifice 18 being
erected. The increase of price was enough
to pay for the acre site and about three
hundred dollars besides. Rev.Wm. C. Peck
is laboring hard in this enterprise with
good prospect of success.
Ganges, PA. Our brethren here are prcgressing finely with the first church edifice
of the Potter County Q. M. The New
York and Pa. Y. M. are to hold their next
session with this church in the new house.
CuataAM PA. A subscriptjgh
has been

~ Special

) REGISTER.

a

EVER Yseader of the Morning Star read the following in regard to the

Let

In Saco, Maine, Oct. 5, by Rev,
E. True, Mr. George A.
Jones and Miss Mary E, Amazeen, both of Farmington,N.,
H. By the same, Oct. 8, Mr. Srank H, Low, of Saco, and
Miss Lucy P. Harriman, of Fryeburg, Me. By tue same,
Oct, 19, Mr. George N. Cutler and Miss Helen Groffam,
both of Saco.

BAPTIST

FREEWILL

prom}

TP!!
SLEE
AND S
"RE

Oct. 13, by Rev. H.8, Kimball, Mr. Arlan
Miss Angeline Cutts, both of Newport, Oct.
Davis, of Warner, and Mrs, Deborah Cross
A
Oct. 22, by Rev. M, A. Quimby, Mr. Charles
of Epsom, and Miss Ada L. Baker, of Deer-

eld.

\
Y. Tribune.

.At the Free Baptist parsonage Scottsburgh, N. Y., Oct.
18th, by Rev. D. J. Whiting, Mr. John Stillwell and Miss
i aliha Holmes, both of Hemlock Lake, Livingston Co., -

private

Pierce’s

Dr.

druggists,

Government Revenue Stamp, bearing upon it
words * U.S. Certificate of Genunineness” is on
outside wrapper of the genuine.

of five days. They had reached Liverpooi‘intending to take the Steamer for America on the 6th,

rendered

severe

by

Sold

chitis.

We are pained to learn thatthe wi
OLY]
brother, Rev. John Malvern, of this
gity,Adied

city church, with forty dollars named in

every prospect of success.
the pastor, works with

“of the Bowels,

of the Johns-

Ministers
and Churches.

LOCALITIES.
Ermira, N. Y. Rev. S. Aldrich has
taken the pastoral care of the church within
the year, and is doing a good work.
Erwoop, N. J. Subscriptions in and
about Elwood, and from brethren of N. Y.

the tenth of Sept.

a branch

In Sutton,
M. Gove and
17, Mr. John
of Sutfon.
In Epsom,
oY Prackeu

Bron-

and

Coughs

lingering

and

‘lard, all of St. Johnsbury.

arrived, and they state their opinions on the subject
over their own signatures, inthe pamphlet to which
:4
=&
we allude.
\
If you desire rosy cheeks and a complexion fair
and free from Pimples, Blotches, and Eruptions, purify.your blood and invigorate your system by taking
Dr. Pierce's Alt. Ext. or Golden Medical Discovery.
Hine no equal for this purpose,or as a remedy for
“Piver Complaint,” or * Biliousness,” constipation

burg church, of twenty-five members, called the Indian Lake Branch.
J. H. LOVELESS.
;

75.41; postage,stationery,&ec., 3.59 ; agent's
salary 500.00; balance against the treasury
Sept.

cians, chemists, merchants,

Robbins

:

»

& 30,1869.

23

NOVEMBER

161868,

« parewell the Spiral Co 1,
Farewell the Elastic Slat.”—%,

At Clinton Gore, Aug. 14, by Rev. NB
Weymonth Mr,
Nelson Millett, of Clinton Gore, and
Miss
Eva St. Clafr
Edgerly,
of Dixmopt.
InST
Jo
~ Vt., September 28, by Rev. W. L.
Noyes, Mr. Herliert Ellis and Miss Ella Knapp. Also,Oct.
15,
Mr. Carlyle W. Thomas and Miss Florence E, Wil-

York, have

New

of

&c.,

B.

Mrs, Flora Briggs, all of Otselie, N. Y.

We have now
Economical Housekeeping,
before us a circular published by the Sea Moss Farine Co., which we advise every one who takes an ipterest in the food question to read, It describes, concisely, the origin and uses of the edible Sea Moss Farine, and presents an array of scientific and other testimony in its favor which can hardly fail to convince
the most skeptical of its paramount claims as an eco| nomic, wholesome, digestible, eminently nutritious,
and very pleasant addition to the national castet.—
This at least is the conclusion at which many of her
most eminent hotel keepers, artistic cooks, physi:

Revivals, &ec.

Pa. ¥F. B, VM, Society,

In Acton, Oct. 2d, by Rev. I 0. Guptill, REV. 8. N. BAW-

mend it as the very best. Feathers are unhealthy,
hair is very expensive; coil springs are uneven and
soon get out of repair; some serious objection rests
against every spring bed we have ever seen but this.
It is cheap, clean, durable and easy, affording immenee comfort to the tired ana lazy, and peculiarly
adapted to the sick, Seeour advertisement.

AH. M.

Denominational News and Notes.

ham, Me,

YER, of Middleton,N. H., and Miss Lucy I. TUPPER, of

mattress we have tried, and unhesitatingly recom:

further in their work.
A. H. MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Oct. 25, 1870.
P.S. We reached this place on the
evening of the 21st inst., (Friday), to resume the work of Missions amongst the
Freedmen. We ask the prayers of God's

pay for rum, pauperism and crime, instead
of Massachusetts, whose portion of the tax
is $8.000.000. We are glad to have been

In Standish, Oct. 22d, by Rev. A. M. Freeman, Mr. |

Boston, Mass,
Oct 2d, by Rev, J. M. Allen, Mr, John

JUNE

PATENTED

Daniel W. Davis and Miss Mary E. Watson, both of Gor-

THE WOVEN WIRE MATTRESS. One-third of life
is spent in bed, and it is desirable to have something to sleep upon which serves the demands of
weary nature, and affords comfort and reet, This

the church from debt, some friends, far
away, may feel disposed to aid them still

the nation

it was

that

of England; and

Miss DORA. Copp, both of Hillsdale College, Mich.
In Candia, Oct. 15th, by J. Harvey Philbrick, Esq., Mr.
Thomag, 2 Taylor and Mrs. Elsie A, Jones, both of Hyde
ark,
Vt.

that areup to the standard test, and at the smallest
advance on’cost, will go to this establishment, No. 47
Washington St.
3th4

in part,

i

sends

A. Deering

Rev.

CorreCTION.

A

time,

support the regular preaching of the gospel
in the pulpit. But one is surprised to know
how much the congregation has already
paid, especially when it is remembered
what was the condition of this people only
a few years since! It may be, that, stimulated by their self-sacrificing efforts to free

LS

the house, and at the same

the cost of fproduction, the cost of living
and the burdens of the poor.

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, wae
enlarged and much improved about the
first of April, 1869. Itis printed on paper oi

single,

Jo8
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dozen.

Now Ready

a very superior quality, and its mechanical

EY

The Commentary on the Gospels by
excellence is equal to that of anyother paRev.
John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
per of its class.
All communications inready
for delivery to our customers.
tended for publication should be addressed
to *“ Tar

Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.

MyrrLE,” Dover, N. H.

All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

This number is nearly halfof all that
have been printed. This simple an-

ver, N. H.

Terms. —Single copy, 80 cents a year, nouncement is sufficient to show that
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20 others think, the work a good one and
At this rate of
ents each,—payable in all cases in ad that they appreciateit.
sale this whole Edition will soon be off
vance.
Price $2,00. ‘Postage,
PostaGE.—The postage on a single copy our hands.
of the Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

extra 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more, Orders are solicited.
:
ty

is 24

cents a year; and no more on 10 copies
or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single one
The postage is payable at the office of de

livery.

The

volume

begins

REMEMBER

with the

L.

L.

HARMON

firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicit
ed.
still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad
No percentage is allowed on money sent vantage of purehasers.
Vl
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX 0OCus for the Myrtle.
TAVE
PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
Sample copies will be sent free on appli- $65; same rents for $5 per quarter,and rents pay for it.

8

cation.

:

Address REV, L. L.
HARMON, Portsmouth, Nak
Residence 14 School Street.
<g

.
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Pury.

father was telling us the other day about an
the world, over three

—

"The

Infant's Dreams.

Oh! eradle me on thy knee, mamma,
And sing me the holy strain

That soothed me last as you fondly pressed
My glowing cheek to your soft white breast;
For I saw a sight as you sang me to rest,
That I fain would see again.

|

And smile as you then did smile, mamma,
And weep as you then did weep,

|

Then fix on me thy glistening eye,

‘|

And gaze, and gaze till the tear be dry;
Then rock me gently, and sing and sigh,
Till you luil me fast asleep.
For Idreamed a heavenly dream, mamma,
‘While slumbering on thy knee,

And Ilived in a land where forms divine
In kingdoms of glory eternally shine,

And the world I'd give,if the world were mine,
Again that land to seg.
I fancied we roamed in a wood, mamma,
And we rested as under a bough;

Then near me a butterfly fluttered in pride,
And I chased it away through the forest wide,
And the night came on, and I lost my guide,
And I knew not what to do.

My heart grew sick with fear, mamma,
And Ilonely wept for thee;
But a white robed maiden appeared in the air,
And she flung back the curls of her'golden hair,
And kissed me so softly ere I was aware,
Saying, ¢‘ Come, pretty babe, with me.”
My tears and fears she beguiled, mamma,
‘And she led me far away;
‘We entered the door of the dark, dark tomb,
‘We passed through a long, long vault of gloom,
Then opened our eyes on a land of bloom,

And a sky .of endless day.
And heavenly forms are there, mamma,

“And lovely cherubs bright;
They

smiled

when

they

saw

me, but

I was

- amazed,
And wandering; around me I gazed and gazed;
_, And songs I heard, and sunny beams blazed
. All glorious ir my sight.
But soon came 3 shining throng, mamma,
Of white winged babies to me;
Their eyes looked love, and their sweet

lips

smiled,
"And they marveled to meet with an earth-born
child,
And they gloried that I from earth was exiled,
Saying, ‘“ Here, love, thou blest shalt be.”

Then I mixed with the heavenly throng, mam© ma,
‘Wi th cherub and seraphim fair;
And saw, as I roamed the regions of peace,

The spirits that came from this

world

of dis-

tress,
And theirs was the joy no tongue can express,
For-they know no sorrow there.

Do you mind when sister Jane, mamma,
Lay dead a short time agone?
Oh! you gazed on the sad and lovely wreck,

‘With a full flood of woe you could not check,
And your heart was so sore, you wished
would break,
But it loved, and you aye sobbed on!

it

But oh! had you been with me, mamma,
In the realms of unknown care,
And seen what I saw, you’d ne’er have cried,
Though they buried pretty Jane in the grave

when she died :
For shining with the blest, and
a bride,
Sweet sister Jane was there.

adorned

like

Do you mind that silly old man, mamma,
‘Who came so late to our door,
And the night was dark, and the tempest
loud,
And his heart was weak, ‘but his soul was
proud,
And his ragged old mantle
served
for ‘his
shroud,
Ere the midnight watch was o’er?
And think what a weight of woe, mamma,
Made heavy each long drawn sigh,
Asthe good old man sat on papa’s old chair,
While the rain dropped down from his thin

“grey hair,
And fast the big tear of speechless care

Ran down his glazing eye ;—

>

And think what a heavenward look, mamma,
Flash’d through each trembling eye,

he

did
article of all his goods either. The wharf, upon which it was, had been carried away by

waters of the river and sea at first

thousand

two

hun-

Alice;

‘ smoke

and

vapor

coming

out

through the snow !”
*¢ Some parts of the earth are more
ject to volcanoes and earthquakes

subthan

others, are they not, mother?”

asked

Will.

“Yes,” replied Mcs. Gray, ¢ although
all parts are liable to them.
But this
should not cause us fear. We know, my
children, that we are always safe in the
care of the merciful and loving Father, who
controls the earthquake and volcano, and
that no real harm can come to those who

love and trust him.
fully in this
sin, for that
“IT have
are a great

We should rest peace-

assurance and fear nothing but
alone can hurt us.”
read,” said Will, ¢¢ that there
many in:the Andes Mountaius,

in South America.”

were

de to tell what kept the dragon from falling,

discovered rising out of the

They

they answered that he probably stood upon
the back of a huge turtle! Nobody seems
to have asked what the turtle stood upon.
They left Ivim—poor tartle—to hold up
himself and his ponderous load betides!

were examined,

* throughout

be

of

=olid

marble, forty feet high, and resting on a
platform. . The platform had now risen to
within one foot of high-water mark. * The

changes that sank these ruins and raised them again must have been very . gradual, or the columns would not have retained
their upright position.”
¢ Which has destroyed the most, mother,

earthquakes or volcanoes?” asked Will.
¢¢ Earthquakes have been far more destructive than volcanoes,” replied Mrs.
Gray. ‘Probably where one city has been
ruined by

a

volcano,

twenty

have

been

by

earth-

For he sat with the patriarchs,clothed in white,
And there'was not a seraph had a crown more

_

bright,

- Nor a costlier robe than he.
Now sing, for I fain would sleep, mamma,
And dream as I dream’d before ;
For sound was my slumber, and sweet was
my rest,
‘While my spirit in the kingdom of life was a
guest ;
And the heart that has throbbed in the climes
of the blest,
Can love this world no more.

@he Kamilp Circle,

the surface with tremendous force;
the lately discovered land near the
Pole, a volcanorises

“It looked exactly as if it was a real burning mountain, mother,” said Willie Gray,
gned from a visit to Bierstadt’s'

Vesuvius.

just

picture

as good

** It wasalmost

as

seeing the volcano itself.”

¢ I should like to know where the fire
in the mountain comes from,” said Alice. |

“ Why, from the inside of the earth,

be sure,” Will quickly replied, glad
oppurtunity

of

displaying

his

to

of an
superior

‘ You know our Physical
knowledge.
Geography says that the middle of the
earth is filled with liquid fire, vapor, and
gases, and that they

sometimes

burst

out

through the surface of the earth.”
« 0, dear, I do n't like to think of living
over fire I” said Alice.

** But, mother, how

does any body know thet there is a fire in' pide of the earth P” hoping that after all it
might be a mistake
or a mere supposition of

the author of the geography.
“ You have heard of men

boring

twelve

thousand

and in
South

very

deep into the carth to obtain water?” her
mother replied. * You remember your

mother.
earthquakes

¢* Submarine
under

earth-

the sea, cause

ed the town of Eastport, ia Maine.
It carried away wharves with large three-story

Yow know,” she eontinued,

¢“ The city of

Antioch,

in

Asia

Minor,

was destroyed by one in the year 526,"Mrs.

dren,” Mrs. Gray remarked.
** And
it
not an easy thing for a whole community

is
to

emigrate from their birthplace. All ought
to be prepared for death, and then it would
matter little when or how it came, In the

towns,

and the lives of one hundred

sand persons.
« But the most

terrible

earthquake

thou-

we

read of was that which, in 1775, destroyed
the city of Lisbon, in

Portugal.

The

only

warning the inhabitants had was & noise
warehouses on them, and sent large ves- like thunderin the earth, followed by suc«els up on the land, one schooner way up cessive shocks and heavings of the ground
into the middle of A man’s pasture, half a under their feet, and in six miontes every
mile from the shore; and it swept over a ‘building in the city was laid in ruins, and
little village on an island carrying every sixty thousand human beings were numthing away with it. It carried off roofs, bered with the dead. Hundreds had rush-,

ed for safety 10 a new quay, which was sirfences, chimneys, and tore up trees, too,”
¢* Yes,” said Alice, * and dy n't you re- rounded by vessels, In a moment the
member, mother, she said one gentleman enrth opened beneath them,” and the vesbad his house unroofed, his fences and
trees torn t) pieces by the storm 'accompinying the Sanigoue but that he did not

go down to see about his store on the wharf

were

run-

down upon it when overhead? He had a
curious answer to this question. He said
thatthere must be in the sky and reaching
entirely around the earth, a hollow shell,
transparent

as

glass,

so

thay

no

one

see it, and that the moon is fastened
hole in this great shell.

can

into a

The shell, he said,

a larger one, he thought, in which the sun
is placed, and then there are others, larger

up

the waters to heap themselves up into a
mighty wave, which is driven upon the latter part of the last century.” Mrs. Gray
shore, overwhelming towns and cities, and continued, ¢* a dreadful earthquake occurin its retreat carrying every thing
with it red in Calabria, in the south of Italy. It
backtothe ocean. It was a great tidal lasted but two minutes, butin that time it
wave, cansed byan earthquake, that did destroyed about two hundred villages and
such a vast amount of damage to our New
Eogland coast last October.”
“Oh, I remember,” said Will. ¢ Aunt
Anna wrote about the terrible ruin it caus-

moon

¢¢ that

swallowed

feet

way, as also great ruin caused on the land,”

replied her
quakes,or

had

burst through

- 4 No doubt vessels have been lost in that

Volcanoes and Earthquakes.

who, with his mother and sister,

fires

But then if the sun and

ning around the earth every day, as Ptolemy thought, what kept them from falling

the explosion of a powder magazine is far
more dreaded-. than the firing of artillery,

or

the entire range of those, mountains, from
Cape Horn to California, they are very because the injury it does is more extennumerous.
In the Caribbean Sea and in sive, and spreads in Very direction. So it
parts of the Pacific Ocean, also. Many
of is with the effects of earthquakes; consethe islands in the Pacific are volcanic; quently they have always inspired more
that is, they have been thrown up from the terror than volcanoes.”
‘‘ Please tell us about some cities that
bottom of the sea by earthquakes.
They
are frequent, also, in parts of Asia and Af- have been destroyed by earthquakes, mothrica, and in the Mediterranean Sea.
In er? asked Alice.
volcanic.

|

whirls around the.earth and carrigs. the
moon with it. Oatside of this shell there is

overthrown
quakes.

« Yes,” replied Mrs. Gray,

water.

and found to

Gray replied.
“* It was upon a great festival day.
The city was thronged with
above the perpetual ice of those regions, strangers. The day was calm, and no danand within nineteen and a half degrees of ger dreamed of, when suddenly " the ' earth
the South Pole. It is said that on an average began to heave and rock, and in a few motwenty volcanic eruptions take place annu- ments two hundred and fifty thousand perally, in different parts of the world.”.
sons were either swallowed up by the open¢ Are there ever volcanoes in the ocean, ipg earth or buried beneath the falling
mother,” asked Will.
buildings. It has been several times de¢¢ Oh, yes,” Mrs. Gray replied ; ‘volcanic stroyed, before and since, and many thoueruptions take place beneath the waters as sand persons destroyed each time.”
* Oh, how dreadful!” exclaimed Alice.
well as upon land. Sailors sometimes see
sulphurous smoke, flame, and jets of hot ¢¢ I should think people would be afraid to
water and steam rising from the sea; and live there after it had been once destroyed
they sometimes find islands and
rocks in that way.”
«I suppose they thought each time that it
emerging from the ocean, where before onwould
never happen again,” said Will.
Jy water hasbeen visible.”
¢Ishould think it would be rather bad « But I do n’s think I would have been 80
for vessels that happened to be near the foolish.”
* There is danger everywhere, my chilearthquake,” said Alice.

As happy as the blest can be;
He needed no alms in the mansions of light,

John; here is a book about birds, that
will interest you, and I want you to take
this, this time.” It is is impossible for John
to say ‘‘no” to anything that sweet, kind,
motherly woman
asks; and he devours
the birds, feathers and all. Young ladies
are constantly invited vo read the best
books, and to talk about their contents,
until they are rather ashamed to take even

a

noticed until 1839 ; the three columns

Saying, ‘““Oh,let me in for the night is so cold ;”

‘Well! he was in glory too, mamma,

have read fiction enough for the present,

in

dred feet in depth. And you know that
. ¢ Oh, mother, how dreadful that was!"
mines sometimes extend far below the the water, the store let down into the dock, said Alice.
:
earth’s surface. Now, in descending to and every single thing had floated out to
¢¢ It makes one sad indeed to recount
these depths, itbas been found that the sea before morning. She also said that the these terrible but wonderful phenomena of
heat of the earth gradually increases, and rain or spray sent in from the sea were hot, nature,” remarked Mrs. Gray; *¢ but. still
at such a rate that in the latitude” of New and scalded the trees,” said Alice, “and you should learn about them and their
York, water would boil atthe depth of eight that the wind tore the foliage into fine bits, causes.”
thousand one hundred feet. At the dis- and the next morning the houses and fences
‘“ I read once of a mountain that suddentance of twenty-eight miles from the sur- were all covered with them, and with salt, ly disappeared,” said Will.
“I suppose,” said his mother, ¢ that it
face, the heat would be great enough to too, from the sea.”
¢* The damage all along the New En- was one of the loftiest volcanic mountains
melt iron, while two hundred miles below,
the heat is probably sufficient to melt the gland coast was very great,"said Mrs.Gray, in Java, which, after a violent eruption,
hardest substance found upon the earth's ‘“ and a few, days after they had several suddenly sank into the earth, carrying with
surface. The lowest rocks that have been earthquake shocks, which shook the houses it about ninety square miles of territory;
reached also show by their character that 80 that door-bells rang and clocks were forty villages were swallowed up at the
were same time. Something more than a year
they have been subjected to the action of stopped ; and that for miles the roads
heat for a long time. There are other evi- strewn with fish, probably from the curing ago, a very terrible earthquake occurred in
dences of subterranean heat derived from the houses along the coastandon the’ islands. South America, destroying many cities,
spherical shape of the globe and the posi- But far greaterruin has occurred in other and causing the destruction of thousands of
tion of its axis; but these you can not ,un- parts of the world from the same cause,” lives; but it is so near dinner-time”—look¢+ There was once an earth-- ing at her watech—¢‘that I can not talk longderstand at present.
But whether the she continued.
globe is merely encompassed at that depth quake under the Mediterranean Sea, which er with you now.”
Mrs. Gray left the parlor to make some
by a stratum of melted lava, or whether destroyed the town of Scylla on its coast,and
preparation for her husband’s return; while
the whole interioris a ball of liquid fire, swept away four thousand human beings.
“ A new island was once thrown up Will and Alice hastened to their rooms to
seven thousand six hundred miles in diamemake themselves ready fi dinner.— Golden
near Iceland, in 1780, by a submarine
ter, scientific men are not agreed.”
4 What if the fire should burst out some eartbquake. There were high cliffs upon Hours.
it, from which fire, smoke and pumice istime near us?” said Alice, with a shudder.
“We have no volcanoes near us, but have sued. The King of Denmark took formal
Ptolemy and what he Thought.
had slight shocks of earthquakes, have we possession of it, but before a year his new
territory
had
sunk
beneath
the
waves
and
not, mother ?” asked Will; ‘and they cause
left nothing to show thatit had ever apOnce there was a man by the'name of Piolethe volcanoes,”
:
® my. He was an Egyptian, who lived about
“Yes,” replied Mrs..Gray.
*‘ An eatth- peared.
*¢ The surface of the earth is constantly 1700 years ago. In those days people had
quake is a ¢ shaking of the earth,” and is
probably produced by the pressure of the undergoing changes produced by the in- ideas very different from ours about some
liquid fire, vapor, and gases in the interi- ternal heat of the globe, but they are- not of the most commen things. They had
Sometimes they are so curious notions about the air they breathed,
or of the earth, causing its elastic crust to always sudden.
heave and sink. . These heavings and sink- gradual that we are unconscious of them. about the rain, and about a thousand other
I
ings produce cracks or openings in the Along the eastern coast of the Bay of Ben- things always right before their eyes.
must
tell
you
of
the
very
curious
idea
they
gal,
all
the
rocks
and
the
islands
fora
disearth's’ crust, generally
in mountains,
.
through which the illuminated gases and tarce of one hundred miles have been slow- had about the earth and the stars.
Ptolemy was one of the wisest men in
I
vapors escape.
These openings
we call ly rising for the last one hundred years.
volcanic craters, and the burning moun- remember reading of a very large tract of those days. Almost everybody believed
tains themselves we name volcanoes.
Vol- land in South America that was raised sev- just what he taught them, and he believed
canoes act as chimneys for these hidden eral feet above its present level. And in that the earth and everything inthe sky were
fires, and when they force themselves out India a tract fifty miles long and sixteen just as they. appeared. He thought that
through these chimneys the sarihyqngkes wide was raised ten feet above the sur- the earth was at rest, just as it seems to be,
rounding plain.”
and it is said thay he actually believed it
always cease.”
* But does the land always rise ?” asked to be flat! He supposed the sun and moon
¢ T know the names of some volcanoes,
Will.
torun around the earth every day just as
mother,” said Will, enomerating them—
“Vesuvius, Etna, Cotopaxi and Popocata* No,” Mrs. Gray answered; *¢ while in they appear to do, and that all the stars [did
some parts of the world land is being ele- the same thing. How easy it was for peopetl.”
ple to believe this, for did they not see the
¢ Yes, those gre some of the most cele- vated, in other parts the surface is sinking.
brated ; but tie form a very small portion In the ocean, while new islands are seen to sun rise in the east and go over to set in
of the great number that exist,” Mrs. Gray rise from its depths other old ones disappear the west ? Could their own eyes deceive
them ? But there was one question that
remarked.
‘¢ Vesuvius is not one of the beneath the waves.
‘“ One of the most interesting - instances troubled them : What kept the earth in its
largest, but is interesting from certain peculiarities, as well as from having,
once of change in the earth's surface, caused by place ? There must be. something, ‘they
during a terrible eruption, sent forth show- its hidden fires, that I now recall, is afford- thought, to keep it from falling. Oiher
sghen not supported, why not
ers of ashes and cinders which buried the ed by the remains of the temple of Jupiter things fall
cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii. Popo- Serapis. It was builton the shore of the this? - Wh her Ptolemy himself belfpvec
catapetl is a lofty, snoweclad mountain, Mediterranean, near Naples, about cigh- it I do not know, but it is said that pedple
which continually emits smoke and vapor.” teen hundred years'ago. It gradually sank then supposed the earthto beheld up by an
“How strangely it must look!” said beneath the water, and its ruins were not immense dragon! And when they were ask-

Iceland, too,

For we shield no beggars here.”

retreat-

ed, then rolled back upon, the land
mighty wave fifty feet high.”

As he told how he went to the baron’s stronghold,
But the rich man cried, “Go sleep in the wold,

of

until the next.morning, and when

artesian well at St. Louis, the deepest
one in g0, there was no store there, nor one

scl<, wharves, and people were all swallowed in ite bosom,
The sea rolled over the
spot, and not a vestige of either vessels,
wharves, or men was. ever seen. The

yet, for the stars.
What a curious and awkward machine
this theory made the heavens to be! Just

think of-a hollow shell more than a hundred
and eighty millions of miles in diameter to
carry the sun around the earth every day!
The sun is more than a million times larger
than this world, and yet it was

thought

be going around it as a center!

to

It would

surely be more simple to suppose the large
sunto be in the center, and the

little earth

to be carried around it.. What would you
think of a person who, being cold, should
have the stove carried around him,

instead

of simply turning himself to the fire as he
wished? And yet you see that people used
to think that the earth was warmed on all
sides by having the great warm sun carried
around it every day. We need not now
believe such absurd

we choose,

things,

2, 1870.

for we

can, if

learn the truths that men have

discovered, about the skies, and is it not de-

lightful to be able to learn the wonders
God’s works ?P— The Bright Side.

of

the best novels all the time.

Professional

men go to the librarian for the facts-that
bear directly on the case they have in hand ;
and

she

refers

them to the

volume, if 10%

to the chapter and page, where they may
find what they want. And so, in the quietest manner, without a particle of noise or
ostentation, this young woman is using
these

volumes

as a means

of culture,

re-

finement and virtue, and
making what
is generally allowed to be a meré pool of
stagnant literary entertainment a fountainspring of the best intellectual and moral
influence. ' And this library has been made
what itis through the tact and energy of
its keeper. Itis a great thing for a woman
to order her home and train her children
well, and help her husband in heart and
and life; but is a nobler thing for a woman
who

has

husband,

neither home,

nor

to turn

from

awsy

children,

nor

the. glitter

and fascinations of fashionable society,
and devote herself toa worthy object, and
so live herself into the

hundreds.
an

‘And

intelligent

hearts and lives of

#mong
and

the

things

accomplished

that

woman

can do better than most men, is the taking
charge of a library.
— Ezchange.

Literary Review.
OUTLINE

OF SIR WILLIAM

HAMILTON'S

PaI-

LOSOPHY.
A Text-Book for students.
By the
Rev. J. Clark Murray, Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy,
Queen’s University, Canada. With an introduction by the Rev. James
MecCosh, LL.D., President of Princeton College, New Jersey. . Boston: Gould & Lincoln.

1870. 12mo. pp. 257.

I'4

Hamilton was undoubtedly the
ablest, the
most learned and critical metaphysician which
Great Britain has produced during the last century. The tvhole course and ramifications of
German thought were familiar to him, and yet
he never became bewildered nor captivated. His
power of mental digestion was immense.
Facts
and systems were worked up promptly and almost without limit, and still his eager spirit cried
out for more. And while he received he gave.
Treatise alter treatise. came out of his teeming
brain.. His Essays for the Reviews, his Lectures
‘before his classes, his Notes and Criticisms upo
earlier and contempory philosophers, multiplied
year by year, and, instead of exhausting his resources, they seemed hardly to gauge his versatility and mental wealth.
He died without having developed any complete system of mental
philosophy in any single treatise, but left the ele-

ments of his system scattered

area.

over

an immense

His lectures on Metaphysics and Logie,

prepared from notes after lis death, fill two
massive octavo volumes; while
his collected
essays and discussions occupy at least as much
more space. The need of a wise and careful.
hand to collect and arrange, within reasonable
compass, whatever is really necéssary to exhibit
his views, has always been felt. Prof. Bowen of
Harvard University attempted
it some years
since, with very good success; but Prof. Murray
has put his resume
into half the space, and
tse
:
made the exhibit every way as satisfactory.
Indeed, the work brought out in the book before us
seems to us an eminently successful one; and
Hamilton may be very satisfactorily studied and
well understood by giving carefulattention to this
volume alone. The digest is an excellent one,
and the substance of the great man’s thoughts,
expressed mostly in his own language, without
needless verbosity or too extended illustration,
may be found crowded within the covers of this
moderate sized and excellently printed book.
THE PITCHER OF COOL WATER, and other stories,
By I'. 8S. Arthur, author of ** Ten Nights
in-a Bar-Room,” ete.
New
York: National
Temp. Society & Pub. House. 1870. 18mo. pp.
171.
Mr. Arthur has long since proved his skill and
wholesomeness as a writer, and his contributions
to the temperance literature of the period have
done a large and good work.
This addition is a
pleasant one. The eight stories which make up
the contents of this volume exhibit the same
qualities that have marked his preceding works.
They suggest an acquaintance with the actual
workings of intemperance, a knowledge of human nature, a sympathy with sufferers, and are
often powerful in their incidental arguments for
sobriety, and pathetic in their pictures of the

evil and their pleas for temperance effort.
L

NOTES AND VOCABULARY, to accompany Whitney’s German Reader.
New York: Leypoldt
& Holt. 1870. 12mo. pp. 395.
. The original design was to issue this work as
a part of the volume
which
appeared
some

time since as a German Reader, and which we
were glad to commend. The paging is such as
fo admit of binding the two books into

now.

will of course need this,

and

way worthy
former work

those

neither will dv themselves a service

who

have

by.-buying

both and studying them.

What one Woman

is Doing.

i

The question as to what women can do
is best answerd by showing what they
have done. Dubuque, Iowa, is an enterprising city of 20.000 inhabitants, with
perhaps a larger proportion of intelligent
and thoughtful people than most western
cities. S)me years ago a library was started in a la®yer's office in this town. It was
a small

affair, not

much

used,

and

of no

great account any way. But it met a want,
found friends, and grew. Presently it was
put

into a couple

of large,

quiet

rooms,

and placed in charge of Miss Martha Chaddock, a young woman of singular tact,
intelligence and energy, who devotes herselt to its interests, and with remarkable
success,
It now numbers about 8,000 vol-

umes of well selected books, has some thirty or forty magazines on its reading-table,
and a few of the best papers on its rack.
Iris the popular institution of the city, is

visited by bundreds
rendezvous

of the

every week,
most

intelligent

is the
and

cultivated people in the afternoon; and its
reading-room is constantly occupied by
readers of both sexes and all ages. There

may be seen a doz-n boys and girls quietly reading side by side,and generally books

selected by the discriminating

librarian.

A boy brings in a book for exchange, and
Miss Chaddock is overheard saying: ¢ You

THE CHOICE OF PARIS: A Romanceof the Troad.
By 8. G. W. Benjamin, author of * The Turk
and the Greek.” New York: Hurd & Hough-

“ton. 1870. 16mo. pp. 342.
" Mr. Benjamin has been in a favorable position
to deal with the old story of the infidelity of
Helen, the consequent siege of Troy, and the various personages and events
connected therewith,
Besjdes being
an interested
classical
scholar, and a man who finds much to sympa
thize with in the literature of the Homeric age,
his residence in the vicinity of the very gpots
where the scenes of his story “are laid, have
made him (amiliar with the qualities of oriental
character and the features of oriental lite. He
has brought together the results of considerable
learning and observation,and has told the ancient story with simplicity, directness, skill and
good taste, giving it ‘a thoroughly human and
life-like quality, while preserving all the essen-

tiul features that appear in the stately verse of
Homer and the mythological narratives of the
earliest annalists,

and

adaptation

Fidelity to

the old ehronicles

to. modern methods

of thought

and speéch are happily blended.
X

MONSIEUR

SYLVESTRE.

By

George

Sand.

Translated by Francis George Shaw.
Boston:
Roberts Brothers, 1870. 16mo. pp. 827. Bold
by D. Leturop & Co,

We huve heretofore spoken of the very beautiful edition of George Sand’s
Novels
which
Messrs. Roberts Brothers are issuing, as combin.
ing more of beauty, convenience and general at-

Mapa voness than any other edition that has been
given us,

This new volume confirms

the

stute-

ment.
Part

XXXI.

or SMITH’S

assurance

that

one' of the

Messrs. Fields, Osgood & Co. send us THE
MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD, so far as Mr.
Dickens had prepared it when Death called for

him so suddenly.

Ithasall the pith, the juici-

ness and the literary wealth of the author’s previous works, and leaves the reader without any
clew to the mystery with which he was

dealing.

The work appears in a well printed pamphlet,
and is followed by some briefer tales not included in the editions of his works heretofore issued, Price,60 cts.

Pamphlets; Fe

&e.

THE NORTH AMPRRICAN REVIEW for Oct.
brings us a feast like what it has been accustom.
ed to spread, and: the substantial dishes always
make the board noticeable.
Dr. Woolsey opens
the number with a calm, temperate and able dis-

cussion of *“ British Neutrality during the War,”
—a

paper

toward

that really

ought

to

do

something

effecting a settlementof the questions

growing out of the depredations of the Alabama,
and ‘putting a manly mutual respect into the
place of the sensitiveness
and jealousy that
make the diplomatic intercourse of England and

the United States suggest the talk of military
contestants meeting under a flag of truce, ‘“ Limits of

Natural

Selection”

is a very

fair and

thoughtful discussion of the theory of Mr. Darwin.
Another intelligent though very positive
critique upon our national legislation appears in
the paper entitled ‘* Congressional Reform,” while
‘“ The Method of History,” *‘ France under the
Second Empire,” ‘ Theodore Mommsen,” &c.,
with a good supply of book notices, keep this
stanch old Quarterly up to its own high level,
and make us grateful that such a creditable testimony to American intellect and culture continues to be borne
and heard.
Boston: Fields,
“Osgood & Co.

THE CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY
for Oct. has
seven articles. The first is an able review of the
claims set up in behalf of the rite of Confirmation in the Episcopal and Catholic churches, and
the claims are pretty effectually
disposed of.

The second, on Creeds, and the fifth,on Regeneration, have a manifest denominational bearing;

"one being intended to exalt the Bible, as the Disciples understand it, into the place of the confessions held by other sects, as though
that
were a new and effectual way to cure sectarian-

ism ; and the other exhibits an earnest attempt to
prove, according to, Alexander Campbell, that
baptism is seripturally connected with the work

of the
tion

new

bjrth.

The

for their "ability

articles deserve attén-

rather than for their pro-

fessed anti-sectarianism.

The paper on the Ani-

mal Spirit and the Human Soul is one of the best,
and Sidney Smith is cleverly dealt with, This

Quarterly is well managed, well
than well printed.

Co.

filled, and more

Craciunati: R.

W. Carroll &

SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY, the new illustrated
magazine for the people, edited by Dr. Holland,
and which has taken the place of * Putnam” and
¢ Hours at Home,” has put in a prompt appearance, aud wears an aspect suggestive of sclf-reliance and conscious good
breeding.
It has a
comely appearance at first sight. The paperis
fairly good, the type open, clear and excellent,
the illustrations, of which there is a most ample
supply, exhibit reasonable merit inthe designs
and skill in the execution, and the whole general
make-up will compare favorably with the best of
its competitors.
Its 112 pages give us a reasonable quantity of matter for the subscription price,
—23,00,—and as much perhaps as most readers
will care to look over.
The literary level of the contents is lower than
that of ** Putnam,” and the moral tone shows a
falling off from that of “Hours at Home.” Exhibing a more finished culture and a finer wsthetical
element, it still suggests the
Galaxy in the
prominence given to what are meant to be stirring and taking qual'ties.
It opens with a rhymed, keen and merry story of ** Jeremy Train—his
Drive,” who gets finely disciplined for and happily cured of his unbecoming gallantries; then
follows an
instructive and
illustrated paper,
half
scientific and half descriptive, entitled
“ The Bottom of the Sea;” an admirable
account of the New York Juvenile Asylum, set off
bountifully with pictures; the beginning of a
serial by Rebecca Harding Davis, and another by
George MacDonald,two writers of marked genius

and power; astirring story of life in Labrador;
an oracular paper on “ The
Bondage of the
Pulpit,” which opens almost
in the terrible
style, which makes cowardice the almost universal sin and disgrace of the clergy, and. stern re-

buke the chief function of the preacher, and
which ends by saying that the writer has failed
to reach the thought which he came forward to
utter; some lighter and briefer contributions
that are up to the average, and some notes by
the editor on topics that are timely and in a vein
of spiciness
and
self-complacency.
On
the
whole, the new Monthly is pleasant, and itis
likely to win a deserved popular favor, as its

predecessors did not.

But it is substituted for

them only by the sacrifice

of soldity to attract-

iveness.
We truss it may so prosper as to regain the level where they walked, and keep the
patronage which
they vainly sought.
New
York: Scribner & Co.

ome, even

Anexamination of the Notes and Vocab-

ulary indicates that they are every
of the Reader. Purchasers of the

cheering us with the

most important literary undertakings of the period is approaching its triumphant close. New
York: Hurd & Houghton.

DICTIONARY OF THE

BIBLE 18 at hand, taking us to ** Vulgate,” and
wo

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.

November,

1870.

Boston : Fields, Osgeod & Co.—A good number,
having characteristic contributions from several
writers who can never be dull or fruitless, and
keeping, as usual, wholly clear of feebleness,
crudity and commonplace.
SR

THE GALAXY. Nov. 1870. New York: Sheldon & Co.—Alive and vivacious as ever, The
most striking paper,—and it is striking,—is that
furnished by Mr. Welles on the effort to send re-

lief

to Fort

Sumter in

1861.

He

brings out

some strange facts, such as put Mr, Seward and
some other people in a sorry light,and ask for a
large charity,
r—

HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE.
Nov.
1870. New York: Harper & Brothers.—Harper
closes its forty-tirst volume spleadidly, and its
fresh features and growing attractiveness and °°
excellences justify the word *‘ new,” though it
Its papers on The
is just attaining its majority.

Huguenots, Photography, Frederiek the Great,
&c., are of the first quality. Its Eusy Chair is a
phenomenon that keeps its interest like

the

Au-

rora Borealis,
Arthur's Migazine, Good Health, Sabbath at
Home, Our Young Folks, The Riverside, The
Children’s Hour, The Nursery, The Phrenological Journal, The National 8. 8. Teacher, The 8.
8. Worker, The Naturalist, The Living Age,
Every Saturday, &c., &c., keep the character
which we have often exhibited, visit us regu-

larly and deserve and merit a welcome.
The plate of that very neat and
graving

on

steel,

entitled

FROM

guggestive enBHORE

TO

SHORE. has been purchased by BE. C. Allen &
Co., publishers of the People’s Literary Companion. Augusta, Me., and will be sent 88 a gratuity
to every subscriber to that paper, issued monthe
ly, at 76 cents per year. The paper is a very
good one of its kind, and the engraving will
prove a very pretty parlor ornament any where,

Fae

THE MORNING STAR : NOVEMBER ®,1870.
~ Obitwaries.

any

is held

dream;

a city

Mormon

where

—

its grandeurs, its happy au-

expected to appear any day and have a
dacities, its brilliancy, its captivations, its
uses, its versatility, its intrigues and vices. following—and where yet the highest teachAll that it is necessary to know at a given ing of European science is welcomed and
“t time, Cwmsar knows; all ;that is to be at- studied as it is not in Europe’s old schools
themselves; a cityof paradoxes; a city of
tempted, to be accomplished, he does on
magnificent possibilities contemptuously
the, instant.
He speaks, dictates, acts,
and of seeming impossibilities
always with the same calm superiority; disregarded,
conquered and reduced to the servitude of
elegant, eloquent, lavish, first, alike in
the
practical and the real; a city which
forum and .in the banqueting hall, he is the
first repels and ends by fascinating ; such
the future king of the human race and king is,
in short, the city of New York.
of good-fellows.
He has the genius of
- At this moment, however, the reader
Alcibiades but the fixed and pertinacious
ambition which Alcibiades had not. He who follows the story can see New York
but faintly. It lies there on the low lands
is not a child hero, as was that demi-god,
Alexander; but he keeps his youth longer, across the waters of the bay; you can see
guarding himself alike from the delirium two or three spires rising into the evening
sky, and beneath them a.darkling mass like
of triumph and the excesses of drunkenness.
The great Captain, hardened to a fog bank on the water, which darkling
fatigue, prompt, active, exhaustless,in com- mass is one of the river-fronts of the city
Islands are scattered
bination, he permits himself neither to be with its shipping.
carried away by the intoxication of con- everywhere over the water—some almost
quest, nor arrested by the scruples of the as large as an Ioiian isle on which battles
have been fought and of which poets have
civilian, or the remorse of humanity on the
battle-field ; to-morrow, gentle, tender, mer- sung; some only large enough to hold a
ciful,

enemies, thoughtful of all, full of immense
projects of use to the empire,— projects
which he is ever prepared to execute without hesitation, and even under the ice and
snow of age. This Caesar, whom we may
approve or disapprove—this king of thunderbolts and lightnings, wears, too, all
seductive

graces;

The Caesars of the second order are man-

one

ambition,

which

the tiny,

education

with

they

so exclusive, so incom-

invisible to all others,assured to themselves

character

a couple of Dutch cheeses on

timber,

telling

of the

you

will Tam
have

.

Hudson

to be careful to keep their hands off them
until they reached the fold,”must have their
weight; and it is the fact, that such sermons

and

are admirably adapted to, and enjoyed

by,

the rude and ignorant populace.
The Mormon Church has a sort of

free-

masonry, whose different stages are :attain-

cle-plays and

mummery.

Both

with

sexes

quite

Her

except the foreign

his

unintelligible

to

of

:
population,

:
f
Her father,Lorenzo
healing.
| exclusively,
A

understand

come out from the mold in unvarying

: are
prophecies

Thai
Their

Medicis, had deserved by bis vices the | frequent; pi a have oly pi fulde
miseries he endured; her mother was ml filled, if we trust the church journals.
When a person joins the church, he must
less HBKaPDY i so) Catigite Ihe jjesconds)

an of tho wealhio mercantile hous in guy into he trusty 8 ans of ul his prop

a

evil
: omen. :
she

Basil
the Same
Sach oar given
iY and
of herSahat her| able
It was foretold
his increase.
of
tenth
receptacle a
:
much

would bring destruction tothe | Among a people like the Mormons,
birth that
city where she was born; the towns-people of this yearly tax must be paid in

riority to all who surround them, which
justified when it makes itself accepted.
We must ask of them, however, none of

kind;

of Florence hii oud have exposed he infsns

and, as the early settlers of New England

upP|

5 Come
Reecyof Sollage
10 thea peck
Soirionted
beans, anothe
bridge,one man

those diversities of genius which distinguished the first, the divine Cassar.
In

of Mace pail of potatos, soho inhabits of the
inn sonvent, andin tho sebont

war, placed ‘face to face with difficulties,
obstacles, quadrilateres, they are
at a
stand, at their wits’ end.
In peace, oblig-

of Clement

alive, » was
:
%But she was preserved

self-control. Her uncle became pope
and
and Francis I. atzious ‘to win the support

died; Francis reaped no benefit from the
hastyysmarriage; and
. Catherine came into!
the family of Valois only to be neglected by
her husband for Diana of Poitiers, and to be
contemned by her regal relatives as the
penniless

descendant

ly, her graceful

severe

they

saongh j but

are

of

a race

of

form, her

and

hand

mer-|

arm

were set off by manners so soft and engag-|

ing as to win the esteem even

of her

foes.

With

The presence of good

him.

the presence of a good spirit.

he presence

placid countenance concealed the passions, | is frivolous, idle music and there is pedanthe resentments, the unsparing malice of |
From Lo-|
the most ambitious of women.
renzo, Catherine had inherited, too, a love
for exterior beautyin dress or form ; a taste|

York.
O—

city
the
the
that

for lavish elegance.

neys, and glittered

From him, perhaps,

She shone

tic music. There is also music, more than
one mind may compass, which is altogether the outpouring ofthe hopes, the prayers,
the faith, the very lives of men like Han-

at tour-| del, Bach, Mozart, or Beethoven. It is good

in stately processions. | tojhave them with us; andin no way could
passion for|

came that

we have

them

so near as in their undying

political intrigue that seemed the only vig-| harmonies, not so evanescent but that genall

orous impulse of her placid nature, and for
which at times she became a ,murderess,
reveling in the spectacle of her bleeding |
victims, or meditated and prepared the cor-|
ruption, the degradation, or the death of|
{
hgr own sons,

eration after generation can recall them,
alive and new as if they never had been
Music is an expression of
heard before.
character, of the moods, the. spirit, the
His
meaning of the man that makes it.
words can only tell the meaning of his

of his
"By some ardent Roman Catholic writers| thoughts; his actions, the meaning
the mean-

Catherine is adorped with all saintly virtues, | present purpose ; his music tells

as the guardian and defender of the
church; by most historians she is looked |
upon as an incomprehensible mystery. |
Not even her contemporaries could pene-!
trate that chill and icy heart, where no ma-|
ternal nor

friendly

affections

pity and compassion

where

ever

never

which was’ dead to the sufferings

ing of hum. Through one symphony you
get a clearer insight into a being like Beethoven, than through any life of him that
could be written. Not much acquaintance
can you have with Bach or Mozart,through

dwelt, | biographies,

came,|

which still retain the huthan shape, much
more would they sell the \dust into which

Supposing

these statements to

myriads of

be correct,

Egyptians have been drilled or sown broadcast on

English fields,

and

myriads

more

are on the way. So that we who eat the
bread and beef thus raised have a good
chance of becoming ‘chips of the old block’
by rather

a

new

and

startling

process.

The ancient Egyptians, too, attaining thus
an earlier resurrection, may walk through
the world, and even revisit their own

sepulchers in English form.
‘strange story,” not

rifled

Thus ends my

given

on

my

OWnL au-

facts

may

conduce

towards

the

suppression of the loathsome trade. . There
is some real reason to hope this, because the
Egyptian government
has already been
shamed into stopping thésale of mummies.

* Madame
of

and ¢‘Corinne,”

But her

admirer

was so intent on being in her service in
some way, that she came up to London and
stayed a few days with a friend, who took

her to the great novelist, and, speaking in
French, gave a Hint of the young girl's
mind.
Madame
de Stael, with great
promptitude and kindness, administered
the

only

remedy

that

was

likely

to

be

The girl almost threw herself at
and earnestly begged to be re-

effectual.
her feet,

ceived by her.

Baroness very kindly, but decidedly

The

remonstrated with her on the folly of her
**You may think,” she said, it is
desire.
an enviable lot to travel over Europe, and
gee all thatis most beautiful and distin-

guished in the world; but the joys of home
are

solid; domestic life affords more

more

permanent happiness than any fame can
ive. You have a father,—I have none.
ou have a home,—I was led to travel
because I was driven from home. Be con-

tent with your lot; if you knew mine you
such admo-

With

it.”

desire

not

would

of her adventure with
silently profited by it.

unless you

know

their

music

and can read that all the while between the
i

of others, | lines.

Madame de Stael,
She is now living

a life of great respectability, and her friends
consider that her cure was wrought by the
only hand by which it could have been ef:
fected.— Robinson's Diary.

Monkeys

and Memories.
—

Authors
race is not
pressions,
tenacious
action.

E—

generally think that the monkey
capable of retaining lasting imbut their memory is remarkably
when striking events call it into

A

monkey

which

was

permitted

to run free, had frequently seen the menservants in the great country kitchen, with
its huge fire-place, take down a powderhorn that stood on the chimney piece, and
throw
a few

grains

into

the

fire, to make

Jemima and the rest of the maids scream,
which they always did on such occasions
very prettily. ‘Pug waited his opportunity,
and

when

kitchen

possesion

perched

all

was

still, and

he

had

to himself, he clambered up,
of

the

himself

well-filled

gingerly

the

got

powder-horn,

on: one of

the

horizontal wheels placed for the support
of saucepans, right over the warm ashey
of an almost extinct wood fire, screwed
off the top of the horn, and reversed it

over the grate. The explosion sent him
half-way up the chimney. Before he was
blown up he was a snug, trim, well-condi-

tioned monkey as ever you could wish to see
on asummer day; he came down a carbonated nigger in miniature, in an avalanche

of burning

soot.

The

weight

he pitched

upon the hot ashes in the

con-

GEORGE A., only child of Alfred M. and Mercy Cate, died in Ossipee, of typhoid fever, Oct. 8,
aged 23 years.
Great pains was taken by Christian parents in the moral training and education
of this young man, and every effort seemed to
produee all the effect that parental solicitude
could desire. George always consulted his par-~
ents’ wishes and sought their happiness.
This
endeared him to their hearts with all that strength
of love of which parentgl relationship is capable.
Some two years since, he was united in matrimony with an amiable Christian lady, who
can not but deeply mourn the loss of one so lovely and loveable. May she and her little one,with
the bereaved parents, have the help of Him who
can console them, as they have the sympathy of
all around them.
Though
our young friend
was stricly moral, he did not give his heart to
.God until a little more than a year ago,when he
came forward in a meeting being held with us.
He soon entertained a hope and continued to
| bear testimony for Christ, gradually gaining
strength at the last. Though he was not’ baptized, which we regret, yet we trust he has gone
to the rest that remains to God’s people; and
though no death among us has caused such universal mourning, yet would we be resigned.
The sermon was preached by Rev. C. Parris, of
Wolfeborvugh, assisted by others.
..
J. CHICK.

London, she wrote to her, offering to become her attendant or amanuensis. Madame
de Stael’s secretary in a formal answer,

the proposal.

was quick

the Christian faith, She has left a husband
and
six children to mourn their unexpected loss.
May they seek the religion that sustained the
wife and mother inlife and enabled her to say
in death, ‘* If this is death, it is glorious.”

which so powerfully affected her in her
secluded life as to quite turn her brain.
And hearing that Madame de Stael was in

declined

disease

HILLSDALE

Tuesday, September 6th, 1870.
Lasatuges will be sent on applicationte the Secretary.
o}
JAMES CALDER, Pres.
L.P. REYNOLDS, Sec.
3w33

NORTHWOOD

J

jn
I

id

SEMINARY,

The Winter Term will commence Tuesday, Dec.
6 and continue.
id.
wgeks.
ALBERT R.
VAGE, Principal,
ANNIE O. TUTTLE, Preceptress.
Special attention given to those fitiing for College,
and to those preparing to teach.
Board, and rooms to those wishing to board themselves, will be furnished at reasonable rates.
Apply to the PRINCIPAL, Or to

THOMAS
E. 8. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., Oct.

TUTTLE,

M.D.

Pres.

18 1870.

RIDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.

REV, J. L.COLLIER, A.M. President,
REV. IL. D. ADKINSON, A, M., Professor of Ancient
Languages.
WILLIAM

REED,

Miss JORIE

Professor of Mathemat cs.

SUMPTION,

ment.

Mgrs. MARY

J. E.

mental

Teacher of Primary Depart-

ADKINSON,

Teacher of Instru-

Music,

Calendar for 1820-21.—Fall term begins September 6, and ends November 23.

Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
Sumner term begins June 6, and ends August 18.

with which

midst

of the general flare up, aroused him to a
sense of his condition. He was missing

LAPHAM
DAY, Nov. 14, 1870,
for both sexes.

MAINE
HE

address

the Principal,

N. F. WEYMOUTH,

LASELL

or Rev,

A.

Sec’y. Trust.

FEMALE

SEMINARY.

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles west of Boston. Instruction
careful,

complete.

Advantages

thorough,

for Music, Painting-

French and German, unsurpassed, - Particular atten,
tion paid to common

and

solid

chosen with great care.

branches.

(Combines

Teachers

the advantages

and comforts of a school and home.)
Number
ited to 40, Next year begins September 15.

Addrece
6¥t

lim-

CHAS. W. CUSHING.
:

WILTON

SEMINARY,

.
WiLToN, IoWA.
:
HE SUMMER TERDM commences Sept. 7.
‘L'uition,—cominon branches and incidentals—
$7.00;

extra

branches,

Boarding

each,

and room

$0.75.

rent at terms

to

favor

stu-

dents.

Term, 12 weeks; vacation through holidaye.
O. E. BAKER, Supt.

PARSONSFIELD
TE

FALL

commence

TERM

SEMINARY.
of this

Institution

on Tuesday, Aung. 23, under

MADISON

K. MABRY,

will

the

sonal supervision of

per-

Principal,

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciences and Voeal Music; Miss M. A. Pike
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawing; Miss J. B. Stanley, Teacher of Instrumental

Oct.

LucINDA SKINNER died at the residence of
Benoni Bride, in Hamilton, Ill., Sept. Tth, aged
68 years,
Our departed sister was the daughter
of Joseph Kenney, formerly of Erie Co., New

days

will begin Nov. 17.

Pittsfield, Oct. 25 , 1870.

9th, aged 23 years and 6 months,
Amiable and
affectionate in disposition, affable in manners,
few knew Anna but to love her, and those who
knew her best loved her most.
Her illness was
long and severe, but courageous and hopeful,
she, until a short time previous to her death,
indulged in the most sanguine expectation that
her naturally strong constitution would eventually overpower
the disease.
It was ordered
otherwise, and the household band, with saddened, grieving hearts, one other whose sorrow is
too deep,too sacred to be uttered,and many fondhearted schoolmates and friends mourn the loved one, gone in her youthful beauty from their
sight forever.
Fit
J.B. Davis.

in the

INSTITUTE.

TERN

B. FILES, A. B., Principal.

M. SIMONS.
For particulars
L. GERRISH.

EtTA E., wife of Andrew S. Hill, died in Gt.
Falls, Sept. 24th, aged 22 years and 9 months.
For more than ayear previous to her death, she
endured, with only short intervals of comparative comfort, the most intense suffering. A few
months since, she found the Saviour, and ever
after gave the clearest evidence that her heart
was at peace with God.
She conversed freely
with her young friends and urged them to immediately seek Christ. Life had seemed sweet to
her,and she had very much desired to be restored to health, but when convinced that such hope
could never be realized, she longed to * depart
and be with Christ, which is far better.” Our
young brother has thus for the second time been
eft alone, to hear as best he may the deep agony
of seeing another young, lovely and loving comanion snatched from his embrace, and from the
ong years of happiness to which he had looked
forward with eager anticipation.

converted

of study

MISS NELLIE KNOWLTCN, Preceptress, aided by competent teachers.
The
Normal department will be under the care of
E. E. WADE, A. B., who will be assisted by Miss L.

CHARLES, another brother, also diedin a few
days, aged 26. These repeated and
dreadful
blows of affliction the surviving friends have
been called to endure.
Both of these brothers,
as did the sister, died in the Lord and are the
blessed dead that rest with Jesus. Bro. H
leaves a widew and daughter to mourn their
great loss, but they are sustained by the Redeemer in whom they trust. These two young
men were arranging to join the Free B. church
in Fabius, about the time they were taken sick,
‘but delayed a little.too long.
May God so bless
that these afflictions shall work a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory to the sorrowing friends.
W.H. W.

She wus

courses

G. H. RICKER, Principal.

CENTRAL

WINTER

G.

ANNA, only daughter of Bro. Daniel and sister
Anna Rowley,of Truxton, N. ¥.,died June 26,
aged 28 years.
Her life was one of purity and
love, and so kindly was her spirit, and so amiable was she, that she had won to herself many
friends.
In her father’s family, she was an invaluable member and most fondly loved, and
when death came, and suddenly took her away,
they were deeply smitten, but her sweet Christian life and triumphant Christian death, greatly
softened the blow.
HARVEY, brother of the above, died in less
than three months from his sister’s death, aged
35 years.

York.

Complete

North Scituate, R. L., Oct. 10, 1870.

SALLY GILMAN died in New Sharon, Oct. 18,
aged 89 years and 10 months.
Sister G. was born
in Gilmanton, N. H., married in 1803, and then
lived in London till 1807, when she moved to
New Sharon, Me., where she resided until removed by death. Her aged companion was taken from her six years ago. Sister G. and her
companion were hmong the oldest members of
the church and society ; she has long been known
as a faithful mother in Israel. She remembered
very distinctly the Fathers of the denomination,
and loved to talk of the days whenshe and her
husband used to listen to the preaching of Randall, Boody and Buzzell, and others who have
since passed away.
She was ambitious only to
do good ; never seeking distinction and honor of
men; quiet in her manner, even in her temper
and life, devoted largely to the interests of her
family and the church:
her hands and table
ministering cheerfully to the wants of care-worn
pilgrims.
Her house was one of the hemes of
Rev. E. Hutchins, and of many others.
Sermon
by Rev. J. Edgecomb.
J. ATKINS,

ANNA S. BLAISDELL, died in Gt. Falls,

INSTITUTE.

HE WINTER TERM will commence on MON-

Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Teacher of * Spencerian System” of Penmanship; Miss
Abbie Mabry, Primary Department.

Tuition: Common Kuglish, $3,00; Higher English,
$1,00; Languages, $6.00; Music, $5,00; Use of Instrument, $2,00; Drawing, &ec., $3,00 to $5,00; Penmanship, $1,50.
i
Board, $3,00 per week.
Wood
and lights extra.
Rooms for those
desiring
to board
themselves.
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.
A Teacher’s Class will be formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
the coming winter.
Especial attention paid those
students preparing for College.

M. E. SWEAT,
Parsonsfield, June 27,70.

WHITESTOWN

M. D,, Sec. of Trus.

SEMINARY.

rfVHE FALL
- TERM of this institution will open
Aug. 23. Its courses of study are as follows: In
Femalc Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, English
and Scientific, Commercial.
Superior facilities are

furnished

to Young

Men Fitting

for College.

mation, send for Catalogue.

J. S. GARDNER,
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, ’70.

WEST
HE
ten

LEBANON

WINTER

commence

weeks

Prin.

ACADEMY.

TERM of Lebanon Academy will

on

Tuesday,

under

Nov.

the following

22,

and

1 |

Its

Commercial Department is one of the Most Success.
ful in the state. Terms moderate.
For full infor-

continue

instructors: G. H.

Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi:s M. H. Feinald, Preceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.
E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teacher of Penmanship and Vocal
Music; Miss A.

of

Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.
’

TUITION.

Languages,

$6,00,

Common English, $4,50.
Penmanship,

Higher English, $5,00
Ins. Music, $10,00

Primary, $4,00.

(12 lessons) $1,50.

Good boarding places can be obtained.

Special at-

tention given to those fitting for College.
JOHN H. SHAPLEIGH,

AUSTIN

Sec,

ACADEMY,

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
FALL TERM
of 11 weeks, will

THE

com-

meace Tuesday,

Aug. 30, under the instruction

MR.

MARSTON,

A.

N.

COLLEGE,
‘ MRS. SARAH

OF

of

BATES

Principal,

BE. MONTGOMERY,

Assistant,

Tuition.
Primary,
Common

$3.50
4.00

English,

Higher English,

4.50
5.00
Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger

Languages.
man

languages.

Board from $2.25 to $3.00.

those

Rooms can be

themselves.
WARREN
Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.

had for

who wish to board

GRANITE

Foss,

Sec.

STATE

MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R
.
Rev.S.N., HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.
Advantages :— Retired location, yet eady of access ;
No Saloons, orplaces of idle resort; Full corps of
teachgérs; Thorough instruction, &c.
Send for Circular.
Pupils received at any time.
8130

EVANSVILLE
FIVHF FALL

SEMINARY.

TERM of this

Institution

Aug. 30, continuing 12 weeks.
Tuition from $5,560 to $7,560.

of her

will open

Board, $3,00,

For further particulars address the Principal,
REV. G, 8. BRADLEY, Prin,

youth, and after her removal to Ill, was for
many years a faithful member of the St. Albans
church,
Kor several years past she has been

In
Music has an atmospheric influence.
and even to her own, and discover the se.
felt. for days. Hunger at last drove him forth, connected with the church in this place. Left
than Italian purity and azure brightness; cret springs that guided her erratic policy earliest ebildhood such influence weis care
in 1842, and losing her second son in
he sneaked into the house close singed, athewidow
war for the union, she has passed through
a city whose suburbs already stretch along of vacillation and crime. Yet it is possible | The very infant is affectedor byevenit; seem to and
begrimed,and
looking
scared
and
devilish;
understand
he
that
not
boundless
many
afflictions,
which she has borne with paher
in
lay
banks and at the feet of mountains which that the true mystery
musie but like some other great personages, he
submission to the will of God.
After a
well may rival those of the Rhine; a city superstition, For the common modes of heed or listen. And each composer'sso as the never got over his sudden elevation and tient
severe sickness of two weeks, she sweetly fell
from the ,roar and bustle of whose busiest belief- she had nothitg but skepticism. | is a peculiar atmosphere, as much
ooM.
fresh fields. fall,but became a sadder and wiser monkey. asleep in Jesus, and has gone to rest.
wharves and thoroughfares, outroaring the Sho toyed with the Huguenots; she was atmosphereof pine woods or the tone of If ever Pug forgot himself and was troublecharacter,
the
sensibilities,
and
The
Lavina
of
child
Catholics|
ly
the
MAYHEW,0n
defy
or
COMPTE
LA
cajole
loudest din of London bridge or the docks not afraid to
con- some, you had only to take down a powderSept. 10, aged 19 years and
of Liverpool, you cross a stream and es- and the pope. But before the sorcerer or feeling, the aspirations, the habitual by it horn in his presence, and he was off to his G. W. Mayhew, diedvery
much respected by all,
~ Fe was
cape in a few moments into green woods the fortune teller all. her narrow intellect | sciousness of the child, will be affected of’ it. hole like a shot, screaming and chattering 9of months.
quiet and gentle manners, possessing many
He
fit for the revels of Titania; a city of stu- was bowed in abject submission. Her cre-| and all his after-life be redolent
to his friends.
him
qualities that endeared
a8 his jaws like a pair of castanets.
hope of his parents, and
pendous contrasts—the most hideous streets, dulity wae, perhaps, the cause of her impas- Beethoven or Mozart may be introduced earwas the only earthly
loss; still they say, ‘ Thy
they deeply feel their
the most beautiful streets —masses of squal- sive cruelty. She obeyed implicity the de-| an invisible presiding genius over his can
teachers
will, O God, be done” They comfort themselves
id huts, avenues of palaces—somethin
orees of the stars; she consulted with awe | liest education, before other thoughts shall
Iv is wonderfulto observe how quickly with the thought that theirson is in a better
worse than the Ghetto or Bluegatefields the famous seer of Salon, Nostrodamue,| beginto reach him, or any
parvenns lose the use of their legs, just as world ; and they are trying so to live as to meet
here, something fairer than the Bois de whose name and writings are still cherished | have begun to shape themselves in his un- they find they can support a carriage.
him again.
H. 8S. BALL,
Boulogne or Kew Gardens there—in sim- by the lovers of curions mysteries, and | conscious mind. —Atlantic Monthly.
of Naples, and gladdened by a sky of more

COLLEGE,

lived a Christian life, and died in the triumph of

De Stael.

¢Delphine”

Her

-MRS.. MARY A., wife ol/Mr-Foseph G. Gray,
of Lawrence, Mass., and daughter of Frederick
and Lydia G. Cute,
of Effingham, died in E., Sept.
12, of dropsy, aged 36 years.
She gave her heart
to God some fifteen or twenty years since, and

A country girl, the daughter of a clergyman, had accidentally met with an English
translation

died Aug. 17, aged 14 months,

iston can testify.

manure,

did we not well know that for: a century
past they have sold the mummies in such
numbers that they are tp ve found in almost
every provincial museym in Europe and
America. If they wonld sell the mummies

A., daughter of Addison and Mary E.

sumption, induced probably by too close application to the cotton mills,
She was soon remoyed to Minot, where
she reeeived the best of
treatment from kind friends. Soon becoming
satisfied that she must die, she made all the
necessury arrangements for her change, disposed
of her effects, chose the man to preach, selected
the hymns and text, the place of burial, and
passed peacefully
away.
Her remains were
brought to her native town
for interment.
The funeral was solemn; mjny
eyes weeping
at the loss of one lovely and pleasant in life.

go-

the dead have crumbled down.

A. MF.

ANNIE, daughter of Capt. John Y, Fernald, of
Ossipee, died in Minot, Me., Sept. 11, aged 85
years.
Sister I. professed faith in Christ some
twenty years ago, and was baptized by the writer. She united with the 2d Ossipee church, and
remained a worthy member till death, Though
she was away from home most of the time for the
last twenty years, she was ready to co-operate
with her brethren in sustaining the cause of
Christ, as the churches at Great Falls and Lew-

and tear-bottles of glass, among the dust.
I also met with a missionary who confirmed
the tale.
The lower class of Egyptians are among
the most degraded peoplé’in the world, yet
it would be hard to believe that even they

which one in whom the spirit and result of

Few left her presence without being | of deep and earnest music is essentially the
charmed by that graceful courtesy which | presence of the deep and earnest spirit who
had descended to her from Lorenzo the|composed it—a presence felt more surely
Magnificent; few cculd believe that her | than his words or looks could be. There

meaning—they can not understand it. Mind
4n attempting to serve them has its labor
“for its pains; they are deaf to all which is
not the echo of their own personal thought
The choice of men is to them a thing of
small care and consideration. They readily take the worst to the prejudice of the
best, so long as they are convinced that
these men consider their masters to be the
true Cesar, the born hero—the one man
who is sufficient in any given situation.

Rines,

most parts of the cart at the command of nitions she dismissed the petitioner. The
od a is 8 a, Dei, Toul - cure was complete.
jue presidens;
The young woman
becom
man
thority, he is sent to preach the Mormon returned to her father,. became more steadt some distantland.—0ld
:
el
and New. ily industrious, and without ever speaking
gospel in

about
that no painter nor sculptor could imitate, | higher culture are embodied, bearsmusic
is

If you desire their favor, in nlge
subtle turn, no delicate shade of

“Queen of the western waves!” A
girt by three rivers and gazing on
ocean; a sea Cybele; a city lying on
edge of a bay not less beautiful than

other taxes,

|
chants.
The Influence of Music.
For many years she lived powerless and
obscure, the nominal wife of a depraved
king. Yet she was singularly beautiful. Her
Nothing does more for culture, than the
brilliant complexion, her large and lustrous
the
magnetic sphere
as it were, ,
he
;
]
eyes, the inheritance of the Medicean fami- presence,

on the forehead, a striking silence, a slugish carriage, one extraordinary, august,
if you will, something original in their
pose, something mysterious and not tobe
defined. - We must not look beyond this
vague appearance of personal power, of
royalty ; we must not go deeper to seek for
anything clear or positive. They: have
aspirations rather than plans. One may
not hope to find in them the fine powers,
the charming originalities of the
great

—

his son Henry to the

their
have
They wheat

our a,

object well defined,—to be Caesars.
They
have the markof Cmsar, the mask, the sign

‘New

married

Ussh bring
poorervillages
fruit to the oftithing-house.
and

a gil of fourteen. and they Will so carefully. Every one is
portionless orphan, then
ig nr the child ol bound to go as missionary, even to the ut-

ed to face problems of state where the
spontaneous force of genius is required,
they hesitate, vacillate, are irresolute. “We
mus tdo something great,” they say,but this
dead. pnwer, of which they never cease to
dream, they know not how to perform,even
how to imitate: It must be prepared for
them, brought to them already shaped and,in
order, and they accept it, often without too
much discrimination, without distinguishing the semblance from the reality.
Weak
snd indecisive, on nearly all points, indifferent even, they have but one wish, an

Cwmsar.
in no

shut

GRACE

ing on, and he had seen pieces of human
bone, as well as small earthernware lamps

are

admitted to most, if notall, of these ; for, in
the words of one of the apostles, ** If man

sounds

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will open on

me that

would sell their fathers’ bones for

[3

SCHOOL.

Oct.

rocks in every direction, like rabbit holes in

was

LATIN

E.C.LEWIS, Sec.

11,of typhoid fever, aged39 years. He sought
Christ when a youth, which is a source of much
‘ consolation to surviving friends.
W. L. N.

y

MR. A.J. ALLEN died in St. Johnsbury,

guano—human

and he further told

NICHOLS

|

‘MR. PELTIAH ANDREWS, formerly of Lowell,
died in Buxton, Me., Oct. 8th, in his 84th year.
He leaves a wife and two children.

guano—the ‘dust and ashes’ of the dead
collected from many ancient sepulchers and
catacombs which perforate this ridge of

same account;

New Hampton, N. H., Oct. 18th, 1870.

THE WINTER TERM of this Instution will commence Thursday, Nov. 10th, 1870, under the Instruction of LYMAN G. JORDAN, A. B,, as Principal,
with three Assistants. The principle object of this
school is to fit young men for College and no pains
will be spared to make it a first class school. Its
connection with the Bates College gives its students
mauy advanteges not to be nad as other schools.
A. M, JONES. Sec,

mira-

youth had been singularly unfortunate. Noy Jynguage but tht native tongue.
The saints work miracles and cast out
voice, no fond or tender counsels,|
friendly
had awakened in her cold heart a trace of| govils the miracles being usually, if not
filial or Marmaternal love.

was

of these

| himself; and So
Ay
is ky er to
| interpret this jargon, although this inter| preter can not reproduce the
original. It
the community,

the: politics of theA age.

this

when that strange building is completed.
From accounts which have every appearance of truth, the endowments are wise instructions in human anatomy and physiology ( which might well have a place in any

Catherine de Medicis led the revelries, the | may be added that few

fashions, and

that

thority, but on that of several credible witnesses on the spot. Perhaps the publication

| inarticulate

Medicis.

me

ed by initiations called endowments. These
mysteries will be performed in the temple

religious system ), interspersed

constructed
Inin
|
bi

-s

Catherine de
———

presence of mind which
sturbs, and which sometimes
aspect of genius itself,a feeling of

#

might

ture which the New Yorker may gaze upon| wife is to be queen, and must be fitted for
any fine evening.—Justin McCarthy in The | that high position.”
4
{ The gift of tongues among the Mormons’
:
Galaxy.
| is simplythis: A man is inspired to utter

similitude. By long habit changed in nature they really acquire something of the
high qualities of their office—the love of
greatness, and the semblance of greatness,
a sang-froid,

man

did

your imagination something like the pic-| isto he a king or prince in heaven,

in the mold of their in-

assurance,

to

scene;3] and

flexible vocation. They are in some sort
deformed into sovereigns, into emperors.
Everything is pushed in one direction, and
they

sacrifice himself, in order that

reminding of the Rhine. Over all is a pure,
lustrous blue sky, glowing toward the west |
into a sunset so gorgeous that Turner
himself could hardly have pictured it or
even fancied it, and deepening on the opposite horizon into magnificent and wonderous effects of reflected purple and gold.
Truly the whole is a beautiful sight. . Let
the Rhine (not of Emmerich, but of the |
Drachenfels or St. Goar)flow directly into |
a vaster bay of Dublin; scatter the flags
of all nations and the commerce of every
port broadcast over the waves; let the
atmosphere of Salamis shine upon the

alone, a goal which they contemplate and
struggle towards without cessation. In
their faith in themselves lies their power.
We must not ask them not to be mysterious;
their political ‘strength is inseprable from
mystery.
We see them thus, perhaps,
without a drop of hereditary blood in their
veins, without a single primitive trait of
foundling genius of their race, seem to become by force of application, study, culture,
its worthy and legitimate inheritors. As
the cranium of a child is changed in form
under a continued pressure, so they make
their

de-~
are

quence of his thinking of this, that he

a raft; here and there a genuine raft laden

plete, yet so perpetually tending towards
one point, gives them success. Their intellect, their thought, they fix upon a goal

up

So little sacredness seems to be

exist.” If weare tojudge Mormonism from
to’ the islands and the railway stations ; the the sermons of the present day, such exflag-ship of a famous and popular admiral pressions as that of Ileber C. C. Kimball,
who has just come into port; perhapsa who exhorted the missionaries ‘to bring to
Monitor, irreverently compared, for its odd the flock as many ewe-lambs as possible, but
structure,

formed

he had visited the spot where this

topics

God’s command,
increase and multiply,
could not have been fulfilled ; for Eve, had
she alone sinned, must have been eternally
separated from her husband, who would
have remained in Eden.
It was in conse-

boats, whose name is legion, panting across

of brown dust ‘which was carried up the
ships’ sides in baskets and thrown down the
holds. The captain with whom I sailed in-

the services; and clergymen of various
nominations,
who may be in the city,

nitaries.

tidy boat of the Associated Press

with a cargo

attached to the place, that the president
does not hesitate to make a town-hall of it
whenever convenient. The Bible is used in

all the

of present interest, are discussed in their
Sunday meetings; and coarseness and profanity often sully the lips of the highest dig-

running to meet one of the great screws
from Liverpool or Southampton; the ferry-

impress upon themselves in youth, and
which they never for a moment lose sight

of, their

choir,

of rocks, and returned

a ‘Warren, and even run under ground as
far as Pompey’s Pillar. He also stated that
this trade had been going on for about nine
months, and that toe ‘guano’ brought £6,
10s, per ton in English ports—a price which
would give the manure-manufactures a very
large profit for mixing itout with the guano
of Peru. An English merchant, for eight
years resident in Egypt, afterwards came
on board, and, when [ had an opportunity
of speaking to him alone, he
gave me the

fashions, agriculture, indeed

surprise as if a Roman war-galley or Noah's
Ark itself were to appear there; little, yellow, fierce-snorting, vicious-looking tugs;

he is the very son

ufactared. They are heroes through much
pain and infinite labor. They have determined to become Cewmsars, and by dint of
repeating their role, being permeated by
it, they in a measure attain their object.
Born in the purple or beside the purple,
they are inspired by a blind credulity in
all the reflections, all the stereotyped surroundings of their cradle.
They grow
up in a sort of dynastic religion,from whose
limitations they never attempt to extricate
themselves.
They could as easily cease to be men as
to cease believing themselves Caesars. Even
fallen and banished, they never despair or
That

ridge

farnish music, the hymns being from the
selection of Emma Smith. If the president
preaches, he usually occupies a lower seat
on the raised platform. Any one may be
called on to pray or exhort, and the extemporaneous sermons resulting from this practice are rambling, and often objectionable;
but the president or apostles generally extingunish any political heresy that may thus
be published, by a final address. Politics,

or the Mersey would create almost as much

of Venus!

doubt.

Gr

built by a Mormon, and a numerous

board ship at Alexandria, and, while watch- Brevity is specially important. Notmore than a
ing all that went on in that vast harbor, single square can well be afforded to any single
my attention was attracted by a number of obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
lighters plying backward and forward between some merchant vessels and the shore.
remember the group of windmills and the
long ridge ot rocks running out from them
seawards for a distance of several miles.
The empty lighters went to a point in this

invited to preach. Indeed, the pulpit, if it
can be so called, is open to all shades of religious belief; and Mormons cast it in the
few buildings and two or three trees, teeth of Christians, that their pulpits are not
Steamers of all sorts and sizes are coming so free to the disciples of Joseph Smith.
in and going out; the long, lithe, narrow
The vast congregation of from six to ten
ocean steamer familiar to every port; the thousand souls is regaled with strange
vast white floating castles or palaces which food. In one sermon, on Adam’s Fall, they
carry New Yorkers to Boston or to Albany, were told, that, ¢‘ had Adam not yielded to
and tbe sight of one of which on the Thames Eve, he could not have any progeny, acd

charming his friends, conciliating his

fine,

Services and Habits.

to be settléd or certain—

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,

on

Every one who has visited that port will

where John Law, or Fourier, or Johanna
In the tabernacle,the services are simple,
Southcote, or the Witch of Endor might be ‘and utterly without pomp. A large organ,

with all humanity’s best and worst qualities,
its exaltation,

Rosicrucian

nothing

;

tir

a time

Eo i
Sok

Cwms3ars by nature, oy genius) and the
Cwmsars by will, The first, if considered
in the light of their great type, Julius, are
genius itself in all its imperial breadth and
diversity ; men representative of humanity

;

for

oe

who see visions passing those of Swedenborg, and” people the common air with
forms dearer and brighter than those of

detained

2

money do daily business with other men | —Harper's Magazine.

Cmsars—ihe

I was

x

of

Returning lately from the eastern side of
the Jordan,

a.

kinds

Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obituaries published in the Moraing Star,who do not

Pe

two

the uttermost energy of the| It is probable that a secret insanity clouded

as fol-

1

are

poetic,

practical, the dreamiest visions of the ideal, | the active mind of the French Medea. Yet
are always contending—where men who|at the age of thirty-nine Catherine held in
have faith in nothing save railways and | her unsteady hand the destiny of France.

paper

or

There

the

ford, writes to an English
lows:

INSTITUTION.

HE WINTER TERM will commence Nov, 14, 1870,
The Trustees are
glad to inform their friends that
the present faculty, — Principal and Assistants—will con
tinue thelr connection with the School next term, and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as at any period of its history.
For further information, rooms, &c., apply early to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

eg

lished fragment from the pen of that brilliant master in criticism, Sainte-Beuve. It
is the beginning of an article on ‘The History of Cesar:”

NEW HAMPTON

Mr. W. D. Pritchett, of Bishop's Stort-

Be

Le Temps gives us this hitherto unpub-

|

as Guano.

G—

pi

Qi

——

Tt!

——

She wore a mystic amulet or

—in winter the snows and the furs and the | chain that still exists; she kept around her
trologers and alchemists, and possibly besleighs of St. Petersburg; a city in which
everywhere, physically and ‘morally, in|lieved that in all her cruelty and crimes
buildings and in .breasts, the prosaic and | she was governed by an overruling
fate.

Remains

SS

the drenching torrential rains of the tropics | tious age.

Sainte-Beuve on Napoleon IIL.

Human

eS

mer the fierce heat, the blazing, blinding | whose rude oracles were freely purchased
| sunlight, the tremendous thunder-storms, by the rioble and the great of his supersti-

Evansville,

THE
y

Wis., July 21, 1870,

LYNDON
LICAL

LITERARY-AND
INSTITUTION

BIB.

ILL open its First Term at Lyndon Center,
Vermont, on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for

tne Academical

year 1870-71,

CALE D AR. — Fall term begins August 23; ends
;
ov, 4
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871,
Spring term begins Jan, 81; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871,

The Institution will be under the charge of
MR. GEORGE W, WORTHEN, Principal,
© Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial De+
partment, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA

With

I. MEIGS,

Teacher of Music,

such other assistanoe as may be requireds

SET

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

SE

THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER
Baral amy Domestic,

against

TT

Victor Emanuel’s action towards Rome.
A

serious

riot

occurred

at Laurens

Court-

House, 8. C., the day ‘after “election, in which

to

five white men and three negroes were killed.
The President has ordered the concentration
of a large body of troops in New York city on
election day to prevent disturbances.

f
;

‘Chang, one of the Siamese twins, has bad
paralytic stroke, but Eng is not affécted by it.

f

Ao

By an accident
* Portland and

Thursday

i
ER

1X

[8

i
NE

E

and
:

several

others

Indianapolis manufactured, during the quarter
“ending September 30, over half a million dollars’
worth of goods, wares and
merchandise, upon
* gywhich revenue was paid.
It is expected that General Custis Lee will
succeed his brother in the presidency of Wash=
ington College.
One-half

k

the

Kennebec R. R., Conductor Craw-

ford was instantly killed,
were severely injured.

“

afternoon on

a

the

slate

pencils

used

in the

of

the

the

late

territory
have

advantages.

elections

in West

of Dakota, indicate

gained

some important

>

bushels

4 - eT

J

Ripe second crop currents were picked in Gardiner, Me., last week.

EAE. te ST

-

=

A farmer in Naples, Me., has sold 200
of apples at 10 cents per bushel.

Sanitary Superintendent Morris, of New York,
reports the relapsing fever epidemic at an end,
2000 cases having occured, of which mine per
cent. were fatal.

Ee

no

Eight vessels from infected ports arrived at the
New York Quarantine during the past week with
21 cases of yellow fever on board, six of which

proved fatal,
Rr

Gen. Custer, with a part of the Seventh CavalMo.,

to

Rea Egat od

™

TegORF
or
II
Sn Sh

eg

the grain of its
.

‘

The Pennsylvania railroad is ‘stone ballasted.”
For hundreds of miles, as like a rapid stream
it flows from beneath your feet, it resembles the
paved streets of a city.
There is no sign of

earth on it, and dust is a thing unknown,
It is said that the Spanish Cortes have made
asgrant of $65,000 toward the restoratioft-of the
Alhambra, the royal palacefof the Moorish kings
of Granada.
A gigantic image of Buddh

in bronze has exist-

six centuries.

The Amsterdam

Ship

in progress about

It is said that

Canal,

government
The heavy
and turned

which

five years,

and

has been

which rivals

the Suwon in magnitude, is expected to be
completed ik 1876. The canal will have a width
at the top of 195 feet, at the bottom 88 feet, and

a depth of 23 feet. The-locks will be
enough to admit ships of the largest class,
When the shock

of earthquake

large

occurred

om

the 20th,
a Yale senior was rowing ina wherry up Mill river.
A large wave, doubtless
raised by the convulsion, rushed violently upon
him, and overturned the boat. He
struggled
in the water for a short time, until rescucd by a
man who happened to be crossing the bridge.
Besides ull the extraordinary natural phenomena which Boston has lately enjoyed,in gales,
auroral displays and an earthquake, that part of
the world has been
visited by a remarkable
meteor.
It was seen by the early risersin the
country towns all over the State on Sunday
morning last, at seven o’clock,—half an hour
after sunrise. It appeared * as large as the

sun

at his

rising,”

sprung

from

the vicinity

of the Dipper, was of the color of iron at white
heat, described an arc from north-east to southwest, at an angle of 75 degrees above the horizon, and finally exploded with a series of jarring
reports, which the hearers variously took for
a powder mill explosion, a rock-blast and another earthquake. Were we in superstitious times,
we should count certainly upon some momentous events after all these portents in nature.

The Hon. Charles Posten arrived in Washington Saturday from China.
‘He says that the late
stories of outrages upon foreigners are not exaggerations, and that the condition of. affairs is
constantly growing worse.
He represents it as
dangerous for either Americans or Englishmen

55 pounds; buckwheat,
52 pounds
pounds ; coarse salt, 85 pounds.

The President, Saturday, signed the commission of Columbus Delano as Secretary of the
Interior from November 1. He also appointed
Benjamin F. Farnham of Massachusetts, consul
at Bombay; William H. Thompson of Rhode
Island, consul at Cork; Arthur Livermore of
New Hampshire, consul at Londonderry.
The people along the line of the Pacific Railroad;in order to get satisfaction for the enormous
charges for freight
and passenger
fares, are
taxing that corporation proportionately, and will
probably collect from them about $100,000 taxes
in ‘Wyoming this year.
:

A

a

stead of 300,000as gpimed,

FOREIGN.

The imperialists in London still hope to restore
the Regency.
:
There
cutions.

have

been

many

French military exe-

The French report very heavy German
at-Chantillon-1¢-Duc and around Verdun.
Eugenie declares
political intrigues.

that

she

takes

losses

no part

in

accepted the nomina-

The - eapitulation of Schlestadt, with 2,400 pris-

oners and 120 cannon, is announced,
of England

probable

that

the

Governments

and Franee will declare war against

Chinaas soon as the present European
cations cam be definitely comprehended.

The

compli-

peace negotiations have not yet come to

a head. M. Thiers, who
with Bismarck, does net

get one before
eounts from
the city for

the

wants an interview
find it convenient to

Count

is ready for it.

Ac-

Paris say there is plenty to eat in
a few weeks yet. Accounts from

Berlin say the people

are

getting

discontented

at the prolongation of the war.

The
open
ties.

Red

Republicans

rebellion

Troehu

has

against
made

in

the

Marseilles
Provisional

another

ineffectual

are in
authorisortie

from the south-west part of Paris.
The correspondents report that Paris is girdled

with ruin. The country without the walls for
Juiles around is desolated.
The Canada papers continue to report damages
by the recent earthquake.
seventeen houses were much

At Baie St. Paul
damaged.
At Les

Eboulements the church and ten houses were
injured and two children killed.
It has been found difficultto get
a crew for
the iron armor
plated
turret ship Cerbesus,
- bound from England to Australia, Sailors do
not like to engage in such ships after the fearful

fate of the Captain.
‘
The damages caused by the late destructive
hurricane in Cuba are roughly estimated to
amount to $27,000,000.
A despateh from Bombay announces that a day
has been fixed for the massacre of all foreigners,
and they are marching
out, distributing their

troops accordingly.

msuls everywhere notice

increasing hostility and insolence
native population. There is much

among the
excitement

among the English and French residents,
A correspondent says that the total loss of the
army of Prince Frederick Charles

from the be-

ginning of the siege of Metz is estimated at 45,000
. men by the battle and disease.

There appear to be many suspicions readily
entertainéd by partisans of the French republic

that the surrender of Metz was not a necessary
event but the treacherous

part
of a conspiracy

to restore
the Napoleonic dynasty.

The number

of soldiers surrendered is now given " 178,000,
The Provisional

cloverseed, 69

Government

punishes with

pounds; rye and flaxseed,
barley,

48

It iscited asa curious illustration of the erudite character of the German armies engaged in
the present war, that a brief account of the
battle of Sedan and its results was written in
Sanscrit by an officer of Prussian hussars, the
day after the fight, and sent to a friend in Berlin,
where it was published.
The letter is vouched
for as correct Sanscrit, and includes a quotation
from the Rigveda.
The
gentleman
who
has
achieved this literary
exploit is, in times of
peace, a judge in the Berlin court of appeals. He
has already served through one war before this

one.

Itissafe to assume

that

the cavalrymen

of this captain’s company
will not burn any
libraries or deface any works of art if they get

into Paris.

Kossuth still maintains his hostility to the Austrian Empire.
The electors of Kanizsa-le-Vieux
recently sent him an invitation fo become their
deputy, but Kossuth declined to subject himself
to a King of Hungary, who is at the same time
Emperor of Austria.
The ex-dictator doesnot
seem to be aware that there is a wide difference
between the despotic Austria of 1843—9 ahd the
liberal Austria of 1870.

—Henry Lee, F. L. S., writes to the editor of
the Lancet in regard to: the paralytic seizures
from which Chang, one of the Siamese twins, has

He has received letters from the

twins an4 their families which induce him to believe in the possibility of their separation in case
of the pre-decease of one of them. A letter from
one of Chang’s daughters says that her father is
low-spirited, can scarcely move without assistance, and that his whole right side is perfectly
useless, ‘Uncle tries to cheer him up, but he
has nothing to say.”
From the sentence men-

tioning Eng’s endeavors to cheer and comfort his
brother, Dr. Lee

separate

infers

volition and

in

each

vitality,

a distinct

and

and hence that

Chang could succesfully be cut from the
body of Eng, should the latter die first.

dead

Mr. C. E. Hammett, Jr., of Newport, has
been gathering old and rare coins ever since he
was eight years of age.
He has now not far

from a thousand specimens,

probably the largest

collection of any private citizen in Rhode Island.
Mr. Hammett’s other collection, said to be a

very

large

one, of American

dollars, is what

excites more general admiration.
A

stringent

measure

relating

to

the

traffic

‘in strong drink has been introduced into the
Vermont Legislature. It imposes a fine of $100
for the first offense on every person who shall
sell intoxicating beverages in violation of the

law, and the same
the

second

persons

fine, with

offense.

who

It

also

imprisonment, for
imposes

a fine on

shall be found in a state of intoxi-

cation of $50 for each offense.

.

A new description of parachute
means of which a very considerable

shell, by
extent of

country can be. effectively lighted up to enable
the operations of troops at might to become dis-

ro#®, but it has since been

“In taking over 200 names,

when

at

an

altitude of upwards

of

600 feet they exploded, and a parachute descend:
ed from which was suspended a vessel contain~
ing a magnesium light of great brilliancy, which
lighted up the whole surrounding country,
A Missouri genius has just patented a contrivance

for closing

the

entrance

to

bee-hives

at

night, so the bee-mot.
notget injand opening
them in the morning, so the bees can get out,—
the whole to be accomplished without the iniervention of human agency or oversight.
to his bee-hive he builds a poultry

Adjacent
roost, so

contrived that when the fowls mount to roost
upon their pole their weight depresses it, de~
pressing also a gate which shuts down over the

entrance fo the adjacent bee-hive.
Ing, when

the fowls

leave

and the gate rises, and the
is open,

not

one

farmer

ing.”

The same tendency to
and settle in the suburbs

of moderate

means,

leave the large cities
especially by persons

which

checkgs

the popula-

lation of New York
and is rio An
New
Jersey, is observable in other cities. Speaking
of Baltimore, the American says:
“The tendency on the part of the wealthy
classes, as business invades the aristocratic quarters, is to leave the city and take up their abode
in the suburban villas and the towns and villages within easy communication,
Itis not only
the wealthy people who leave the cily and seek
refuge in the quiet towns,
Families in moderate circumstances, unable to stand the rapacity
of landlords, the burdens of municipal taxation,
and the corruptions of municipal government,
are constantly giving up their houses, and ‘ moving to the country.’ ”
A

The

Muck

Mines.

a

O—

‘We shall lose one of the great blessings of the
drouth, if we fail to work the muck mines.
On

many

farms these

are laid bare for only a few

weeks in the year, and then extra help should
be employed to get out a large quantity for
future use. We have tried this muck so long
and so thoroughly, and derived so much benefit
from it, that we shall make no apology for frequent allusion to it. We are fully persuaded
that any farmer, who has one of these mines of
peat or muck
upon
his farm, can make no
better use of capital than by working it. If he
should get two or three vears’ {stock on hand,—
a thousand cords or more, it will pay a good
interest upon
the investment.
It is all the
while improving by exposure to the atmosphere,
and will be more valuable 1n the sties, stables,
and yards,
Well-cured muck alone is a valhable top-dressing for the meadows.
It starts the
grass earlier, it absorbs ammonia from the rains
and snows, and helps to protect the grass-roots
in the winter.
It absorbs moisture, and is one
of the best safe-guards against drouth for sandy
and gravelly loams. Some samples of peat contain
more ammonia than stable manure, and furnish
large
stores of plant
food.
We have
rarely
known a farmer who once got started in the use
of muck, that did not continue.
It is the little
muck, like learning, * that is a dangerous thing.”

Faults

their

In the mornroost, the pole

entrance to the hive

in

Building.

Se

—

. Among the most prominent we may enumerate these faults in planning and erecting houses:
1: Cramping a house down to the smallest
possible space, so as to make more yard-room,
which will never be used.
2. Making no calculations as to the size of
rooms or the location of furniture.
3. Building chimneys by
guess so that one
has to have a dozen'lengths of useless stove-pipe,
ov else place his stove in the most inconvenient
location.
.

4. Arranging

windows

and doors

so that one

opens against the other, or in the very spot to
be occupied by a piece of furniture, or so placing them that no fresh, air can get through the
house, even though the whole should be open.
5. Providing no means of ventilating rooms,
save by open doors or windows; hence all the
impure air which is generated by breathing,
cooking, fermentation, as it is rarified, rises to
the top of the room, and there remainsto breed

discomfort, disease and death.

:

6. Nailing sheeting to, the outside of the studding and clapboards (dr siding) close to the outside of that, leaving small or no air holes between them; and as, in nine cases out of ten,

green

materials

for each

covering

have

been

used, they shrink and rot, soon making a honeycomb of the shell, though plastered with paint
and cement.
7. Laying the floor directly upon joists, or at
best, laying it with culls full of knots and shakes
which are but little better than nothing, and
as a consequence, the floor is always cold and
uncomfortable.
8. In finishing, first laying the basis pilasters,
and casting (perhaps of green lumber), and then
lathing and plastering up to them so that when
they dry, large orifices are left to let in cold and
moisture.
9. Letting the work out, as a whole, trusting to the hon2sty of the contractor to do it,
without having plans and specifications properly
drawn, and without having any one to oversee,

Eccentric
a

A

and is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
per single book,30 cents; per doz. $2,68,
Postage
(extra) on one copy, 8 cents;

Address,

it shooting

A new Steam

Job

Printing

Morning Star Office.

This Press is the

of doing most excellent work.
type is entirely new, and

has been selected with great care from

Now; if I had

type made by first-class manufacturers
wrapped her up in a, wet sfeet, the lightning
in New York, Boston, and Philadelwould all have been drawn out; and she would
have got well sooner, I don’teare for equilibriums
phia.
or anything else; I know she is chock full of
The Pressman has had an experilightning anyhow.” Whether the medical schools
are to be held responsible
for all the fools ence of twelve years, and that in some
that slip through
them, we will not pretend to
largest cities
decide,
but it is not altogether impertinent to of the best offices in the
inquire where soma of the
editors graduate,
of the country.
)
since we find on the adjoining column of this
It
is
believed,
therefore,
that
all
journal a sober article headed * Seatillation
from Scientific
tended as a jok
trace of humor

kinds

Authors.”
If it was really ine can not discover the least
ck it.

CHRISTIAN

Standing

Twenty years’ standing, Cured in
than a Bottle,—A Catarrh Cough.

and

Back

highly

respected

and

influential

ton, N. H., testifies to the above,
John 8. Hayes. formerly
mar School, Manchester,

4 Must,

Price, in cloth,

0

PC

do,

Headache,

al Catarrh

Remedy.

Catarrh,
|

Cured

by

vy

C
¥

The

Cured of Catarrh; Hacking Cough,
Kidneys, and Lame Shoulders.

Rufus

Merrill, a well known

Pains

elderly

city, testifies to the above,

eight

months

enormous

before the
new

a

for

public, and

the

Interest payable May
J. EDGAR
CHARLES

of

less

vided
ilege
cause
price

than
goes

cloth

cannot

be pulled apart without

pay Agents from
or a commission
made.
Address
Pittsburgn, Pa ;

=

tearing it,

to 38Y Railroad Bond issued; and until they are
placed upon the New York Stock Exchange, the rules

of which require the roadto be completed, we obligate ourselves Lo rebuy at any time any of these Bonds
sold by us after this date at the same price as realized
by us on their sale.
ins

All marketable Securities taken in payment free of
Commission and Express charges,

HENRY

D

32

CLEWS

Wall

CO.,

York.
Dover, LH,

“

SAVE

THE
The

troublesome

children or adults is

‘

CHILDREN.

suffer, linger, and die,

only

and

known

dangerous

(F.V,)

COD
Use no

1. Bathe quickly, wipe dry, and walk off rapidly, all within ten minutes
2. It is dangerous to bathe when tired or at

bed-time ; hence, it is better

to make a rule to

bathe before breakfast, when
been rested by a night’s sleep.

wash

the

the

face,

system

has

hands and

head in cold water,
. 4. Do not bathe within two hours of eating a
full meal
; death has often resulted from inattention to this rule,

are

circumstances to very young

hurtfal

under

all

or very old people;

to invalids, to consumptives, to those subject
to spitting blood. Itisthe safest rule that a
woman should never take a cold bath other
than to rub the whole surface quickly with a

RENT
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To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new sub- and ordmary, $30 to 50,
STORES — okrling 00 to $ 0 two year old, $15
three years old, $00 to $
scriber, we will send a copy of Mr. 28;
FAT HOGS-0%
to 10¢
11¢; retail 103 to 123e.
SHoTES—Wholesale,
Kennedy's yolume,—¢“Close Commun- Hipes—Brighton 8fo 10to
Country
lots, 734 to
8x¢;
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Street,

20

BEEF—Extra $12,50 to $18,00, first quality $11,50 to
quality $ 7,00 to
$12.25; 2d quality $9,00 to 11,00; 8d
§ 8,50,
per cwt,, on total w dhe st hide, farrow, and
dressed beef.
WORKING OXEN-—
ng to their valueas Beef,
Handy
Steers,
0
i fervon Cows—#$30 to $60; extra good, $65 to $1.00
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
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other,
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send a copy of the same work to the

These Pens are.of superior English manufactures
and combine Elasticity of Action with Smoothness
of Point, and are a nearer approximation to the real
SWAN
QUILL than any hitherto invented.
For sale by a\l first-class Stationers.
4
A
SAMPEE
CARD,
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14 numbers, artigtically arranged and securely in.
closed, sent by mail on receipt of 26 CENTS.
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'
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thartie, and beneficial to health.
Warranted to cure,
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most

OTHERS

SALE BY
Cash,

CALVIN HALE,
H, HALEY,

of Pin-Worms.

ALL

&

Street, New
FOR

$75 to $250 per month and expenses,
from which twice that amount can be
SECOMB & CO., Boston, Mass, ;
St. Louis, Mo, , or Chicago, Ill.
13w43

TO

fully equal a8 a security

3

82
|VenRed¥ewt.2 C0 @ 2'50
00 (y
on.....22 @ 110

settled

4) per cent,, currency,
pay 3; per cent., and we

regard them to be as safe and

Multitudes of them

SUPERIOR

thickly

for by a sinkin,
id. The convertibility priv.
attached
to these bonds can not fail
te
them at an early day to command a market
considerably above par. U.S, Five-twenties at

resent prices return only
nterest, while these Bonds

COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cord,
vind, braid and embroider in a most superior manner. Priceonly $15. Fully licensed and warranted
for five years. We will pay $1000 for any machine
that will sew a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. Itmakes the * Elastic Lock
Stitch.” Every second stitch can be cut, and
stil the

1
§_

Trustees.

vance over subscription price may be looked for,
The
bonds have 50 years to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Company at par, and the payment ot the principal is pro-

been

IMPROVE

}
|{

doubted security: A small quantity of the issue only remains unsold, and when the enterprise is completed, which will be this Fall, an immediate ad-

+3 #75 to $250 per month, everywhere,
crerrriere,
£4 male, to introduce
tue GENUINE

THOMPRON,
L. FROST,

it does through the heart of the most

many more soon follow.
lt recommends itself; one bottle often selling a gross.
Price One Dollar per bottle, Sold by all leading Druggists. Send for Circulars,
General Agents: Weeks & Potter, Geo. C. Goodwin &
Co., Burr & Perry, Boston.
John F. Henry, 8 College.
Hate, New York, General Agents for Middle and Western
LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Druggists and Chemist.
Manchester, N, H , Proprietors,
i
i
i

a

Denims ...
Ginghams .

and richest portion of the great State of Iowa, together with its present advanced condition and large
carnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommending
these bonds to investors, as, in every respect, an un-

of this

a dozen

and November.

The Bonds are issued at £20,000 per mile against the
portion only of the line fully completed and equipped.
The greater part of the road is already in operation, and the present earnings are largely in excess
of the SDerating expenses and interest. on the bonds,
Tue balance of the work necessary
to establish
through connections, thereby shortening the distance
between St. Paul and Chicago 45 miles, and 90 miles
to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
movement of the coming grain crops, which, it is
estimated, will double the present ineveme of the road.
The established character
of this line, running as

oh

sale has

for sale at

30 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

ution-

been

balance of the Loan

22 SpanBrownAm.1%@.
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as

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Minnesota R. R. Co.

in the Back and

Wherever

article.

strongest and best secured, as well
moss profitable
investment
mow
offered in the market.

The small remaining

estern

Western, dry...20 @ . 22
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COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE OF U.S.TAX,
Principal and Interest payable in Gold.

give certificates by the thousands of the same
We might
import, but they take up too much space.
The originals
are in the possession of the proprietors.
At this writing, August 20, 1870, it has

Postage extra ; on the

First Mortgage Bonds,

N. H.,

gentleman

in paper

7 PER CENT GOLD.

Bos-

Constr

Ticking .
Cottonad

be in

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

teacher of the
Nofth GramN, H., and now at Newton,

A. L. Chesley,46 Hanover street, Manchester,
says 80, under a statement of March 28, 1870.

only 25 cts.;

covers, 15 cts.

says that it did for him what it was recommend-

Sore Throat,

should

every Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a-eopy of
this newly revised and useful book.—

by Less
Prevent

citizen of New

It

o

¢
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Mid.to gd mid +17 @ 18 | Extra......1 20 @ 180

BAPTISM,

comely appearance.

sleep Nights, unless Catarrh Snuff was perpetually used,
Cured with One Bottle,
A

HE

@os 21
COTTON,
OrdinaAry..e.ee.. 14 @ 14%
Good Ordinary 16 @ 17

tirely new dress, and presents a very

Cured.— Ca-

Two
Weeks
so bad as to

t. Do
hhh
Ousserneeansesl8

Oranges......0

the author, has been clothed in an en-

tarrh, with Droppings iu the Throat, causing
fe elings
of Strangling, Cured.
Dizziness,
Pains
in Side and
Weakness of Kidneys Immediately Relieved, — System
Seemingly Made Over New by Uuse of One Bottle,
So says Capt. Joseph George of Manchester, N, H., in
a long cer.ificate, dated April 25, 1870,
Ex-Gov. Smyth,
ex-Member of Congress, Morrison, and Geo. W. Riddle
testify that they
know Capt. George
to be
an honest,

square man, whose word they belleve.
.
.
Weakness of Kidneys and Pains in Side

|

Lemons,
¥#b x 5 0

This little book has been revised by

Cures by building up the Constituof thirty years practice of a leading

Years’

Anthracite,.. 7 50 @ 8 50
COFFEE

Figs common.12 @
B80.
cv. oes 12%

No. 39 Washington St.,
Dover, N. H.

New
England Physician.
While curing Catarrh cures
every weakness of the system, in back, loins, or wherever there is any.
;
Testimonials.
of Twenty-Five

the

L. R. BURLINGAME,

|-

ONSTITUTIONAL
CATARRHM
REMEDY.
CERTAIN
CURE
FOR
WORST
CASES OF CATARRH, and all diseases of the Mucous Membranes connected with skin, liver; bladder, kid-

A Cough

including

and upon reasonable terms.
Orders are solicited from all parts of
the country. Address,

———

The first reliable facts, based on the most
thorough investigations, as to the influence of
schools on the eye-sight, were published in 1866,
by. Dr. Herman Cohn, of Breslau, Prussia.
He
has examined five village schools in l.angebielan
(a village of Silesia), and the following schools in
the city of Breslau: 20 elementary schools, two
higher girl schools, two intermediate schools,
two real schools (non-classical colleges), and two
Of the 10,060
(classical colleges).
gymnastic
scholars in these institutions, 17.1 per cent. were
not in the full normal possession of their eyestatistics given show that nearsight. The
sightedness. steadily increases from the lower
Not only
grade of schools to the higher. ones.
does the number of short-sighted cases increase
from one class to the other, and from one grade
of schoolto the other, but also the degree of
Among the chief causes of
short-sightedness,
near-sightedness, Dr. Cohn considers the construction of the desks and chairs, and the manner
in whieh school-rooms are generally lighted.
Scholars but too easily accustom themselves to
This
bend forward too closely over their books.
involves greater activity of the muscles of the
eye, producing an‘increase of hydrostatic pressure in the back part of the eyeball, and a prolongation of the axis of the eye, which, by long
condition.
continuance, becomes a permanent
occaOn the other hand, the bending forward
sions a rush of blood to the eyeball, also increasing the pressure in the back part of the eye.
says
Cohn
Dr.
These two causes’ combined,
produce near-sightedness.

and the like.
1s the resuit

Job-printing,

printing of cuts and printing in colors,
can be done in good style at short notice
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tion.

of

new subscriber.

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

The postage—which

is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.
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Or, if it is preferred,

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the same terms.
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Telegraph tells a good sto-

through her

on a doz., 60 cents.

:

ry of an M. D. “ who has a diploma from a regular medical school and one of the first in the
country,” for the truth of which it
pledges its
word.
He had a patient who had been struck by
lightning.
‘*Why,” said he,*‘ she is chock full
of lightning yet; you can see it run down her legs
and arms every now and then, and she can feel

5md3

baths

with

Science.

Ra

The Journal of the

Doctors differ,~on this as on -other subjects.
The following suggestions are Dr. Hall’s:

water

body

WHOLESALE

Bathing.

b. Cold

the

face, and leaves the Dady in a safe condition.
Temperature for baths,—cold bath, 50 degrees;
tepid bath 70, degrees; warm bath, 90 degrees;
hot bath, 110 degrees; vapor bath, 130.

For Consumption,

or criticise or direct it.,

. 2, Before bathing,

and with it rub

performed within ten minutes; the water should
be at least eighty degrees; this kind of bathing
certainly cleanses the skin, stimulates the sur-

made quite clear that

was found whose income in 1869 was less than
$650, not counting increase of stock, or in the
value of their farms.
Many went as high as
$1,500.
Their broad
fields of waving grain
testified to their increasing wealth; while their
fine horses and cattle gave evidence that their
attention was not wholly directed to grain rais-

under very satisfactory conditions. Three of
‘the shells were fired to a great hight from a
gun,

Francisco

that road brings a good many more people to
the Golden State thun it takes away.
There has
been a large increase on all the lines of railway
everywhere, but, owing to the war, the general
rate of increase over the whole country has
diminished.
Farms grow large, and rural towns
diminish, while manufacturing towns increase
in the old States.
Atchison, Omaha,
Duluth
and Davenport are mentioned as among
the
Westren cities which have the largest increase.
PDL the Norwegians and Germans in one part
of Minesota a writer says:

cernable,was recently tried at Chatham,England,

siege

San

:

lately suffered.

Prince Aosta of Italy has
tion fer the Spanish crown.

It is thought

and

and

finds that. she has 125,000 inhabitants only,
which is but little larger than the population
of Newark, N. J. It was at first thought that
the population of California had decreased,
owing in; some mysterious way to the Pacific’ Rail-

A barrel of flour weighs 196 pounds,
a barrel
of pork 200 pounds,a barrel of rice 300 pounds,
a keg of powder 23 pounds, a firkin of butter 56
pounds, a tub of butter 84 pounds. The following are sold by weight per bushel: Wheat, beans

to be seen on the streets.

a"

of 400,000, Cincinnati but a little over 200,000 in-

Nearly all of the thirty or more persons against
whom
a warrant of arrest has been issued for
illegal registration at New York have left for
parts unknown.
They were frightened at the
vigorous and determined manner in which the
United States authorities were proceeding.

A

aE

it

ote

i

0 wr

ry, hasbeen ordered from Fort Hays,
Fort Lavenworth for winter quarters.

8

marking

thirty-ninth year.

world

Land is sold to colonies in Kansas from twenty-five to forty per cent. less than to a singlé individual, as an inducement for emigrants to settle in large numbers.

i:

found

an edict has been issued by the
dooming this idol to destruction.
mass will probably be melted up
into the national coins.

that the democrats

ie

‘sharp axe, was

ed in Japan for

returns

‘city
- to-day, makes it rather improbable
that
you will find him in the same place to-morrow.
Chicago has only 250,000
inhabitants instead

A free was recently cut down at Coudersport,
Pa., which was two hundred and seventy-five
years old. A clean cut, as though made bya

The
Hollywood
Memorial
Association, of
Richmond, Va., bas adopted a resolution recommending that the 4th Sunday in November be
set aside as a day of mourning for General Lee,
througk®u
e South; and on that day that collectjgns be taken up in all the churches for the
Le#
monument fund.
A despatch was received in New York ¥riday
from one of the officers of the United States
corvette Shenandoah, dated at Lisbon on the
14th instant, which puts at rest all anxiety as
to the fate of the vessel.

Virginia and

#

A singular accident occurred at Baxter, Kansas. Mr Samuels and
his clerk, Max Horn,
were unpacking
goods, when : their motions
shook down a double-barreled shot-gun, which
was discharged in the fall, killing them both
instantly.

come from Vermont.

Partial

fact is that thé population of the West is continually shifting about, and a man being in one

over the brush,

Adamantine....20 @.. 28
COAL

Hz been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout. Ithasa large number of selected and choice
Tunes as well as many of our best Hymns,
Itis
compact in form, can be easily carried in the pocket

awill,
asfaras can be reached in every direction, rapidly; then rinse off and wipe dry with
‘a cotton towel at least a yard square; this leaves
the skin more perfectly dry than common linen
or crash towel; the whole operation should be

00

38

—
©

protest

mon
new
scrubbing-brush,
briStes .at least
three-quarters of an inch long; wet the body
all over with water; then rub a piece of soap

35

Sperm.cesecses
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9

Catholics

The Sacred Melodies,

and a com.

&

Orleans

night, using warm water, soap,

®

New

population as was expected.
This is more par:
ticularly the case with the growing Western
towns, which, regarding every new arrival as
a permanent accession, get the most exuaggerated impressions as to their rate of increase. The

day

Sig

The

to their

®e
sx
©

among the Indians

accession

©

is raging

a large

NOGORS
mines

small pox

such

200000
Tenens

a—————

The

ty thousand more men than women, and that
in Masschusetts there are forty thousand more
women than men.
;

received

£8E

The census shows that in Iowa there are for-

prevept Democratic persecutions.
in the North-West.

not

CANDLES,
MOLASSES,
Moulds. ...e....12 @.. 15 Cubs, Clayed..25 @.

£

ask foi troops to

Four young ladies received the degree of A.
B. at the recent Commencement of the Simpson
Centenary College, at Indianola, Iowa.

For the week ending, Oct. 26, 1870,

ENTITLED

8

Osage County,

BOSTON WHOSLSALE PRICES.

WORK

S883

lynched in

Indiana, Tuesday week,
South Carolina Republicans

Paragraphs.

TEE

Markets.

«x55

Two prisoners were

the English mis-

The

e000
Sa

MISCELLANEOUS.
Senator Morton has declined
sion.

SOMETHING NEW!

soft towel dipped in water pressed out; lay the
towel smooth on the hand
and
rub quickly.
the whole body, within ten minutes.
The general health of mankind would be most
. benefited by avoiding all cold water or seaThat the Census Shows.
athing, and take but one bath a week, and that
J
A
——
a room not under seventy degrees, on SaturThe census returns show that the cities*have

o-

death those furnishing provisions to the Prus
sians,
:
The terms of peace propesed by neutral pow= |
ers involve no cession of territory.

Summary.
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